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ABSTRACT 

Awkward Visits: 

District Visiting, Gender, and Middle-Class Identity in the Victorian Imagination 

by 

Anne LeBeau Dayton 

This project explores the textual representation of district visiting, a form of 

philanthropy in which a volunteer, usually a middle-class woman, called on working-

class homes within a geographically specified district. Drawing on novels and non-fiction 

prose published between 1850 and 1900,1 argue that district visiting is best understood in 

the context of middle-class anxieties about upward mobility and the expansion of their 

own class. While guidebook authors were limited to exhaustive descriptions of the proper 

behavior of district visitors, novelists imagined successful district visiting as evidence 

that a woman of questionable class origin had internalized the identity of a lady. The 

status of male charitable visitors, most of whom were clergymen, was less defined: some 

authors relished visiting as a site of female influence, while others feared the feminizing 

influence of lady visitors. District visiting evolved in the last half of the nineteenth-

century from the voluntary duty of gentry daughters at home to a professionalized 

commitment with protocols and training regimes. This changes led, in turn, to new ways 

of plotting female character development; plots that earlier in the century might have 

ended in marriage and a retreat from public commitments were now imagined as 

culminating with marriage to a man who shared the heroine's dedication to the "slums" 

or a renunciation of marriage in favor of a life of service and often female 



companionship. My chapters interweave literary and archival sources, including novels, 

memoirs, advice manuals, religious tracts, and the archived records of Victorian charities. 
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Introduction 

In the middle of the nineteenth century, many middle-class English women 

regularly visited their poorer neighbors. These visits were frequently known as district 

visits, a term that originated in the practice of dividing parishes into geographical 

"districts."1 Working-class Britons also encountered middle-class men at their doors, 

but—as I discuss in the second chapter with particular attention to clerical visitors— 

these men usually came in a professional capacity as clergymen, doctors, or like James 

Kay-Shuttleworth, as investigators compiling statistical portraits. Often, although not 

always, female middle-class callers were under the supervision of the local Anglican 

clergyman who would oversee the division of his parish and assign visitors who would, 

in turn, report the circumstances of his parishioners.2 Proponents of district visiting 

presented a variety of reasons for their calls which ranged from spreading Christianity; to 

alleviating poverty, poor sanitation, illness, and injury through provision of education and 

supplies; to encouraging cross-class friendship. Originally these visits were an extension 

of the lady of the manor's role: squire's wives, sisters, mothers, and daughters had an 

interest in and felt a responsibility toward the squire's tenants.3 The womenfolk of 

doctors' and clergymen's families played a similar role in the lives of parishioners and 

patients.4 

When industrialization and the rise of the professions expanded the ranks of the 

upper portion of the middle class, many men and women, for the first time, considered 

themselves ladies and gentlemen. Critics enumerated the cultural implications of the rise 

of the British middle class with particular attention to the rise of the novel. In Desire and 

1 
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Domestic Fiction (1989), Nancy Armstrong shows how novelistic depictions of gender 

roles, particularly the expectations placed on upper middle-class women, were essential 

to upper middle-class self-definition. Armstrong argues that women connected to rising 

men needed to be perceived as ladies. Visiting working-class homes became one of the 

many ways in which middle-class women could demonstrate their status as ladies. 

Armstrong maintains that domestic novels played a crucial role in masking 

political and economic choices as the products of individual psychology. Where in 

eighteenth-century narratives a heroine might marry for money or position, by the mid 

nineteenth century, romantic love was the only acceptable motive. Just as transformation 

of the marriage plot that Armstrong traces correlates with new expectations of elite 

female behavior, Jessica Gerard's historical work on the charitable practices of rural 

gentry women suggests that the idealization of the domestic lady coupled with "social 

change" (187) led "women of the landed classes" to increase their involvement in 

"informal face-to-face charity" (184). Elite rural women of earlier generations had 

endowed "charities, almhouses, and schools" (Gerard 186), but mid-century women were 

particularly interested in personal contact. 

This effort to transform charity into personal relationships corresponds to 

Armstrong's findings about the transformation of the marriage plot from an external tale 

of wealth and power to an internal psychological drama of choices and desire. The 

movement away from institutionalized displays of rural charity, and in turn, power that 

Gerard observes parallels what Armstrong sees as the transformation of fictional 

portrayals of the working class from dangerous "combinations" that threatened 

institutions to individual "target[s] for novels to domesticate and feminize" (177). In both 
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evolutions charitable lady's importance surpasses that of the institution or class she 

represents.5 

This tension between individual charitable ladies and larger philanthropic 

bureaucracies plays out in most fictional portrayals of the practice. Most mid-century 

authors portray charity as the natural behavior of good women and avoid depicting the 

real world institutional and bureaucratic underpinnings of practices like district visiting. 

For example, in Bleak House (1853), Charles Dickens's Esther Summerson refuses the 

opportunity to become a district visitor, stating "I thought it best to be useful as I could, 

and to render what kind of services I could, to those immediately about me; and try to let 

that circle of duty gradually and naturally expand itself (128). Esther's naturalization of 

her duty stands in contrast to the bureaucratic approach of Mrs. Pardiggle, who is perhaps 

the best remembered literary example of district visiting. 

Early in Bleak House (1853), Pardiggle, a self-proclaimed "Visiting lady," bursts 

unbidden into the shabby home of a brickmaker and interrogates and harasses the inmates, 

all the while failing to notice a real opportunity for Christian charity: a baby dying in its 

mother's lap in a distant corner (126). Pardiggle's antics, along with those of her fellow 

philanthropist Mrs. Jellyby, serve as a foil for Esther who does not participate in 

organized charity, but at the same time is an agent for good in all of the novel's plots. 

While Esther sees "the obligations of home" as her primary duty (83), her benevolence 

extends far beyond the domestic space of Bleak House; however, unlike Pardiggle's 

impositions on the brick makers, Dickens characterizes Esther's individual charity as a 

natural extension of the domestic sphere. Her motivations are depicted as manifestations 
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of her innate goodness unlike Pardiggle and Jellyby, whose philanthropic efforts are 

responses to social problems not individuals in need. 

Dickens's use of Jellyby and Pardiggle as foils serves to further idealize what he 

wants his readers to understand as Esther's individual, spontaneous acts of kindness such 

as taking in smallpox-ridden Jo or visiting Miss Flite in Krook's lodgings, which might 

otherwise appear foolhardy. While Pardiggle and Jellyby disavow their domestic 

responsibilities, Esther's individual charity also impacts her relationship to middle-class 

domestic space. In visiting Flite, Esther leaves this domestic space to visit an eccentric 

domestic space within the larger public space of the law courts. In turn, Jo's illness 

threatens the inmates of Bleak House. 

Esther's circle of duty further expands after her marriage to physician Allan 

Woodcourt when she becomes a welcome visitor to the homes of his patients: "I never 

walk out with my husband, but I hear the people bless him. I never go into a house of any 

degree, but I hear his praises, or see them in grateful eyes. The people even praise Me as 

the doctor's wife. The people even like Me as I go about, and make so much of Me that I 

am quite abashed" (988-9). Esther's characteristically self-effacing description indicates 

that she calls husband's patients regardless of their "degree," and thus, despite her earlier 

objections, she regularly visits across class difference. Her capitalization of "Me" also 

indicates her amazement at being praised for an activity she sees as an extension of her 

husband's duties. 

Allan's proposal was not Esther's first; in order for Esther to accept him, her 

guardian John Jarndyce needs to release her from their earlier engagement. Had Esther 

married John, whom she had served as housekeeper since leaving school, their 



relationship would be close to the servant-master marriage plots which Armstrong, using 

the pre-eminent example of Samuel Richardson's Pamela (1740), identifies as 

characteristic of eighteenth-century fiction. While a member of John's household, Esther 

had limited her scope of charitable intervention to her guardian's circle, but her marriage 

to a professional substantially broadens her "circle of duty." 

Allan and Esther's relationships with patients falls within what Lauren M. E. 

Goodlad describes as "pastorship... a reciprocal relation between morally equal actors, 

even as vast inequalities of wealth and power were tolerated and, indeed stabilized" (25). 

Goodlad argues that the figure of the pastor whom she also describes as the benevolent 

force at the center of Jeremy Bentham's panopticon is essential to understanding how 

power relations played out in Victorian philanthropy and government. Goodlad does not, 

however, consider the role of the pastor's wife; while she argues that Allan's profession 

is "harmoniously aligned with the female domesticity of his wife" (108); she does not 

discuss how Esther's "female domesticity" enhances her husband's professional 

pastorship. Esther's words sing the praises of her husband—"I never go into a house of 

any degree, but I hear his praises, or see them in grateful eyes"—but also reveal how 

essential Esther's work "going about," that is visiting, is to Allan's professional success. 

Esther and Allan's happy marriage is obviously different from the unhappy 

unions of the Pardiggles and Jellybys. A crucial difference is that the Woodcourts' 

philanthropy is shared and an extension of Allan's profession. This model of the male 

professional as leader to the female philanthropist is consistent with surviving district 

visiting advice literature. While these guidebooks did not expect district visitors to marry 

their clerical supervisors, visitors were supposed to submit to male professional 
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authority.6 These pieces of district visiting advice literature can be categorized into three 

distinct types: notebooks or handbooks in which a visitor would record details about the 

homes she visited, books of extracts which suggested hymns and Bible verses for 

particular situations,7 and short fiction which demonstrated visiting "success" and 

"failure." These texts, which were published between 1838 and 1895, demonstrate 

evolving attitudes towards district residents, changing explanations of visiting, and 

consistent problems such as unwelcoming residents and the challenges of recordkeeping. 

Earlier authors are more likely to assume deference on the part of district residents and 

frame visits as purely religious endeavors. In latter publications, a visitor was expected to 

need hints on sanitation and poor law at least as much as suggested hymns, tracts, and 

Bible verses, and authors grew increasingly concerned that visitors might inadvertently 

offend their working-class hosts and hostesses. 

The various "handbooks" and "manuals" published for visitors to record statistical 

data about their districts were the most controversial of these publications.8 While 

handbook authors valued statistics, they worried that note-taking while in the district 

would alienate its residents: "Never make entries in your book during a visit; to do so 

would make your calls less friendly," warns Rev. H. A. D. Surridge in his 1871 manual 

(quoted in Charles B.P. Bosanquet 16). Balancing the desire for a statistical portrait of the 

district with the need to respond sensitively to residents' dislike of note-taking, handbook 

authors often disavowed statistics even as they provided space for detailed records.9 

Reflecting this ambivalence, W. Boyd Carpenter, author of the 1881 District Visitor's 

Companion, simultaneously reminds visitors that "statistical work is not district work" 

(28) and advises that the "visitor of good strong sense" has a great deal of data at her 



command (5). "She knows the number of pinafores each child has, and whether the shirts 

of the husband are buttonless or not, and how much of his wages goes to the public 

house" (5). This sensible visitor would somehow follow Carpenter's emphatic directive 

"Get Information" (27, original emphasis) without provoking "impatience" or forgetting 

"that those you visit are human" (32). 

The differences between manuals also illustrate change over time. In the earliest 

manual, Edward John Nixon (1848) sees data collection as an essential duty, but has no 

clear purpose for the information visitors would gather from posing the many suggested 

questions.10 The various gradations of religious belief, dissent, and difference also obsess 

Nixon. Richard Adams (1895), the author of the latest manual, expects far less 

information and is only interested in whether those district residents who profess belief 

when their visitor calls attend some sort of church or chapel. Adams's move away from 

statistics reflects a growing sense within district visiting advice literature that their 

working-class hosts were growing less deferential and declining in willingness to answer 

intrusive questions. In addition, Adams does not require his visitors to identify residents' 

denominational affiliation. His disinterest here hints at a broad-church or secularized 

approach to visiting.11 

Nixon, a Liverpool curate and unabashed compiler of statistics, published his 

Manual of District Visiting in 1848. Nixon expects visitors to both acquire, record, and 

report statistical portraits of their districts. His manual includes three stages of reports 

which visitors were required to submit to their clerical supervisors. The first and least 

detailed tier was an "occasional note" with which volunteers would report items too 

urgent for the monthly report (41). In an effort to control clerical workloads, Nixon urges 
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that these notes be used infrequently for "sincere" requests for pastoral guidance (38) and 

warns visitors to "make as few promises as possible" (41) and the "clergyman will 

determine" who is deserving of relief (25). The note contains two columns indicating the 

two possible reasons a visitor might call for clerical assistance: sickness and destitution. 

In the sub-columns, the visitor quantifies the sincerity of the need for pastoral aid by 

recording length and severity of illness or the details of unemployment, family size, and 

relief dispensed. Visitors are also asked to describe the resident's "character" by choosing 

from an assortment of adjectives. The sick are evaluated with particular attention to their 

"apparent state of mind regarding religion" and could be "serious, or impressed, or 

ignorant, or hardened, or desponding, or self-satisfied" (72). A simpler gradation 

categorizes the unemployed; they are "good, indifferent, or bad" (72). 

Nixon is less concerned with limiting the obligations of his visitors. The next two 

tiers of reports require visitors to amass a great deal of statistical data without providing 

much indication how these details might benefit instead of burden visitors and district 

residents. The second level of visitor-cleric communication is the "monthly report," in 

which a visitor reports her activities, including how many homes were visited, tracts 

distributed, residents persuaded to attend church, and children newly enrolled in school. 

Since Nixon expects visitors to loan a tract to every household and use a periodic 

"exchanges of tracts" as an excuse to call, the number of visits and number of tracts 

exchanged should the same (49). The monthly report also repeats the sickness columns 

from the occasional note and includes a section on the "general state of the district" 

where the visitor could record the presence of public houses and poor sanitation 

(Appendix II). 
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Despite this interest in sanitation, Nixon's primary concern is the spiritual health 

of district residents. A final column is reserved for "special cases" including "any person 

who may be in an inquiring state of mind, or hopeful; or any notorious drunkard, or 

Socialist, or Unitarian, or Infidel, or Roman Catholic, or other Dissenter to whom the 

Clergyman's visit might be useful" (Appendix II). These cases were not active 

parishioners or necessarily the most destitute in the district; instead, they seemed the most 

or least likely to be converted. In the manual's second appendix, Nixon provides an 

example of a "properly filled up" monthly report including the details of three "special 

cases." These cases include a dying, but "resist[ing]" Unitarian and a Roman Catholic 

"very anxious for instruction." The third case is that of Thomas Cooke, the publican, who 

might, through clerical influence, be convinced to close on Sundays. 

Nixon expected district residents to contribute to "Religious Societies" and 

included a column for recording the amounts collected for the Church Mission Society 

and the Bible Society. While many district visitors collected contributions to clothing 

clubs and other mutual aid societies, and Ellen Ranyard founded an entire visiting charity 

based on the idea of selling Bibles door-to-door, Nixon wants his parishioners to give 

money to visitors without expecting any tangible gain and with the object of "sending the 

Gospel to the heathen" both globally and locally through missions to their Jewish and 

Irish neighbors (29). Nixon acknowledges that this expectation is controversial, but 

argues that participation in the imperial mission supports national unity: 

By inviting the poor to take their share in this great work, you are not imposing a 

tax but conferring a privilege;... you are furthering a cause which is the Glory of 

England ... God seems to have committed the Gospel in trust to us as a nation for 
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the world's benefit and we may be sure that our destinies nationally depend upon 

the fulfillment of that sacred trust. (36) 

Nixon's proposal does involve district residents in larger philanthropic causes involving 

middle-class donors which would, for those residents who could donate, make them part 

of something beyond their working-class Liverpudlian neighborhoods. 

In addition to the monthly reports, Nixon expected visitors to file quarterly reports 

which were primarily statistical. In his rubric for these reports, Nixon inquired after the 

head of household's name, trade, and wage to church membership, literacy, and Bible 

and prayer book ownership with a note to insert the letters "D. B." if the household 

owned the Roman Catholic Douay Bible. In the final column, the visitor is asked for her 

"remarks" which might include "any cases of more than usual respectability, or 

cleanliness and neatness, or the reverse; or of confirmed piety or wickedness; or of bodily 

or mental affliction, such as blindness, limbs lost, insanity or idiocy" (Appendix I). While 

the "special cases" in the exemplar of a monthly report dwelt on district problems like 

unrepentant Unitarians, the "remarks" in Nixon's "properly filled up" example are more 

positive and, while mentioning the local publican, include many sick residents who might 

qualify as "impressed" or "serious" in the monthly report's hierarchy of religiosity. This 

column seems a place for the visitor to record her favorites; in the "specimen" these 

include Sarah Cox, an appreciative bedridden widow, and "an interesting [lame] girl... 

with a tendency to consumption" whose father rents the cellar at 37 George Street. 

These "specimen" remarks hint at the tensions that the use of Nixon's manual 

might have provoked for visitors. Besides the publican, all of the notes in this column 

describe receptive hosts and hostesses who are "clean ... neat... respectable ... long 
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pious ... well disposed honest people" who think "much more of religion" (Appendix I). 

Yet, to fulfill the requirements of Nixon's manual, visitors would shorten these enjoyable 

calls to exchange tracts at 115 other residences in the district and determine whether 

"Bridget Murphy... [the] very anxious" Catholic owned a copy of the Douay Bible 

(Appendix II). 

The elaborateness of Nixon's expectations is even more apparent when comparing 

his manual with other record books published later in the century. H. J. Burfield's The 

District Visitor's Record (1853) has very few directions for the visitor and is primarily 

blank pages lined in a way Burfield found conducive to note-taking. The only records 

Francis Hessey urges visitors to keep in his Hints to District Visitors (1858) are a register 

of the names of residents and an assessment of "the capabilities of the women for doing 

needlework," information that would be used to connect the seamstresses with potential 

employers (15). 

The Reverend T. Wade Smith, who published The Pocket Parochial Register in 

1873, was mainly interested in recording the names and addresses of his working-class 

parishioners as well as their educational and employment status and that of their children. 

His "convenient remembrancer" was marketed to both clergymen and district visitors and 

advised them to map their parishes or districts, "each house having a special number 

attached; the number in the Registrar corresponding with the number on the Map" (n. 

p.).13 Smith advises users to use pencil when recording the number and circumstances of 

children since "frequent changes will occur," but that names and house numbers could be 

written in ink as "removals" are less likely. Beyond names and locations, Smith 

encourages his readers to determine the resources of residents and provides abbreviations 
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for memberships in various fraternal orders such as the freemasons, odd fellows, and 

foresters and the parish, coal, and clothing club, the latter of which pooled resident 

resources and possibly additional funds from middle-class donors to buy coal or cloth in 

bulk. Smith's inclusion of the fraternal organizations suggests that he expected some 

districts to include better-paid artisans; indeed, his example of a filled-in registrar 

includes James Robinson, a painter and forester, and Thomas Jenkins, a laborer and odd 

fellow. Smith's sample entries are not all as financially stable as Robinson and Jenkins. 

The final entry is of Jane Pratt, a widowed charwoman with one child at home who 

received parish relief in the form of cash and bread. 

Smith was interested in religious difference within his parish; however, he did not 

expect his visitors to access residents' potential for conversion. For example, Jenkins's 

place of worship is neutrally recorded as "Baptist" without any additional commentary 

about the jeopardy of his eternal salvation. In the latest manual, Adams's The 

Clergyman's and District Visitor's Handbook for Parochial Visiting, the author seems 

even less concerned about sectarian difference; his primary interest is whether district 

residents act on the beliefs they affirm when visited. 

The visitor should be careful to distinguish between, 1, those who actually attend 

some place of worship; 2, those who profess certain opinions, but do not attend; 3, 

those who profess and practice no religion: e.g., 

1. John Smith, joiner, Ch. 

2. " " " Ch.? 

3. " " " ?(n.p.) 
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While Adams's abbreviation for church attendance is similar to Nixon's abbreviation for 

the Church of England,14 in the context of his direction to make note of those residents 

who "attend some place of worship" it seems more likely that the abbreviation means that 

these residents attend a church or chapel. 

Adams's and Smith's reduced expectations for data reflect a growing sense that 

district residents are loath to welcome inquisitive note-takers. Adams warns against the 

fetishization of statistics in his introduction: 

Many persons misunderstand the use of such books as these, supposing that they 

are for the purpose of collecting a mass of statistics, which are to be used for 

admiration, like a cabinet of curiosities, and hence some books of this kind 

contain columns for the collection of such statistics, on subjects which, in my 

judgment, no clergyman or district visitor has a right to inquire into. Many, too, in 

collecting the information in the following pages, hesitate to bring out the book at 

the houses they visit, feeling that it might be regarded as an impertinence, and the 

information be refused. In this, as in everything else, utility rather than method 

should be the object, and every visitor should act in a manner which he feels most 

suitable to himself; but my own experience has been that, when the book has been 

boldly taken out, and it is courteously explained that you ask only for information 

which will enable a clergyman to know the spiritual condition of his people, so 

that he may minister to their spiritual wants, the visitor is rarely met with refusal, 

(n. p., original emphasis) 

Adams argues for a particularly "professional" approach to statistical work that he 

differentiates from a dilettantish and aristocratic meaningless accumulation of data and an 
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approach that overly defers to working-class hosts. His first example depicts visitors who 

accumulate statistics for the sake of display and "admiration, like a cabinet of curiosity." 

By using the term "cabinet of curiosity," Adams links this pointless accumulation of data 

to pre-modern approaches to natural history and cultural artifacts. These collectors of 

statistics would not come to any conclusions about their data; instead, they would display 

their overflowing notebooks as evidence of their diligence. Adams's simile connects 

these visitors to an almost feudal past in which visitors assumed they had "a right" to 

inquire after anything that struck their fancy. The emphasis on "right" shows how much 

Adams wants his readers to distance themselves from these obsessive collectors. Adams 

does not, however, want visitors to defer to district residents so much that they hesitate to 

ask any questions. Urging visitors who worry that questions "might be regarded as an 

impertinence" to invoke their clergymen's need for accurate data, Adams links proper 

statistical work with professionalism; useful statistics "enable a clergyman ... so he may 

minister" (my emphasis). Good statistical work, thus, makes it possible for clergymen to 

fulfill their professional duties. 

Manual authors were not alone in their observations that residents disliked note-

taking. Didactic fiction, published in religious magazines and tracts and directed at 

visitors, also contains scenes in which visitors attempt to justify their notebooks. In a 

short story published in The Vineyard, an 1867 journal for clergymen's wives and "other 

Church and parish handmaids," Louisa S*** describes "Old John Savory" who objects to 

the notes the new clergyman's wife takes after meeting him: "You've no right to take 

people down in your book ... Nobody's a right to take any body down, and I won't stand 

it, for one, that I tell you, marm, I wants nothing from you, and I won't be taken down, 
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say what you will: we're all free in this land, and you've no right to take me down!" (12). 

The clergyman's wife's note-taking seems to Savory to indicate that she is taking 

something from him. Savory's objections cast "taking down" as a violation that affronts 

him as an Englishman—"I wants nothing from you ... we're all free in this land." This 

latter reason suggests that Savory has imbibed the national pride that Nixon thought 

donations to the missions might encourage, but Savory's pride contains an outcome 

Nixon would not have celebrated, a corresponding lack of deference to middle-class 

interlocutors. Savory's use of the phrases "take people down" and "take any body down" 

indicate that he imbues the narrator's action with an almost legal or eveiynagical quality. 

Through the act of writing his name in her book, the narrator has "taken" something from 

Savory without permission. 

Later in the story, the narrator learns that Savory is a dissenter which, although 

the Anglican villagers are equally unwelcoming when they first meet her, also might help 

explain Savory's initial hostility. The narrator's solution is not, however, to cease taking 

notes. Although Savory "always looked askance at the lady who had 'taken him down,'" 

he does come to respect her husband the vicar because the latter provides a salve to treat 

his rheumatism (13). The vicar is henceforth treated "with a kind of patronizing 

indulgence" (13). Narrated from the perspective of the vicar's wife who is assisting her 

husband in his new parish, the story does not depict Savory's objections as a moment of 

lost salvation; instead, her vicar works closely with the Baptist minister whom Savory 

prefers to make sure the old man's needs are met in the winter months and more broadly, 

to improve sanitary conditions throughout the village. The narrator does not abandon her 
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note-taking; instead, the villagers come to tolerate her "fidgets" about notes and 

sanitation when they find that they actually benefit from her obsessions. 

Intrusive visitors receive a far more negative treatment in a pamphlet on the 

subject, E. F. Raikes's "Unlicensed Detective" (1874). While Raikes addresses his tract 

to district visitors, who were predominantly female, his "unlicensed detective" is male, 

and Jenny, the working-class wife whom the visitor harasses, contrasts him frequently 

with a preferred female visitor, in Jenny's words "a real kind lady who knows how we 

strives" (7). The unlicensed detective appears unexpectedly at Jenny's door, enters 

"unasked" (3) when "she was very busy tidying up... and getting dinner ready" (3-4, 

original emphasis). The "Gentleman" does not hesitate to comment on the room's 

furnishings: "'You are well-off with comforts—you need no help—a bit of carpet under 

the table—a clean white table-cloth ... four good unbroken chairs—and a bright kettle 

and fire irons—and, what's here?' (lifting up the lid of a sauce pan to look in) 'a piece of 

mutton! And turnips! Money enough for meat, I see.'" (4-6). Jenny resents the 

"detective's" intrusion, but feels she cannot send him away: "I guess the Queen has sent 

him to ask about us. Bless her!" (10). Once Jenny realizes that her visitor came "of [his] 

own accord" to "help" her and has "no License" (11), she poses her own question: "Why 

do you hinder me? You've no right" (11). Jenny's husband has harsh words for both the 

"Gentleman" and Jenny:15 

Wifey, you never again let man or woman come to spy our doings. This here 

Gentleman is one of the Visitation people, who, when they take liberties, and 

intrudes, I calls them 'Unlicensed Detectives,' but when they be kind and 

considerate, I likes them, and they be always welcome, as long as we are not busy. 
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He has no business to come into a room of himself. We pays our rent, and the 

house is ours—and so he is just nothing but an 'Unlicensed Detective.' (12-13) 

The Unlicensed Detective fails to show the "very great consideration and friendly 

kindness" that Raikes argues are essential for successful visiting (13). He also calls in the 

morning and disturbs the midday meal. 

While the Unlicensed Detective does not take notes during his visit, his intrusive 

behavior suggests he is gathering data for some purpose. Jenny initially imagines the state, 

through the benevolent person of the Queen, is interested in her housekeeping. Jenny's 

positive associations with female authority stem from her experiences of a female district 

visitor, "a real kind lady who knows how we strives" (7), who is the donor of the meat 

and turnips. This visitor knows Jenny and her husband as people, not as the owners of an 

accumulation of well-cared-for furniture. The "real kind lady" is the visitor to emulate in 

this narrative. Through Jenny's confusion about the Queen, Raikes links this charity of 

ordinary ladies with the cultural work of sustaining the authority of the monarchy. Since 

most district visitors were women, much of Raikes's intended audience would share the 

exemplary visitor's gender. The male Unlicensed Detective's zeal for data may have been 

an indirect commentary on clerical supervisors who demanded a great deal of data and 

had far less time to know parishioners beyond statistical portraits. 

Concerns about district visiting as a means of spying on working-class homes also 

appear in a letter from a "Refractory Visitor" published in The Times in 189016: 

District visiting may be described as an elaborate patent double-distilled system 

of spying among the poor. Certain ladies are told off by the clergy to report on 

certain streets, make a hard and fast line between the gnats and the sheep, and 
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urge the former, if possible, into the workhouse ... and, in fact, stamp out poverty 

with red tape. It is a sort of espionage repugnant to English feelings ... How 

should we like it if the Archbishop of Canterbury told off certain duchesses to pay 

us weekly visits with a view to finding out the state of our incomes and whether 

we were deserving, (n. p.) 

The Refractory Visitor's denunciation of visiting as "a sort of espionage repugnant to 

English feelings" recalls British objections to French educational systems in which pupils 

(and employees) were expected to deceive and were kept under constant surveillance.17 

In an educational context, British critics objected to middle-class adults spying on 

middle-class pupils and instructors. The Refactory Visitor sees "espionage" as 

unjustifiable even when its objects are working-class. The letter writer also directly 

invokes the prospect of aristocratic visitors judging middle-class homes and asks readers 

to imagine themselves as the recipients of intrusive visits. This scenario appears earlier in 

The Vineyard where "A Clergyman's Wife" asks "Did a Duchess take to visiting among 

the wives and daughters of professional men with a view to reforming their social 

manners or their domestic economy, would she meet with a hearty welcome?" (9). 

Similarly, Charles Kingsley observes in his contribution to F. D. Maurice's Lectures to 

Ladies on Practical Subjects (1855): 

We should not like any one—no, not an angel from heaven, to come into our 

houses without knocking at the door, and say, 'I hear you are very ill off—I will 

lend you a hundred pounds. I think you are very careless of money, I will take 

your accounts into my own hands;' and still less again 'Your son is a very bad, 
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profligate, disgraceful fellow, who is not fit to be mentioned; I intend to take him 

out of your hands and reform him myself.'" (64) 

Kingsley's hypothetical angel assaults her hostess's identity as a middle-class woman: 

she spends unwisely and fails to influence her "profligate son." His use of this example 

implies that unsolicited advice in the district would be equally offensive. 

The Refractory Visitor's model echoes Kingsley's advice that lady visitors should 

see their hosts as sisters. "She is not merely a thing to be improved, but a sister to be 

made conscious of the divine bond of her sisterhood" (55). Kingsley also urges visitors to 

see themselves as valuable sources of information and connections for those they visit 

instead of accumulating and judging minutiae. Lady callers who visit among their 

husband's or father's employees or tenants could petition for improvements in housing 

and sanitation or rework family budgets so repairs are possible. Visitors might also help 

find employment for their hosts' children or needlework for seamstresses. 

While guide book authors base their advice on their real-world experience, they 

almost always rely on fictional scenarios to depict what they see as proper district visiting. 

From unrepentant Unitarians and dying Baptists to house-proud cottagers, these vignettes 

show how much the real-world practice of cross-class visiting connects to fantasies about 

the social other. These fantasies are not, however, lengthy meditations on the 

complexities of working-class culture; they are simplifications that enable easy 

categorization. Similarly, novelists whose plots involve district visiting do not often 

sustain working-class characters beyond the scenes necessary to establish their 

protagonists' visiting prowess; instead, these authors use district visiting as means of 

plotting middle-class identity. 



Portrayals of district visiting in novels rarely contain the notebooks that advice 

authors so strenuously advocate; rather novelists focus on the behavior of the visitors not 

their records of how the objects of their calls comport themselves. Fictional depictions 

also differ from many real-world district visitors in their sectarian sympathies. Real-

world visitors held the same variety of religious opinions as their contemporaries, but in 

fiction, district visitors are frequently High Church. Historical evidence contradicts the 

fictional predominance of high Anglican visitors. In Woman and Philanthropy in 

Nineteenth-Century Britain, F. K. Prochaska asserts that evangelical women were the 

most active philanthropists (8). Prochaska's sources reflect the importance of 

evangelicals; there are several evangelical or dissenting bodies, such as the British and 

Foreign Bible Society (founded 1804) or the Lord's Day Observance Society (founded 

1831), among the dozens of charities whose subscription lists and surviving records he 

surveys. Chronological circumstance also contributes preponderance of evangelical 

charities that Prochaska finds. Evangelicalism was at its height in the nineteenth century, 

during the time when many of the charities that Prochaska examines were founded. Those 

charities founded at mid-century, such as the Charity Organisation Society (founded 

1869), often sought to bring interested parties together regardless of sectarian difference. 

The absence of evangelical visitors in fiction reflects real-world evangelicals' 

disdain for novel-reading and writing as well as the gender dynamics of High Church 

practice. While evangelical women were free to write or visit without much male 

mediation, High Anglicans placed far more importance in the role of priests. High 

Anglican authors like Charlotte Mary Yonge and Elizabeth Missing Sewell included 

district visiting plots to demonstrate what they assumed were the advantages of visitors 
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submitting to Anglican priestly authority and to fulfill their fantasies of an England where 

high Anglicans dominated face-to-face charity. In addition, both Yonge and Sewell are 

known to have shown their writings to their clergymen before publication, and these 

clerical readers might have appreciated portrayal of female philanthropists as visitors 

who deferred to clergymen instead of heroines who founded independent charities. 

Instead of taking a position on the notebook question or having working-class 

characters who, like the husband in "Unlicensed Detective," actually tell a visitor how to 

behave, novelists discipline visiting characters and instruct their readers by placing their 

charitable heroes and heroines on the receiving end of intrusive visitors to their own 

homes. While the intrusive Duchess does not appear as a character, visitors often play 

host to characters from other portions of a broadly conceived middle-class who pass 

judgment on their behavior and the interior space of their homes. My first chapter 

examines this narrative structure in Elizabeth GaskelPs North and South, Yonge's The 

Daisy Chain, and Sewell's Katharine Ashton. These tensions surrounding visits within a 

broadly conceived middle-class inform the relationships between visiting characters 

whose class backgrounds vary from a skilled mechanic, shopkeeper's daughter, and 

lady's maid to the daughters and wives of squires and professional men. 

In my second chapter, I turn to male clerical visitors. As my examination of 

district visiting guidebooks has already shown, clerical authors often expected visitors to 

serve as a triage system and keep track of general district circumstances and exceptional 

cases. In fiction, however, this professionalized bureaucratic relationship was re-

imagined as a sibling or courtship relationship. As depicted in novels by Margaret 

Oliphant and Yonge, female visitors played a crucial role in connecting single clergymen 
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to heterosocial space. Despite this benefit to plot and socialization, male charitable 

visiting remains a potential site of emasculation as Anthony Trollope demonstrates in the 

Crawley plot in the Barsetshire series where male-to-male charity disrupts friendship and 

is mistaken for theft. 

The following chapter looks at portrayal of district visiting in sensation fiction. 

While sensation authors are not known for their explorations of Victorian philanthropy, 

the presentation of district visiting in novels by Mary Elizabeth Braddon and Rhoda 

Broughton shows the authors' uneasiness with middle-class charity in general and 

formalized district visiting in particular. Braddon finds middle-class charity, specifically 

high Anglican directives for district visiting, inadequate, and her lower middle-class 

heroines who give out of generosity not duty are far more effective. Broughton struggles 

to find a place for a middle-class heroine who desires meaningful work as a district nurse 

over marriage. Broughton's plot also reveals an undercurrent of male violence that 

threatens her visiting heroine both within the district and in middle-class space. 

District nurses—hospital-trained nurses who worked in working-class homes— 

are the subject of my final chapter. The practice of district nursing grew out of the 

experience of district visitors who sought to provide more competent and accessible 

medical care. This new profession for women provoked changes in class and gender roles 

by opening up the possibility of financial independence and meaningful work to women 

from backgrounds ranging from upper working-class to lower gentry. This intermixing of 

classes led some early district nursing programs to specifically favor "ladies" for 

employment while other charities sought out respectable working-class women to train as 

religious and medical visitors. The professionalization of charitable visiting also made 
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new fictional plots possible as Mary Augusta Ward's Marcella exemplifies. These new 

plots which include the possibility of cross-class female partnerships and a reworking of 

marriage as a partnership of shared philanthropic and political interests. 

In Victorian novels, district visiting scenes are more than just characteristic scenes 

of an archaic charitable practice. The reality of district visiting made a variety of 

additional plots possible for novelists. Besides serving as a means of introducing the issue 

of poverty into plots about middle-class characters, visiting scenes also presented new 

ways of depicting courtship and imagining marriage. Philanthropic plots were also a 

means of ending plots without marriage. Couples might share an interest in charity or the 

district might serve as a location for flirtations outside of the parlor or ballroom. District 

work could also be an activity in which female visitors instructed their less experienced 

or sensitive suitors. Conversely, male visitors could demonstrate their compassion and 

superior skill by instructing their sisters, wives, or young lady parishioners in proper 

district-visitor relations. Instead of marriage, a heroine might end her plot as a respected 

caller at working-class homes. District visiting could also involve male characters in a 

predominantly female activity, and thus, the practice could serve as a site of female 

influence over male professionalization plots. 
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1 The term "district visitor" comes from the legal concept of a "district parish." The 

concept of a district parish entered English law through the 1818 Church Building Acts. 

In any case in which the said Commissioners shall be of the opinion that it is not 

expedient to divide any populous Parish or Extra Parochial Place into such 

complete, separate, and distinct Parishes as aforesaid, but that it is expedient to 

divide the same into such Ecclesiastical Districts as they ... may deem necessary 

for the Purpose of affording Accommodation for the attending Divine Service ... 

to Persons residing therein... The churches and chapels respectively assigned to 

such Districts shall, when duly consecrated for that Purpose, become and be the 

District Parish Churches of such District Parishes. (Act 58 Geo. III. 1818. 

Sections 21 and 24. Quoted in "district," OED Online) 

In the century that followed, "district" would modify a variety of nouns including church, 

chapel, nurse, and visitor. The Scottish clergyman Thomas Chalmers is credited with 

being the first to use the district system to organize poverty relief within his parish in 

1819. Chalmers's initial volunteer visitors were male, and he presented his "St. John's 

Experiment" as a means of reducing poor rates (Roxborough). 

2 Dissenters also visited working-class congregants; however, their practices were 

different. Since chapels did not organize their congregations based on parish boundaries, 

they were far less likely to use the term "district" and usually saw these calls as 

missionary work that might occur in places geographically removed from their own 

residences and places of worship. In his Handy-Book for Visitors of the Poor in London 

(1874), Charles B.P. Bosanquest observes that "a few Nonconformist congregations have 
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District Visiting Societies... attached to them, but most of their visiting is of less strictly 

territorial character" (5). Some Nonconformists, such as Elizabeth Gaskell in her early 

married life, confided their calls to co-religionists, others chose to evangelize primarily in 

impoverished urban neighborhoods. Gaskell's husband William, a Unitarian minister, 

was a founding member of the Manchester Domestic Mission Society. This society 

organized male visitors, including ministry students and chapel elders, to visit in 

Manchester neighborhoods. Herbert Perry describes the society's work in A Century of 

Liberal Religion and Philanthropy in Manchester. Anglican district visiting originated as 

a rural practice confined to the adjacent or shared neighborhoods of visitor and visitee 

and were as concerned with the circumstances of bodies as those of souls. Evangelization 

in rural areas ran the risk of offending powerful landlords, and although there were 

certainly rural Non-conformists, they were far less likely to make uninvited calls without 

the acquiescence of the local landlord. In urban slums, the landlord was almost always 

absent and the local Anglican priest frequently too overworked and overwhelmed to 

concern himself with well-meaning missionaries. Dissenting and Anglican visiting also 

left different textual archives. Many of the most avid proponents of urban missions were 

also deeply opposed to the novel, while many High-Church novelists used their fiction to 

promote interclass calls. Many dissenting visitors, such as Ellen Ranyard, the founder of 

the Female Domestic Bible Mission, did record their triumphs of evangelization in 

narratives of questionable veracity. (See Chapter 4 for more on Ranyard.) 

3 Jessica Gerard draws on memoirs, diaries, and letters to sketch the extent of what she 

terms "informal face-to-face charity" (184). Gerard argues that this charity was far more 

extensive than surviving account books and wills indicate because many of the donations 
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came from the estate's own stocks of foodstuffs or were manufactured on the estate itself 

and would thus not appear in accounts as separate expenses. She asserts that "personal 

contacts" between the ladies of the estate and tenants were "crucial for maintaining the 

system of patriarchal control and deference" that prevailed in some rural areas into the 

twentieth century (183-4). F.K. Prochaska also traces the history of house-to-house 

visiting and finds that Methodist sermons began to encourage visiting the sick in the 

1740s and the first organized schemes for home visiting date to the 1770's (Women and 

Philanthropy 98-99). 

4 In "The Country Parish," Charles Kingsley argues that this tradition should be expanded 

to include employer's and officer's wives (56). Bosanquet encouraged "men of education 

and leisure" to stand for election as Parish Guardians (49). Since Bosanquet 

acknowledges that his readership is primarily female (1), his suggestion seems to be 

directed at visitors' brothers, sons, fathers, and husbands. 

5 Prochaska argues that by the end of the nineteenth century visiting the poor was a 

shared experience "that a vast number of women had in common, from great ladies on 

their estates to working women in the slums" (Women and Philanthropy 137). Even 

Queen Victoria visited her tenants at Balmoral. See Leaves from the Journal of Our Life 

in the Highlands (161-3, 213). 

6 Marriage and philanthropy plots do merge in a variety of fiction from Margaret 

Oliphant's Carlingford novels (discussed in the second chapter) to the anonymous parody 

My District Visitors in which the clerical narrator marries the most effective and beautiful 

of his visitors. 
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7 Some examples of extract books include Words of Consolation (1865) which suggested 

which Bible verses were appropriate for various situations and concluded with short 

tracts to read aloud, W. Maxwell Smith's Help to District Visitors (1858) which 

explained popular parables and narratives from the Gospels, and Jessie E. Carter's In 

Time of Need (1885) with suggested Bible verses and hymns for particular needs. 

Florence Stacpoole's late-century Homely Hints for District Visitors contained extracts of 

a different sort including instructions on basic nursing and the application of poor laws. 

8 Not all handbooks which asked visitors to take notes made the districts' residents the 

object of inquiry. Edward L. Cutis, a perpetual curate who in 1861 edited the Reverend 

Billricay's The Pastor's Address to His District Visitors for publication, asked his visitors 

to record the various happenings in the parish so that they would provide accurate 

information in the district. Billricay's and Cutts's parish was either particularly active and 

ambitious or the duo hoped to convey that impression because their volume contains 

space for records of a wide array of weekly, monthly, and annual activities including 

church services and occasional events such as baptisms, communion, the churching of 

women, and confirmations, as well as social services which included day, night, and 

Sunday school; both a penny and a savings bank; clothing, shoe, and coal clubs; and a 

parish library and reading room. Bosanquet also suggests that the visitor should be the 

party providing information: "Assist the poor in such information and advice as a person 

of education and comparative leisure has opportunity for obtaining and studying" (8). 

My handbook sources are all from the British Library's rare books collections. F. K. 

Prochaska draws on many of the same district visiting guide books in his chapter on 

home visiting in Women and Philanthropy in Nineteenth-Century England (97-137). 
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Unfortunately, I have not been able to locate a handbook that was actually used and filled 

in by a district visitor. In addition my forays into the archives of charities that promoted a 

professionalized version of district visiting such as the Parochial Mission Women's 

Association and the Female Domestic Bible Mission have not yielded any actual notes 

from district visits. The surviving board minutes concern personnel issues with paid 

employees and financial concerns. 

10 Prochaska suggests that this devotion to statistics was a matter of "keeping up with the 

latest fashion" (Women and Philanthropy 113) and an example of Victorian faith in 

social science. 

11 Even paid visitors employed by charities, such as Ellen Ranyard's London Bible and 

Domestic Female Mission, which had begun with a specific religious mission were 

increasingly secular as the century ended. By 1890, many charity founders, like Ranyard, 

had died or retired and their successors were more interested in the material than spiritual 

circumstances of the poor. 

12 Many of the authors of district visiting advice were curates, although Bishop 

Wilberforce did publish a brief, undated Society for the Promotion of Christian 

Knowledge pamphlet advising visitors to keep records of the occupations, savings, 

benefit society membership, religion, church attendance and Bible and prayer book 

ownership of residents and the number, sex, age, baptismal status, school attendance, 

vaccinations and employment of their children. Samuel Wilberforce was Bishop of 

Oxford between 1845 and 1870 and then served as Bishop of Winchester from 1870 until 

his death in 1873. 
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Gerard reports having seen a hand-drawn map like the one Smith describes in the 

Cambridgeshire record office (191, fn. 21). 

14 In the eighth sub-column of Nixon's Appendix I, he records that the children of 

Anglicans attend "Mrs. Ray's private Ch. School." 

15 Jenny's husband's words recall the brickmakers' rant to Pardiggle when she invades his 

cottage: 

I wants a end of these liberties took with my place. I want a end of being drawed 

like a badger. Now you're going to poll-pry and question according to custom—I 

know what you're a going to be up to. Well! You haven't got no occasion to be up 

to. I'll save you the trouble. Is my daughter a washin'? Yes, she is a washin'. 

Look at the water. Smell it! That's wot we drinks. How do you like it, and what 

do you think of gin, instead! Ain't my place dirty? Yes, it is dirty—and it's 

nat'rally dirty, and it's nat'rally onwholesome; and we've had five dirty and 

onwholesome children, as is dead infants, and so much the better for them, and 

for us besides. Have I read the little book wot you left? No, I an't read the little 

book wot you left. There ain't nobody here as knows how to read it; and if there 

was, it wouldn't be suitable to me. It's a book fit for a babby, and I'm not a babby. 

If you leave me a doll, I shouldn't nuss it. (132) 

The brickmaker rejects all visitors and attempts to impress Pardiggle and her entourage 

with the vileness of the cottage in an effort to keep them from returning. The unnamed 

husband in "Unlicensed Detective," however, uses his claims to respectability—"we pays 

our rent, and the house is our's" to claim his right to refuse intrusive visitors while 

welcoming the "kind and considerate." 



This letter is reprinted in District Visitors, Deaconesses, and a Proposed Adaption of 

the Third Order. 

See, for example, Charlotte Bronte's portrayal of "surveillance" at Madame Beck's 

pensionnat in Villette (1853). 



Chapter One 

'She owed it to herself to be a gentlewoman': 

Charitable Visiting and Middle-Class Femininity 

Mid-Victorian novels represent visits to working-class homes as a continuation of 

the heroine's domestic duties. Since the Victorian novel focuses on the unmarried young 

woman, the fictional visitor is usually the daughter or sister of a landowner, clergyman, 

or physician. These portrayals hide much of the real work upper-class women did to find 

homes to visit, gain entry, conduct a visit, and be welcomed for a return visit. 

Furthermore, the apparent organic ease of fictional visiting obscures much of the actual 

bureaucratic and organizational labor of female philanthropists. This absence originates 

in authors' discomfort at the work of supposed women of leisure. 

Novelists further ease the path of their heroines by only depicting a few scenes of 

district visiting even in novels that purportedly focus on the merits of this type of charity; 

instead, authors displace the inherent awkwardness of charitable calls on to scenes of 

visiting across difference within a broadly defined middle class, the members of which 

range from the daughters of provincial shopkeepers to the wives of country squires. In 

novels such as Elizabeth Gaskell's North and South (1855), Charlotte Mary Yonge's The 

Daisy Chain (1856), and Elizabeth Missing Sewell's Katharine Ashton (1854), district 

visiting served as a means of class maintenance and mobility for heroines. All three 

heroines occupy a precarious relationship to the middle class, which their involvement in 

district visiting resolves. North and South illustrates the role visiting plays in the 

maintenance of class and gender identity. Gaskell removes district visiting from its usual 
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female and sectarian contexts and uses narrative fiction to propose that, regardless of 

class status, religious affiliation, or gender, everyone from a factory owner to a skilled 

mechanic should visit their less fortunate neighbors. Much of the plot of The Daisy Chain 

concerns the devotion of the adolescent May siblings to the district of Cocksmoor, which 

brings them into contact with provincial elites and eventually facilitates their acceptance 

in county society. Sewell also depicts what was purportedly the goal of visiting: cross-

class friendship between women, but instead of describing a friendship between a 

working-class woman and a middle-class visitor, Sewell portrays an interclass friendship 

between two visitors: Katharine, the daughter of a tradesman, and Jane, a squire's wife. 

The end of the novel contains Katharine's most lengthy visit in which she sacrifices class 

standing to serve as Jane's lady's maid. Sewell's narrative posits that despite her position 

as a servant, Katharine's fellow servants and even the squire always know she is a lady 

because of the behaviors she learned as a district visitor. 

North and South is a novel of awkward visits. From Henry Lennox's unexpected 

visit to the Hales at Helstone to John Thornton's meeting with his new landlady, 

Margaret Hale, to Margaret's first call on the Higgins family, visits in North and South 

are complex negotiations of class and gender identity. Gaskell uses the figure of the 

district visitor to manage difference within the upper middle class as well as to represent 

relationships between the working and middle classes. Through her portrayals of 

Margaret's visits to her working-class neighbors, and descriptions of visits among 

middle-class families that resemble improperly conducted district visits, Gaskell explores 

the complex negotiations of class and authority that visits across difference produce. I 
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connect the practice of district visiting to Gaskell's construction of middle-class 

femininity. Gaskell's version of femininity depends, I argue, on a widely celebrated 

notion of maternalism that, in her case, produces a fantasy of class reconciliation. 

There is nothing new in arguing that class difference is central to the plot of North 

and South; however, for most other critics, the difference that matters is that between the 

middle and working classes. To put their arguments quite simply, these critics assert that 

Gaskell, like every other middle-class industrial novelist, cannot resolve the tensions 

between the classes so she displaces it on to gender conflict that is then resolved through 

the marriage plot: Margaret Hale, heroine, marries John Thornton, hero. What was a plot 

about public issues (a strike by mill workers) becomes one about private matters (a 

middle-class courtship).1 These readings narrow the differences between the Thorntons 

and the Hales to those between Margaret and John and ignore the differences within the 

upper middle class itself. Dorice Williams Elliott is the only critic to take Margaret's 

visiting into account. In Elliott's reading, Margaret does not retreat into the private 

sphere; her visits to the Higgins and Boucher homes are very much about public 

questions. Elliott argues that Gaskell advocates visiting working-class homes as "a type 

of social management" of class relations (145). My focus on visiting in North and South 

makes the differences between the Hales and the Thorntons, who after all represent very 

different sorts of upper middle-class people, a clerical family and a manufacturing family, 

more visible. While district visiting, like the industrial novel, purports to manage the 

relationship of the upper middle class to the working class, Gaskell uses John and 

Margaret's shared interest in visiting working-class homes as a means of reforming the 



upper middle-class itself. Gaskell's narrative effectively uses visits to working-class 

homes as a means of uniting the upper middle class. 

Gaskell bookends what she sees as successful visiting across class difference, the 

development of Margaret's friendship with the Higgins family in the industrial city of 

Milton-Northern, with two descriptions of ineffective visiting in the rural parish of 

Helstone where Margaret's father holds the living until he resigns and moves the family 

to Milton. Margaret, who visits her father's parishioners, is Gaskell's first inadequate 

visitor, and the second is the wife of the vicar who replaces Mr. Hale. Despite Gaskell's 

hints that the efforts of Margaret and the vicar's wife are, at best, futile, few Victorians 

would question their decisions to visit the parishioners which were a socially sanctioned 

extension of the clergyman's pastoral care. 

For Margaret, visiting in Helstone is not only a duty; it also strengthens her position 

as a gentlewoman. Even before Mr. Hale's resignation, the family's strained finances and 

her brother's conviction for mutiny threaten their maintenance of middle-class status. 

Gaskell's description of Margaret's "friendships" among the cottagers both indicates 

Margaret's assumption that these visits are natural occurrences among friends and hints 

that the cottagers might find Margaret interfering and patronizing: 

She took a pride in her forest. Its people were her people. She made hearty friends 

with them; learned and delighted in using their peculiar words; took up her freedom 

amongst them; nursed their babies; talked or read with slow distinctness to their old 

people; carried dainty messes to their sick; resolved before long to teach at the 

school, where her father went every day as to an appointed task, but she was 
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continually tempted off to go and see some individual friend—man, woman, or 

child—in some cottage in the green shade of the forest. (19) 

Margaret has a sense of ownership about Helstone; its forest and people are hers. She 

imitates their speech, patronizes by reading and speaking slowly, and visits at her own 

whim. She takes "up her freedom amongst them." Here freedom means both "personal 

liberty" and "familiarity."2 For Margaret herself, Helstone is a welcome relief from her 

restricted life in London; those she visits might perceive her as too familiar or outspoken, 

but are willing to put up with her for the sake of the "dainty messes," novelty, and 

occasional childcare. Margaret "resolved before long to teach at the school," where she 

might have had a more lasting impact on the cottagers' lives, but the temptations and ease 

of being Lady Bountiful distract her from the more difficult work of teaching. Margaret's 

visits in Helstone do not encourage self-help or change among the cottagers; instead they 

strengthen her own position as a lady. 

Later in the novel, after laboring to become an accepted visitor in the Higgins 

household, Margaret returns to Helstone as a wiser, more experienced visitor and 

discovers that the new vicar's wife, although systematic, is also unable to befriend the 

cottagers. The mistress of the local inn tells Margaret: 

[The clergyman] and his wife [are] stirring people, [who] have done a deal of good; 

at least they say it's doing good; if it were not, I should call it turning things upside 

down for very little purpose ... they both talk so much, and both at a time, that they 

knock one down as it were, and it's not till they're gone, and one's a little at peace, 
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that one can think that there were things one might have said on one's own side of 

the question. (378) 

"Turning things upside down" is the new clerical family's particular strength; the 

teetotalling vicar concentrates on preventing even the most innocuous consumption of 

alcohol, and his wife tries to reinvent village cookery. Despite "the deal of good" that's 

being done in Helstone, Margaret discovers that what she calls "superstition" and cruelty 

to animals are still prevalent in the village. The new vicar's wife is certainly not Gaskell's 

ideal of a visitor. Instead her narrative advocates that visitors emulate Margaret's later 

efforts in Milton-Northern. 

For Gaskell, how exactly a minister's family should go about visiting impoverished 

members of the flock was a matter of real, as well as fictional, concern. Her husband 

William was a Unitarian minister, and early in her marriage, she taught a class for 

adolescent girls at the Mosley Street Sunday School class, visited her pupil's homes, and 

invited them to her own home. Gaskell's real interclass visits were quite different than 

Margaret's fictional proceedings in Helstone and early efforts in Milton. The pupils 

reciprocated the visits and chose to make Gaskell part of their lives by attending her 

class. Further, they were already members of William's chapel, and thus, there was not an 

element of conversion in these exchanges. Instead Gaskell was, although better educated 

and already married, more of a friend than patroness. Gaskell's pupils were also part of 

the "respectable" working class. They came from families that were more like the 

Higginses than the Bouchers.3 
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Gaskell's real world experience as a Unitarian minister's wife differs from her 

heroine's. Both denominational and geographic differences mean that Margaret visits her 

father's parishioners from far greater class distance than Gaskell experienced with her 

pupils. In Helstone, the Hale family is established and Margaret, despite her missteps, is 

accepted as a visitor, but in Milton-Northern, Margaret struggles to find families to visit. 

Gaskell uses these struggles to debunk the myth of the "naturalness" of philanthropic 

visits. Initially, Margaret assumes that the Milton-Northerners will accept her presence in 

their homes as easily as the cottagers had welcomed their clergyman's daughter. When 

she repeatedly encounters a cotton mill worker, Nicholas Higgins, and his consumptive 

daughter Bessy, Margaret sees the family as potential objects for charity, and inquires 

what their names are and where they live. Margaret's questions are one-sided; she doesn't 

offer her own name or tell the Higginses where she lives. Her inquisitiveness takes 

Nicholas aback, and to Margaret's surprise, he demands an explanation for her questions. 

Margaret shyly answers, "I thought—I meant to come and see you," and feels "all at 

once" that her offer of a visit "[took] the shape of an impertinence" (74). Nicholas 

informs her that he's "none so fond of having strange folk in my house" but he will 

accept her visit because she is "a foreigner" to Milton (74). Margaret, who is used to 

visiting her father's parishioners at her own whim, is "not sure if she would go where 

permission was given so like a favour conferred," but a final appeal from Bessy leads her 

to promise a visit (74). In Helstone, visits to cottagers had felt comfortable to Margaret 

because of her father's position. Since she is no longer the daughter of a clergyman, the 
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construction of Margaret's social position becomes visible to both herself and Gaskell's 

readers. 

Despite Margaret's intention to visit the Higginses, the pending arrival of "strange 

folk" in her own home delays her plans; her father has invited his prize pupil, the 

manufacturer John Thornton, to tea. At tea, John disgusts Margaret, and after he takes his 

leave, she hurries to the home of the Higginses, where she discovers that she herself has 

given offense by not making her promised visit sooner. Margaret also blunders by 

inadvertently calling while Mary Higgins, Bessy's sister, is busy with laundry and further 

complicates matters by falling into a theological dispute with Bessy and Nicholas. This 

latter difficulty is a Gaskellian touch; Margaret's compulsion to correct so-called error 

would meet with approval in the largely high Anglican world of district visiting advice 

literature, but to Unitarian Gaskell, Margaret's imposition of her own beliefs is highly 

inappropriate. Nicholas enjoins Margaret with what might also be Gaskell's advice to the 

would-be visitor: "keep from preaching" (91). 

Having shown Margaret's shortcomings, in the next chapter, Gaskell shows her 

middle-class readers how that awkward visit might have felt to the Higginses. In a 

situation analogous to her imposition on the Higginses' hospitality, Margaret returns 

home to discover that John's mother and sister have plans to call the following morning. 

Initially, Margaret and her mother expect that they will be doing the patronizing that 

morning. Mrs. Hale hopes that her servant troubles will be solved: "I shall like to see her. 

She must be an uncommon person... Perhaps she may have a relation who might suit us, 

and be glad of our place. She sounded to be such a careful economical person, that I 
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should like any one out of the same family" (93). Fortunately, Mr. Hale disabuses his 

wife from offering Mrs. Thornton employment, but the visit still goes stiffly. For her part, 

Mrs. Thornton, who is shy, would herself rather avoid the visit, and sees the Hale women 

as inferiors not worth the agony of a call. John urges the call on his mother and sister as 

sort of charitable endeavor; he emphasizes Mrs. Hale's status as an invalid and proclaims 

that the call will do Fanny good. When Mrs. Thornton finally enters the Hales' tiny 

drawing room, her thoughts and assumptions read a lot like those of a district visitor. 

Mrs. Thornton ... was ill at ease, and looked more than usually stern and 

forbidding as she entered the Hales' little drawing-room. 

Margaret was busy embroidering a small piece of cambric for some little 

article of dress for [her cousin] Edith's expected baby—'Flimsy, useless work,' as 

Mrs. Thornton observed to herself. She liked Mrs. Hale's double-knitting far better; 

that was sensible of its kind. The room altogether was full of knick-knacks, which 

must take a long time to dust; and time to people of limited income was money. 

She made all these reflections as she was talking in her stately way to Mrs. 

Hale, and uttering all the stereotyped commonplaces that most people can find to 

say with their senses blindfolded. Mrs. Hale was making rather more exertion in her 

answers, captivated by some real old lace which Mrs. Thornton wore. (96-97) 

Mrs. Thornton reads the Hale drawing room in the way that a district visitor might read a 

laborer's cottage. Is the room easy to clean? Have the family funds been spent wisely? 

Are family members practically employed? One almost expects her to note the Hales' 



shortcomings in a register. Mrs. Hale does some reading of her own; far from vulgar, 

Mrs. Thornton wears "real old lace" and thus is worthy of her exertion. 

When Mrs. Hale learns she is dying she recalls Mrs. Thornton as the only "lady" 

she knows in Milton and asks her to be a friend to Margaret. Mrs. Thornton relishes the 

prospect of correcting Margaret, and soon begins to question the purity of Margaret's 

conduct after Margaret is seen walking with a strange man after dark. Like an unhappy 

mistress disciplining a straying servant or an overbearing district visitor instructing a 

family like Dickens's Mrs. Pardiggle, Mrs. Thornton begins to question Margaret's 

"character," and gleefully plans to offer "counsel and advice ... [taking] a savage 

pleasure in the idea of 'speaking her mind' to her in the guise of a fulfillment of duty" 

(306-7). To advise Margaret, Mrs. Thornton pays her a call and arrives brimming in 

anticipation of scolding Margaret, but initially Margaret's "gentle and ladylike" reception 

stalls Mrs. Thornton. Margaret's behavior reminds Mrs. Thornton that they are of the 

same class, and she has difficulty seeing Margaret as an erring inferior. It is only when 

Mrs. Thornton thinks that Margaret's behavior might be an act— she's really a crass 

social climber scheming for John—that she can offer her "advice." In her self-

importance, Mrs. Thornton misses Margaret's real sin—her lie to protect her brother— 

about which she needs advice; instead, she offends Margaret and squanders an 

opportunity to provide maternal counsel. 

There is a particular kind of maternalism in North and South: a kind of motherliness 

that has nothing to do with biology, and can be performed by benevolent men like John 

and Nicholas and childless women like Margaret. The biological mothers are actually the 
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least maternal characters in the novel. The maternal, for Gaskell, is a connection of care 

that transcends differences of class and gender. It is what ultimately brings John and 

Nicholas together to work for the betterment of the mill workers and the Boucher 

children. Maternalism is also what first thaws John to Margaret after Frederick's visit, but 

their relationship develops into heterosexual conjugality. By separating the maternal from 

biological experience, Gaskell's narrative makes it possible for anyone to take on these 

behaviors; furthermore, they are learned habits not inherent possession of a portion of 

population. Thus Margaret's ultimate success as a visitor does not occur because she is a 

woman and a potential mother, but because she learns a way of interacting across 

difference. 

Mrs. Thornton misses another opportunity to provide maternal counsel when she 

does not visit among her son's employees or befriend her servants. While Margaret's 

mother does not visit working-class homes herself (in her case, ill health provides an 

acceptable excuse) but the narrator implies that Mrs. Thornton neglects a duty. In North 

and South, developing friendships with working-class men and women is not just a duty 

of the clergy and district visitors, but of all upper middle-class men and women. Mrs. 

Thornton and Mrs. Hale are familiar with another site of interclass relationships between 

women: the mistress-servant relationship. District visiting was sometimes seen as an 

extension of a mistress's duties. She might visit the homes of her employees, find 

employment as servants for young women whose homes she visited, and if pregnancy, ill 

health, Or the demands of childcare prevented her from visiting, a mistress could always 

develop a relationship with working-class women through her servants.5 Mrs. Thornton's 
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equally strained. Mrs. Hale's closest friend is her lady's maid Dixon, but Gaskell does 

not propose this as an ideal either—Dixon is dismissive of Mr. Hale and distances 

Margaret from her mother. Through the development of her friendship with the 

Higginses, Margaret evolves into a successful mistress. She becomes Mary Higgins's 

employer and learns to "mistress" Dixon. Mary and Nicholas are loyal to the Hales— 

they do not reveal the clandestine visit of Margaret's brother to his mother's deathbed, 

but they are not overly familiar like Dixon, who disappears from the novel soon after 

Mrs. Hale's death. 

The character of Nicholas Higgins demonstrates that working-class people can be 

received as equals in middle-class homes and themselves visit charitably among needy 

working-class folk. Nicholas first visits the Hales after Bessy's death. He has been 

drinking and returns home to find Margaret comforting Mary. He plans to leave again for 

a gin palace, and in desperation, Margaret brings him home for tea. 

'Come home with me,' said she at last, with a bold venture, half trembling 

at her own proposal as she made it. 'At least you shall have some comfortable food, 

which I' m sure you need.' 

' Yo'r father's a parson?' asked he, with a sudden turn in his ideas. 

'He was,'said Margaret, shortly. 

'I'll go and take a dish o' tea with him, since yo've asked me. I've many a 

thing I often wished to say to a parson, and I'm not particular as to whether he's 

preaching now, or not.' 
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Margaret was perplexed; his drinking tea with her father, who would be 

totally unprepared for his visitor—her mother so ill—seemed utterly out of the 

question; and yet if she drew back now, it would be worse than ever—sure to drive 

him to the gin-shop. (218) 

Margaret does not intend Nicholas to drink tea beside her father, but Nicholas's 

assumption of equality forces her to move his meal from the kitchen to the study. Mr. 

Hale so values his discussion with Nicholas that he proposes "a good talk on things" as a 

way for master and men to resolve their differences and hopes to induce John to take on 

this project (227). Hale's remarks are an aside to his daughter, but Nicholas later strikes 

up a friendship with John that their shared interest in the welfare of a family of orphaned 

children strengthens. After Margaret has left Milton, John becomes a regular visitor to 

Higgins's home and consults him about the other mill workers. 

While Mrs. Hale and Mrs. Thornton, like all of the actual mothers in North and 

South, are not the least bit edifying, Gaskell proposes benevolent maternalism as a model 

by which class difference might be overcome. In North and South, characters who are not 

themselves mothers, including men such as Nicholas and John, as well as unmarried 

women such as Margaret and Mary, succeed in taking on maternal qualities far more than 

actual mothers. Visitors, particularly male visitors, such as John and Nicholas, who take 

on maternal qualities succeed in improving relations between the middle and working 

classes. Margaret and Mary help the orphaned Boucher children but it is Nicholas who 

takes them into his home. John first visits the Higgins home to investigate Nicholas's 
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claims that he needs work for the sake of the Boucher children, and continues to visit the 

family after Nicholas comes to work for him. 

During his first visit to the Higginses, John clashes with Margaret whom he 

believes is dishonestly concealing an attachment to a disreputable man. A few days later 

John sees Margaret again and angrily hints at her dishonesty. Margaret's hurt reaction 

fills him with maternal regret. 

She did not get up and leave the room, as she had done in former days, when his 

abruptness or his temper had annoyed her. She sat quite still, after the first 

momentary glance of grieved surprise, that made her eyes look like some child's 

who has met with an unexpected rebuff; they slowly dilated into mournful, 

reproachful sadness; and then they fell, and she bent over her work and did not 

speak again. But he could not help looking at her, and he saw a sigh tremble over 

her body, as if she quivered in some unwonted chill. He felt as a mother would have 

done, in the midst of 'her rocking it, and rating it,' had she been called away before 

her slow confiding smile, implying perfect trust in mother's love, had proved the 

renewing of its love. (328) 

John's mixed feelings of maternal anger, regret, and tenderness also applies to his vexed 

relationship with his employees, particularly Nicholas. John's association with 

maternalism and desire to make up for past misunderstandings continues for the rest of 

the novel. He arranges an employee canteen at his mill where he subsidizes the feeding of 

his workers and becomes a frequent visitor to Nicholas and the young Bouchers. John, 

the "master" of Marlborough Mil,l becomes much more like Gaskell's ideal of a mistress. 
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Ultimately it is Margaret's money that enables John to keep both the canteen and the mill 

open. North and South ends with John in a position familiar to many upper middle-class 

Victorian mothers; he spends his spouse's money and makes charitable visits in an effort 

to mitigate the harshness of industrial capitalism. Gaskell's narrative proposes that 

factory owners, be they male or female, have maternal responsibility to their employees. 

Instead of the wife visiting among her husband's tenants, parishioners, or patients, both 

husband and wife must visit and take an active interest in their employees. 

Gaskell's model of visiting uses friendships to mitigate class inequality and 

difference. Visiting functions as both a means of establishing friendship between middle-

and working-class characters and uniting an upper middle class divided by gender and 

class. Margaret of Helstone is a solid member of the upper middle class, her father is a 

clergyman of the established church, her suitor a barrister. In Milton-Northern, Margaret 

struggles to maintain her self-definition as a lady; "she owed it to herself to be a 

gentlewoman" (63). Initially Margaret relies on the familiar role of the charitable visitor, 

but soon, through Nicholas's criticisms and her own experience of Mrs. Thornton's 

misjudgments, appreciates the limits of her visiting practice. She learns to regard the 

Higginses as friends with whom she and her father exchange visits and who will help her 

family in times of crises, such as Frederick's visit and Mrs. Hale's death. Through 

Margaret, Gaskell proposes a new model of visiting that crosses gender and class 

boundaries. 

In a review of North and South, Charlotte Mary Yonge took objection to 

Gaskell's Unitarianism: "North and South is a striking story, but it goes on the principle 
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What is your sublime religion? Mutually compliment each other that all religions are 

good and take leave" ("Hints on Reading" 398-9). Yonge's brief critique shows how 

foreign Gaskell's experience of visiting was to her own. Presumably, Yonge includes the 

elements of the industrial plot—the strike and the working-class characters—within her 

assessment of a striking story; however, she objects to the adherence of Margaret to 

Nicholas's advice to "keep from preaching" when coupled with the narrator's neutrality 

on denominational difference. Yonge would approve Margaret's silence since any 

preaching on her part would usurp clerical authority; however, she would expect an 

authoritative voice, either that of a clerical character or the narrator, to correct theological 

error. 

While experience educates Margaret about her own shortcomings as a visitor, 

family scolds Yonge's heroine Ethel May into conformity in The Daisy Chain. Given the 

prominence and effectiveness of familial and clerical authority in Yonge, her portrayal of 

district visiting is more conventional than Gaskell's. Yonge's characters relate their 

district Cocksmoor in a manner reminiscent of the Hales' replacements in Helstone. The 

Mays are "stirring people" who, within a decade and with the sanction of clerical 

authorities, build both a school house and chapel in Cocksmoor. 

Gaskell emphasizes the importance of social cues when describing visits. In 

Yonge, visitors need to cultivate their ability to read interior space. While lavish 

descriptions of character's homes are common in Victorian fiction, Yonge's attention to 

interiors points to the central action of district visiting: the crossing of a threshold into 
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private, unfamiliar, domestic space. In non-fictional accounts, clergymen encourage 

visitors to record and quantify these differences. Memoirists introduce notable district 

residents with descriptions of their living space. For example, Frances Alford, the wife of 

the Dean of Canterbury, introduces a respectable couple who kept her informed about 

their London neighborhood: "It is time that I should introduce my readers to one or two 

of the London poor in their own homes... old S. and his wife... occupied one small room, 

and in it they were carrying on both their employments together" (7-8). The crowded but 

industrious room of old S. and his wife contrasts to their neighbor Mrs. H.'s "very low, 

mean room, with bare, blacken walls" (10). For Alford, appearances reveal character. Old 

S.'s tales of the West Country are charming, but Mrs. H.'s "manner was blunt, almost 

repulsive" (10). 

In Yonge's novels interior descriptions reveal characteristics of both the observed 

and the observer. She begins The Daisy Chain by introducing two families and their 

homes, the Mays, the large family of a provincial doctor, and the Taylors, a slightly 

smaller family whose father is an injured (and thus out-of-work) quarry laborer. These 

families differ in both their class position and their importance to the narrative. The Mays 

contains almost all of the novel's significant characters, while the Taylors serve as the 

object of that family's first charitable visit. Yonge introduces the families with elaborate 

descriptions of the interiors of their homes. These descriptions certainly serve to make the 

vast class difference between the Mays and the Taylors visible, but far more importantly, 

they help the reader place each family within their own classes. 
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Yonge first describes the Mays' drawing room, which is in an old house in the town 

of Stoneborough: 

It was such a room as is often found in old country town houses, the two large 

windows looking out on a broad old-fashioned street, through heavy framework, 

and panes of glass scratched with various names and initials ... The fireplace ... 

[was] constructed in the days when fires were made to give as little heat as possible 

... the chairs were much of the same date, solid and heavy, the seats in faded 

carpet-work. (3) 

The Mays themselves come from an "old" family—the word appears twice in the first 

sentence describing their home. Their chairs and fireplace are not modern, fashionable, or 

even convenient—the fireplace "gives as little heat as possible"— but the Mays' 

willingness to live with these family antiques proclaims their good taste. Yonge's 

obsession with oldness stems from her choice of profession for her Mr. May. He is a 

physician at a time when the social standing of his profession is uncertain. Should readers 

still doubt the Mays' status, Yonge clarifies matters later in the chapter: the May family 

has lived in Stoneborough for two hundred years, and the first May to reside in the town 

was a clergyman, "but ever since that time there had always been an M.D., not a D.D., in 

the family, owning a comfortable demesne of spacious garden, and field enough for two 

cows, still green and intact, among modern buildings and improvements" (9). These 

descriptions tell readers at the beginning of the novel that, although the rise in status that 

the Mays experience by the end of the novel may look like upward mobility, it is really 

not; instead, it is a matter of the prominent families of Stoneborough (who actually turn 
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superiority. Yonge's need to chronicle a family who was always already genteel shows 

her discomfort with upward mobility and lower middle-class characters. In describing the 

May home, Yonge seemed intent on stifling objections on the part of her readers. The 

details of the "old" drawing room and May family history are provided in a third person, 

omniscient narrative; there is never any doubt about the truth of these claims, and the 

Mays do not immodestly show off their belongings or family history. 

The Taylors and their home are introduced right after the Mays. In contrast to the 

omniscient voice who describes the Mays, much of the initial description of the Taylors 

is a description of what the Mays themselves see in the Taylor cottage: 

They were directed to John Taylor's house, a low mud cottage, very wretched 

looking ... Inside they found more cleanliness and neatness than they had expected, 

but there was a sad appearance of poverty, insufficient furniture, and the cups and 

broken tea-pot on the table holding nothing but toast and water, as a substitute for 

their proper contents. The poor woman was sitting by the fire with one twin in her 

lap, and the other on a chair by her side, and a larger child was in the corner by the 

fire, looking heavy and ill, while others of different ages lounged about listlessly. 

(22) 

In contrast to the May siblings who are differentiated and upright, the Taylor children are 

of indeterminate number and lie about listlessly amongst broken crockery. Despite this 

setting, the Taylor family exceeds the Mays' expectations: there is "more cleanliness and 

neatness than they had expected." With this description, Yonge establishes the Mays as 
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reading of the Taylor authoritative—there is no omniscient authority seconding their 

observations of primitive cleanliness. From elsewhere in the narrative, readers know that 

the Taylors' visitors are young and inexperienced, and much of the early charitable plot 

of The Daisy Chain concerns whether or not Ethel, the May most devoted to the village, 

will succeed in helping Cocksmoor. Her conclusion that the Taylors and their neighbors 

could become "respectable" is not definitive.6 

The Mays' visit to the Taylors occurs at a significant point in the novel's 

exposition. While most of the Mays are in Cocksmoor, Mr. May crashes his carriage with 

Margaret and his wife inside. Margaret is left an invalid, Mrs. May dies. At the moment 

of the accident, Ethel feels what she describes as a "call" to make Cocksmoor her district 

and not rest until a church and school are built there. The death of their mother and 

incapacitation of their elder sister force Ethel and Flora to perform the role of mother to 

their younger siblings. Through Cocksmoor, both sisters enter another duty of adult 

middle-class women: religious charity. Ethel's work for Cocksmoor is a matter of 

religious devotion and obsession. For Flora, it provides a means of making social 

connections with "county" families. 

Charitable work in Cocksmoor becomes a significant part of Ethel's feminization 

plot—the process by which she matures from awkward, intellectual tomboy to the 

respected substitute mother of her younger siblings. Margaret and her father allow Ethel, 

whose full name is the masculine Etheldred and whose childhood nickname was "King," 

to work for Cocksmoor only when she has properly performed middle-class femininity in 
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her own home. Before Ethel changes, she is a scholarly tomboy. She keeps up with 

Norman's Latin and Greek at the expense of such (feminine) niceties as smooth hair, 

well-made tea, attentive supervision of younger siblings, and clean, well-mended clothes. 

Margaret will only allow her sister to go to Cocksmoor when her dress is neat and her 

hair smooth and she has reason to believe that Ethel will return in the same condition. 

Ethel eventually "chooses" to give up Latin and Greek to have more time for "home" 

duties and personal hygiene. More disturbingly, Ethel "learns" to be silent and allow her 

less articulate brother Richard to speak for her when Mr. Wilmot, the local clergyman, 

takes an interest in their plans for Cocksmoor. The narrator asserts that it is Ethel's 

silence that wins Wilmot's approval. 

[Ethel] did not know that Mr. Wilmot thought her silence one of the best signs for 

the plan, nor how much more doubtful he would have thought her perseverance, if 

he had seen her wild and vehement. As it was, he was very much pleased, and when 

the Doctor came out with him into the hall, he could not help expressing his 

satisfaction in Richard's well judged, and sensibly-described project. (1.139, my 

emphasis) 

Richard is Ethel's tutor in femininity, who teaches her "his funny little old bachelor 

tidyisms" such as how to make tea and pin up her frock (76). 

The Rivers family is one of the connections through charity that Flora cherishes. 

Norman, the brother who is between Ethel and Flora in age, and his father are the first 

Mays to visit the Riverses's estate, Abbotstoke Grange. Dr. May takes Norman along on 
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a professional call. The night before he describes the day's activities to Norman: 

I have to set off after breakfast to see old Mrs. Gould, and to be at Abbotstoke 

Grange by twelve; then I thought of going to Fordholm, and getting Miss Cleland to 

give us some luncheon— there are some poor people on the way to look at; and that 

girl on Far-view Hill; and there's another place to call at in coming home. (122) 

Dr. May's plans show how his profession makes him a welcome visitor in a variety of 

homes. His first patient of the day merits a name and a courtesy title, but does not live in 

a named home; secondly, he is off to the squire's home, but does not expect to be asked 

to dine there. Instead, he and Norman will call on an old family friend, Miss Cleland of 

Fordholm, for luncheon before embarking on a series of charitable visits to poor people. 

Dr. May and Norman's day does not go as planned. 

At Abbotstoke Grange, the doctor and Norman pass inspection and are asked to 

dine, and instead of making charitable visits that afternoon, they beguile the time with the 

Rivers' s art collection and the fairy like Meta. When he and father return home, Norman 

brings his tale of Abbotstoke Grange and its lavish, expensive interior to Margaret's 

bedside where Ethel's excitement about finding a schoolroom in Cocksmoor interrupts 

his raptures. 

Margaret's lamp had just been lighted when [Norman and Ethel] made 

their entrance, Norman holding the flowers on high. 

'Oh! how beautiful, how delicious! For me? Where did you get them?' 

'From Abbotstoke Grange; Miss Rivers sent them to you.' 
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'How very kind! What a lovely geranium, and oh, that fern! I never saw 

anything so choice .. .How kind everyone is! Well, Ethel, are you come home too?' 

'Papa picked me up—O Margaret, we have found such a nice room, a 

clean sanded kitchen—' 

'You never saw such a conservatory—' 

'And it is to be let for fourpence a time—' 

'The house is full of beautiful things, pictures and statues. Only think a 

real Titian, and a cast of the Apollo!' 

'Twenty children to begin with, and Richard is going to make some 

forms.' 

'Mr. Rivers is going to show me all his casts.' 

'O, is he? But only think how lucky we were to find such a nice woman; 

Mr. Wilmot was so pleased with her.' 

Norman found one story at a time was enough, and relinquished the field. 

(128-129) 

Meta initially sees the Mays as potential objects of charity; she sends Margaret flowers, 

and the Mays are asked to dine primarily because it is raining. However, when Meta 

discovers that Flora and Ethel share her interest in district visiting, she arranges an 

introduction, and the girls become friends. Despite their shared interest in providing 

charity, Meta's account of her first visit to the Mays and encounter with their interior 
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space reads a bit like that of a charitable visit. 

[Flora] took me into her room—such a room! I believe Bellairs [my maid] would be 

angry if she had such a one; all up in the roof, no fire, no carpet, except little strips 

by the beds ... Yet I am sure they are as much ladies as I am ... I have seen 

something of life to-day,' thought she. 'I had thought of the great difference 

between us and the poor, but I did not know ladies lived in such different ways. I 

should be very miserable without Bellairs, or without a fire in my room. I don't 

know what I should do if I had to live in that cold, shabby den, and do my own hair, 

yet they think nothing of it, and they are cultivated and lady-like!' (147) 

This visit to the Mays is Meta's first exposure to difference within the upper middle class. 

Ironically, the Mays are a more established family than the Rivers; the Mays have lived 

in Stoneborough for generations, and were clergymen, and thus, gentlemen, within the 

last century, while Meta's father has only recently purchased Abbotstoke Grange. 

However, Flora and Ethel's "cold shabby den" is not as bleak as Meta paints it; early in 

the novel, when Yonge was in the midst of demonstrating the Mays' good taste, the girls' 

room is described as "a large room in the roof, the windows gay with bird-cages and 

flowers ... plenty of books and treasures, and a very fine view" (8). According to popular 

sanitary literature of the period, hardwood floors and the absence of daytime fires in 

bedrooms were much healthier than Meta's cozy fireplace and wall-to-wall carpeting. 

Thus, Meta's description can be read by the cognizant as an indication of the Mays' 

superiority, but Meta understands her visit to the Mays as similar to a visit to one of her 
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father's tenants. She brings treats to Margaret and tries not to comment on the, in this 

case, quite mild, deprivation she sees. 

The Mays, while deprived by Meta's naive standards, are much better off than the 

Taylor family of Cocksmoor. District visiting was intended to benefit the working-class 

recipients of visits, who, ideally, would learn the behaviors of respectability from their 

visitors. Equipped with these new behaviors, the respectable poor would rise in status, but 

remain working class. In reality, few visitors saw this kind of transformation in the 

families they visited; thus, in a compensatory measure, novels about district visiting 

become novels about visitor's rise in status. Flora, by marrying George Rivers, becomes 

the young mistress of Abbotstoke Grange. While Ethel does not marry, her father and 

Margaret compel her to repress what they see as her unfeminine behavior and interests 

before she can be a visitor in Cocksmoor. 

Meta can learn more than contemporary sanitation theory from Ethel and Flora. 

While her father is local squire, he is new to his position and Meta is inexperienced at her 

role of young lady of the manor. Dick May worries that she and her father overindulge 

their tenants. "Slices of meat and porty wine rain down on Abbotstoke" (1.146). Initially 

the Riverses practice charity like another means of conspicuous consumption. The 

youngest Mays are jealous of the lavish presents Meta can give "her" poor children. As 

Meta comes under the Mays' influence, particularly that of Ethel and Norman, she 

moderates her philanthropy. The friendship between the Mays and the Riverses is another 

example of philanthropy overcoming difference within the upper middle class. 
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Despite the initial appearance of a great class difference between the Riverses and 

the Mays, the marriage of the two Rivers siblings to Flora and Norman May show that 

this distance was never as vast as imagined. The seemingly impoverished Mays have 

more cultural capital than the most recent inhabitants of Abbotstoke Grange. The 

charitable pursuits Meta shared with Ethel and Flora were only one possible vector which 

could have brought the two families together. In Katharine Ashton, Sewell depicts a 

friendship that crosses far greater social distance. Jane, the wife of a squire, uses a shared 

interest in district visiting to maintain a close friendship with Katharine, the daughter of a 

shopkeeper. This unconventional friendship culminates in Katharine's final and most 

bizarre visit across class difference when she moves into Jane's house and serves her as a 

lady's maid. 

In Katharine Ashton, Sewell depicts two streams of upward mobility: that of Mr. 

Andrews and Katharine's hapless brother John who adopt toadying and ultimately fail, 

and the path of Katharine herself who can be both a lady and a lady's maid. In mid-

nineteenth-century Britain, Katharine's successful movement between the servant and 

mistress classes is a dramatic endorsement of Sewell's views of Christian charity and 

class identity. In SewelPs worldview, God ordains the British class system, and seeking 

to rise above one's class of origin is a sin; however, Sewell can neither escape the 

seductive power of upward mobility nor fail to acknowledge its reality for many of her 

readers. Thus, the plot of Katharine Ashton ends with the heroine more securely a lady— 

having left Forbes's employ, inherited 500 pounds, and married a land agent. 
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Sewell is particularly anxious about upward mobility and class tensions within the 

middle class; to her, mobility between the middle and working classes is impossible. In 

addition to the travails of the Ashton siblings, Sewell describes other instances of class 

tension within the middle class of a provincial town. Among Philip Forbes's missteps is 

his attempt to organize a "Union ball" at which the families of prominent tradesmen, 

including the Ashtons, are invited to mix with the local gentry. The ball is a failure, ill 

feelings are provoked on both sides, and the rector observes that the ball was 

wrongheaded from the beginning, "Unity is in work, not in play" (1.204). 

And indeed, unity in philanthropic work is what Sewell seeks to promote among 

middle-class women. Like many of her peers, Sewell worried about the daughters of the 

lower middle class. She feared that they were more interested in lavish dress and their 

positions as ladies than philanthropy. To Sewell, the difficulties of lower middle-class 

young women originated in their parents' upward mobility. Educated differently than 

their mothers, such daughters often lacked their practical sense, and without the 

occupations of barnyard or shop to keep them busy, were, in Sewell's view, far too prone 

to frivolity. Daughters of the lower middle class, unlike their upper middle-class 

counterparts, rarely had mothers who were actively involved in local philanthropy, and 

thus, did not experience visiting as a means of self-definition and -discipline. 

Sewell's concerns for lower middle-class women were similar to those of GR (A 

Clergyman's Wife) who, in 1867, wrote about her difficulties with farmers' wives and 

daughters in The Vineyard, A Journal for Clergymen's Wives, District Visitors, and Other 

Church and Parish Handmaids. GR wrote that "[farmers' wives and daughters] generally 
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regard themselves as utterly without responsibility concerning dependents ... They can 

see the squire's or rector's family doing what they should be assisting in, without 

compunction, or the seeming consciousness that the duty is their own also" (39). In a 

subsequent issue, AEH (A Clergyman's Daughter) wrote in response to GR that among 

farmers' wives, the clergyman's wife 

meets with neither the congeniality of pursuits and tastes [as among the gentry,] 

nor with poverty to be relieved. Her sense of refinement is offended in too many 

instances by the vulgarity inseparable from assumption, and she turns with a real 

feeling of relief from the 'genteel' drawing-room of the farmer's wife, to the 

humble cottage of the day labourer... If [the farmer's wife] is asked to help in 

parish work, and finds that she is expected as a Christian duty to show that 

interest in those below her, which she has never experienced from her superiors, 

can we wonder at her refusal? (89) 

Writing in 1867, GR praised the charitable work of tradesmen's families in towns, but 

when Sewell wrote in 1854, the women of tradesmen's families seem to have been less 

conscious of their charitable responsibilities. Katharine is one of two district visitors from 

shopkeeper's families, and both are thought quite odd to pursue visiting. Sewell's 

purpose in writing Katharine Ashton is twofold: to awaken the sense of responsibility GR 

writes about in lower middle-class women by encouraging them to behave in ways that 

are more familiar, and thus, more understandable to upper middle-class women like 

herself, and urging upper middle-class women to see lower middle-class women as 

valuable helpers. By making Katharine an extremely inoffensive lower middle-class 
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woman, Sewell creates a character that neither Jane nor her readers will reject as they 

would a farmer's wife with a "genteel" drawing room. The tensions GR, AEH, and 

Sewell observe between lower and upper middle class would also contribute to the 

attraction of lower middle-class women to Evangelism and Dissent. 

While she rejects social climbing, Katharine does have one ambition: to be a 

district visitor, and her first obstacle is convincing her father that visiting will not make 

her an overbearing, tuft-hunting busybody. Mr. Ashton's objections are based on the 

behavior of the only district visitor he knows, his neighbor's daughter Betsey. 

To my mind she is a set up girl, always going to district meetings, or teachers' 

meetings or committees, and thinking herself a saint; and all the time only caring 

to get invited to drink tea at the Rectory. That is not what I call religion. I like 

people to keep to their station, and I don't think there is any good done when they 

try to go out of it, and I wonder, for my part, that Mr. Reeve [the rector] can bear 

it. I declare the way that girl spoke to him the other day in my shop, was quite a 

scandal; just as if she was the person who knew everything and he knew nothing. 

No good can come of it, I'm sure. I have had a bad opinion of District Societies, 

ever since I found how it took people out of their proper place; and I don't want 

ever to see you having anything to do with them, Kitty. (1.75-76) 

Mr. Ashton does not object to all district visitors, he thinks visiting is an acceptable 

pastime for ladies, like his daughter's friend Jane, who have nothing better to do; 

however, his Katharine is well supplied with duties and work related to the family 

business. Betsey's membership in the District Visiting Society provokes Ashton because 



she is also the daughter of a tradesman. Betsey, Ashton suspects, is more interested in 

garnering invitations and compliments from other members of the society than in 

dispensing charity. When Ashton asserts, "I like people to keep to their station," he is 

speaking too broadly; what he actually means is that he wants to disassociate his daughter 

from anything so crass as upward mobility. He is content to finance his son's expensive 

and ultimately futile attempt to join the local elite by becoming a gentleman farmer. 

After the death of her parents, Katharine becomes a lady's maid to Jane Sinclair 

Forbes. While the Ashton family fortunes decline due to John's ill-fated farming venture, 

those of Katharine's mistress have improved since her school days. When she attended 

school with Katharine, Jane was the niece of an impoverished gentlewoman, but by the 

time she employs Katharine as her maid, she is the wife of the local squire. Jane and 

Katharine maintain a friendship from their school days, but are always conscious of then-

class differences. While they do not socialize as equals, they share a common interest in 

district visiting; upon Jane's marriage, Katharine takes over her district in Rilworth, and 

Katharine's desire to take on these duties provokes the initial objections of Mr. Ashton 

that I discussed above. Jane's marriage, while financially secure, is unhappy; Philip is 

emotionally abusive and Jane is often ill. At the point that Katharine enters Jane's 

employ, Philip has so restricted Jane's ability to see Katharine that Jane's employment of 

Katharine is the only way that they can continue their friendship. Philip has never 

approved of what he terms the "unequal" friendship between Jane and Katharine, and he 

only allows Katharine to enter his household after he has made it clear that she will be 

treated as a servant. 
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When reviewing Katharine Ashton, Yonge wrote that, "the portion that relates to 

district visiting" was particularly good; however, district visiting comprises a small 

portion of Sewell's novel (318). Beyond brief descriptions of Katharine's awkward first 

forays into her district, few actual visits to working-class homes occur in the novel. Yet 

the phrase "district visiting" appears often in accounts of Jane and Katharine's 

conversations or summaries of their activities. (Sewell does not actually include these 

scenes or conversations in the text.) This absence is typical for a Victorian novel 

purportedly about district visiting. What the purveyors of district visiting advice literature 

termed a success at district visiting, that is, friendship between working-class and middle-

class women, was hard to achieve in reality, and difficult for middle-class novelists to 

narrate. Sewell uses her account of Katharine and Jane's friendship to substitute for this 

absence, and it is notable that Katharine so deserves Jane's friendship that she's 

appointed to Jane's social class. 

Like Yonge, Sewell is far more at ease describing visits across difference within 

the middle class than describing district visits to the working class. Instead of describing 

Katharine's district visits, Sewell displaces the tensions surrounding Katharine's visits to 

working-class homes on to her visits to middle-class homes. In Katharine Ashton, as in 

The Daisy Chain, the class tensions that really matter are those within the middle class 

not those between the middle and working classes. In this section, I discuss three visits to 

middle-class homes that, in the structure of the novel, stand in for district visits: 

Katharine's first visit within her district during which she accidentally calls on an upper 

middle-class home, her visit with her brother and future sister-in-law to the farmhouse 



they will rent after their marriage, and a subsequent visit to that home after the couple 

marries. 

Katharine's first attempts at district visiting are fraught with anxiety; she 

anticipates that a visit to her district, Long Lane, will be worse than a trip to the dentist 

(1.164). Her first visit does not go as planned; instead of visiting a laborer's family, 

Katharine inadvertently knocks on the back door of a pair of elderly, middle-class ladies, 

the Miss Ronaldsons. 

Katharine turned into the lane, and stopped before a little green door—a very 

puzzling door: it did not look quite like the entrance to a poor person's house, and 

yet it could not well belong to anything else; and besides, she had been told that 

some of the houses in Jane's district looked so respectable that no one would 

imagine they were inhabited by persons in want. She pondered for some seconds, 

and then, with a sudden bold impulse, tapped at the door. No answer was made, 

and she lifted the latch. The door opened into a garden; but there was another low 

open door close by, and within was what looked like a labourer's kitchen. 

Katharine was hesitating whether to advance or draw back, when a pleasant-

featured homely young woman came out of the house, and asked her to walk in; 

and of course she entered. The young woman did not ask her to sit down in the 

kitchen, as she expected, but led the way through a stone passage, opened another 

door, and calling out 'a lady come to see you, ma'am,' ushered Katharine into a 

long, low room, furnished with great neatness, and lighted by two deep windows, 

in which were placed stands of geraniums, and a cage with a canary. In this 
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apartment two most respectable elderly females were seated, one knitting, the 

other reading to her. Katharine's impulse was to rush away, throw aside her tracts, 

and never attempt district visiting again. (1.163) 

Here Katharine shows her lack of experience as an interclass visitor; she does not know 

how to place the "very puzzling door" on a class hierarchy. Although their kitchen 

appears to be that of a laborer's, the Miss Ronaldsons are far from needing Katharine's 

charitable attentions, and are actually themselves experienced district visitors. Mr. Reeve 

and Jane, who are both solidly upper middle-class, do not forewarn Katharine about the 

Miss Ronaldsons or suggest the pair as potential helpers in the district because they do 

not find the green door puzzling and expect that, like themselves, Katharine is already 

acquainted with the sisters. 

Rather than being a district visit, Katharine's visit to the Ronaldsons's parlor 

becomes something that Sewell finds much easier to describe: the visit of a dutiful, 

younger woman of lower class to the home of benevolent older women of higher class. 

Katharine does not have to decide which goods to dispense, which tract to leave, or 

which questions to ask; instead the Miss Ronaldsons offer refreshments, ask the 

questions, and already possess a variety of reading material. Katharine does not have to 

act to structure this visit; she passively follows familiar conventions and has difficulty 

extricating herself from the sisters' hospitality in time to make a few calls on other 

residents of her district. Authority, during this visit, is entirely in the hands of the sisters. 

As their respectable green door puzzled Katharine, the Ronaldsons at first do not know 

what to make of Katharine's class position. At first they interact with her as though she 



were a potential servant. "I beg your pardon; have you no business?— nothing to say?" 

they ask her (1.163). When Katharine identifies herself as a district visitor, the tone of the 

visit immediately changes to that of a social call; the Ronaldsons have recognized 

Katharine as a member of their own social class. 

Katharine's accidental visit to the Ronaldsons occupies most of the chapter 

detailing her first visit to her district. Noting that "district visiting, doubtless, would 

occupy a very large portion of time, if all visits were like that paid to the Miss 

Ronaldsons" (1.167), Sewell dispatches with Katharine's first two charitable calls in the 

same number of paragraphs. At the first door Katharine encounters Mrs. Mears, who is in 

the midst of her laundry. Mrs. Mears is eager to end the visit and immediately sends her 

daughter for the tract Katharine has come to exchange. Unlike the visit to the chatty 

Ronaldsons, Katharine and Mears have very little to say to each other. "Katharine's 

business was ended: she could not think of another word to say. Some vague idea of a 

speech about wet passages and draughts crossed her mind, but she could not frame any 

rational sentence" (1.168). At the next door, Katharine has only a slightly more talkative 

exchange. This family is sickly, and the mother less organized than Mrs. Mears; she 

cannot immediately find the tract so Katharine is asked to come inside. Katharine finds 

this home "very wretched," but she is grateful that it "gave [her] an occasion for asking 

questions and showing sympathy" (1.168). These two exchanges are actually the most 

detailed descriptions of district visits that appear in Katharine Ashton. They are 

stereotyped commonplaces of district visiting literature—the unwelcome visitor who 

calls in the midst of the wash, and the welcome visitor who comes at times of illness. 
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Unlike Gaskell's depiction of the evolution of Margaret's relationship with the Higginses, 

Sewell never brings Katharine and Mrs. Mears or the sickly wife together again. There is 

one further allusion to Katharine having visited the latter with a picture book for her 

young son, but otherwise, these two women and their families never reappear. 

Sewell devotes far more attention to Katharine's behavior within her own 

domestic space than to her visits to working-class domestic spaces. Katharine's middle-

class world is not without difficulty, and some of this tension seems to stand in for what 

she might have encountered while visiting. A particular domestic scene of importance, 

which occurs in the chapter immediately following that which details Katharine's 

accidental visit to the Ronaldsons, is her trip along with her brother John, her mother, and 

her future sister-in-law Selina to look over Moorlands, the farmhouse John and Selina 

will rent after their marriage. Selina is the daughter of a surgeon and believes that the 

Ashtons are beneath her. She has only consented to marry John because he plans to leave 

his father's shop and rent Moorlands and set up as a gentleman farmer. John's career 

change places Selina in the position of the farmers' wives AEH found so difficult in The 

Vineyard. 

Selina and Katharine differ over how they read Moorlands. As Katharine tells her 

mother, "Selina thinks Moorlands is what people call a villa... I always thought it was a 

farm-house" (1.176), and it is Moorlands's character as a villa that Selina emphasizes as 

she and John make plans to renovate their future home. Selina informs John she cannot 

live without a drawing room—AEH might note that Selina wants a particularly 'genteel' 

drawing room— and a greenhouse. These suggestions appall Katharine who knows that 
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the couple has limited funds and that her brother means to turn the property into a 

profitable farm. The condition of Moorlands as farmhouse also distress Katharine; many 

of its important out-buildings are in disrepair, and she suggests to John and her mother 

that it might be better to have these improved before leasing the property. Katharine's 

ideas dismay Selina who sees them as an assault on her class identity—such things as a 

drawing room and a greenhouse may not matter to the daughter of a mere bookseller, but 

as the daughter of a surgeon, she has been brought up to expect better. Katharine blames 

herself for provoking Selina; she has made "wise suggestions at unwise times, and to 

unwise people," and thinks her hint might have been better taken had she made it to her 

father (1.175). Her mother agrees, telling Katharine, "[Selina] will know better by-and-by. 

But it won't do to cross her just at the beginning: and, besides, it will vex John" (1.176). 

When read through the lens of her work in Long Lane, Katharine's spat with 

Selina is more than a disagreement among sisters-in-law. Katharine had made a wise 

suggestion at an unwise time, a circumstance she had managed to avoid with Mrs. Mears. 

Also Katharine's thought that she should have consulted her father privately also 

prefigures how she will handle difficulties in Long Lane: she will wait to consult male 

authority, the rector Mr. Reeves. Sewell does not show this strategy to be particularly 

effective. Mr. Reeves is too busy to be frequently consulted about the district, and Mr. 

Ashton is too ready to indulge his son's bride. When seeking advice for the district, 

Katharine turns to female authority: her mother and the Miss Ronaldsons. In the matter of 

Selina, Mrs. Ashton ignores her daughter-in-law's foible as much as possible and 

Katharine attempts to do the same. 



Katharine's difficulties in the district, which are always described generally and 

never involve actual working-class characters, sound a bit like her conflicts with Selina. 

"There were cases of over-indulged children, and careless mothers, and vain, flighty 

daughters, continually brought be fore Katharine's notice, which she did not in the least 

know how to deal with" (1.187). As the novel progresses, Selina grows from a "vain, 

flighty daughter" to a "careless mother" with "over-indulged children." She continues to 

spend beyond her means and proves entirely ineffective as a farmer's wife. Katharine 

continues to make wise suggestions at unwise times, while her mother does her best to 

ignore Selina's inadequacies, and Selina never heeds her advice. Within a few years, 

Selina and John and their children are almost entirely dependent on his parents to keep 

the farm running. Katharine and her mother visit Moorlands frequently and always arrive 

bearing the bounty of their closets and cupboards. 

[A] visit to Moorlands was never a pleasant prospect. Selina was dependent upon 

her in various ways, and therefore, for her own sake, was tolerably kind; and 

John, beginning to feel the value of his sister as his opinion of his wife decreased, 

always gave her a hearty welcome; but it was no holiday to Katharine to be there 

... They could not live at John's expense; so their own larder was emptied, and a 

ham, a new cheese, and some jam and marmalade for the children were put aside, 

and half-a-dozen bottles of wine taken out of the cellar ... Katharine would have 

no objection to this, but that similar generosity was never shown by any of 

[Selina's] family. (1.254-5) 
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The Ashtons of Moorlands almost become a charitable district for the Ashtons of 

Rilworth. As in true district visiting, the visitors' relationship is primarily with the 

woman of the house; John is usually hard at work in the fields. Unlike Sewell's sanguine 

portrayal of Katharine's experience in Long Lane, at Moorlands her "wise words" are 

often met with "a cold answer ... [or] a word of incivility" (1.246). Katharine's presence 

in Long Lane seems to have a redeeming effect on all who encounter her. At Moorlands, 

things go from bad to worse with John and Selina. 

The Moorlands sequence of the novel, as well as Katharine's subsequent tour of 

duty as Jane's maid, contain the counter-narrative to Sewell's assertions about the 

potential for unity among middle-class women and the positive effects of visiting across 

class. 
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These critics, whose arguments are far more nuanced than my brief sketch include: 

Rosemarie Bodenheimer, Catherine Gallagher, Barbara Leah Harman, and Hilary M. 

Schor. 

2 Both definitions of "freedom" come from the OED. 

3 Jenny Uglow discusses Gaskell's work at the Mosley Street Sunday school in^4 Habit 

of Stories. Uglow asserts that "Elizabeth was never a home visitor" (90), but indicates 

that other Gaskells did visit. William was one of the founders of the Manchester 

Domestic Home Mission in 1833, the year after his marriage to Elizabeth. Their daughter 

Meta plunged into Manchester charity, particularly visiting, after her engagement broke 

up in the late 1850s (Uglow 446). Some of Gaskell's closest friends were district visitors. 

Susanna Winkworth was a visitor for Manchester's District Provident Society and lent 

Mary Barton to a family in her district (Uglow 163). While Gaskell supported this and 

many other Manchester charities, her primary contribution to them appears have been 

using her contacts and fame to raise funds. 

4 In his manual, Nixon provided an example of a filled-in "District Visitor's Report" 

which included entries such as "Jane Tidy has the cleanest house in the district and the 

neatest family in the district." (Appendix - No. I) and the far from positive: "Wm. 

CARELESS... resists all efforts to influence him: sends three children to the Unitarian 

School... I fear he is now dying" (Appendix—No. II). 

5 Anne Summers describes how the mistress and visitor roles intersected. See 39-41. 
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6 For more about the importance of respectability in upper working-class culture, see F. 

M. L. Thompson. 



Chapter Two 

Men Bearing Gifts: 

The Problem of the Clerical Visitor in Oliphant, Yonge, and Trollope 

Clerical supervision is a part of the visiting plots discussed in Chapter One. 

Margaret's father oversees her work in Helstone. Richard May carefully consults the 

vicar about his sister's plans for Cocksmoor, and Mr. Reeves oversees the District 

Visiting Society in Katharine Ashton. While clerical oversight was a given in mid-

century district visiting, the participation of clergymen in a form of charity that was 

popularly understood as the duty of any lady could also threaten the status of clergymen 

as male professionals. Just as the tensions between female visitors sparked Gaskell's, 

Sewell's, and Yonge's narratives, the novelists discussed in this chapter, Anthony 

Trollope, Margaret Oliphant, and Yonge, considered how male charitable visiting 

impacted gender relations and impinged on clergymen's identities as gentlemen and 

professionals. 

Oliphant and Yonge celebrated male clerical visits as a means by which female 

characters could influence clergymen. In their novels, young clergymen must become 

successful visitors in order to achieve professional success. In Oliphant's Carlingford 

series, visiting confirms sectarian identity, steering an unhappy young Dissenter in Salem 

Chapel (1862) away from the ministry while, in The Perpetual Curate (1864), distancing 

a celibate high Anglican from Rome by throwing him into contact with young lady 

visitors. For Yonge, district visiting serves as a means of anchoring a young clergyman's 

career to domestic heterosocial space and of avoiding the potentially Roman Catholic 
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risks of all-male aestheticism at an Oxford college—the temptation Norman May faces in 

The Daisy Chain—or ascetic denial in an East End all-male mission, which would be the 

preferred path of Clement Underwood in The Pillars of the House (1873). In both Yonge 

and Oliphant, clergymen and ladies share the burdens and pleasures of cross-class 

visiting, but in Trollope, only female characters are able to visit without shaming their 

hosts. Trollope lavishly describes clergymen's visits within their own class, but his few 

male charitable visits are traumatic for both visitor and host. The depictions of male 

clerical visitors in Framley Parsonage (1861) and The Last Chronicle of Bar set (1867) 

reveal the hidden expectations about gender roles that informed mid-century attitudes 

toward district visiting. The hysteria surrounding male-to-male charity culminates in an 

accusation of theft levied at the chief male recipient of charity at the beginning of the 

Last Chronicle, which drives the installment's plot. The final vindication comes, not in a 

courtroom, but when an appointment to far more opulent living eliminates his need for 

gifts and enables his fellows to finally receive him as an equal. Trollope confines 

charitable giving and visiting to a small set of recipients, the family of Josiah Crawley, an 

impoverished clergyman, who, unlike most fictional recipients of charity, are members of 

the same social class as their donors. With the matter of class difference set aside, 

Trollope's narrative reveals the impact of gendered expectations on attitudes towards 

charitable visitors. In the absence of class difference, gifts and visits between women, as 

well as exchanges between charitable women and male recipient proceed with relative 

ease when compared with the language of trauma and hysteria which accompanies gifts 

and charitable visits between men. 
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As the introduction already demonstrates, these fictional portrayals of clerical 

visiting differ from how clerical authors perceived visiting in their handbooks. In these 

non-fictional sources, courtship is never considered a component of a district visitor's 

relationship to her clerical supervisor. Visiting can, however, be part of a marital 

relationship. Short stories and advice columns from The Vineyard, such as "The New 

District and How We Conquered It" by Louisa S***, as well as the memoirs of such 

clergymen's wives as Frances Alford, demonstrate that the wives of clergymen were 

expected to visit. In a guidebook specifically addressed to his fellow clergymen, John 

Blunt leaves out courtship and marriage when discussing district visiting. Instead, he 

advises his readers to keep their visitors under close supervision and focus their pastoral 

visits on sacramental and spiritual matters which were outside the authority of non-

ordained visitors. 

Blunt's Directorium Pastorale: Principles and Practice of Pastoral Work in the 

Church of England (1864) is a guide for young professionals, in this case, newly ordained 

clergymen. Throughout his advice on managing congregational demands and clerical 

responsibilities, Blunt's subtext is that a clergyman's duty is to police a variety of borders, 

including social, sectarian, demographic, and gender distinctions. Visiting plays a role in 

all of this oversight. First and foremost, a clergyman must be a gentleman in order to be 

effective in his parish. Clerical visitors who are not gentlemen will not be welcome as 

visitors in either poor or well-off homes. Gentlemanly "habits and feelings" will gain 

admission to and influence within the homes of the higher classes, and a clergyman of 

"refined taste and good social position carries far more influence for good with the lower 

classes than one destitute of these qualifications, if the energy and ability of the two are 



equal" (vi). Thus, a clergyman who finds rival ministers (read Dissenters or Roman 

Catholic priests) to be more influential in his parish has only his own lethargy and lack of 

ability to blame, or perhaps he is not really a gentleman, but a lower middle-class upstart. 

Further, at least in Blunt's conception of the challenges an Anglican minister faces, this 

more energetic and able, but less gentlemanly rival is more importantly a risk to the 

spiritual salvation of congregation. This dissenting minister might also be drawn from the 

vast lower middle class of men who were neither laborers nor gentlemen, a social class 

for which Blunt does not proscribe any duties in his enumeration of a clergyman's 

responsibilities. 

Blunt's energetic and able clerical gentleman does a great deal of "domiciliary 

visiting," and he advises clergymen to systematically "leave [his] mark as a pastor" by 

focusing the visit on more than "a little friendly semi-religious gossip" by using the visit 

to instruct and advise (96). Blunt encourages clergymen to visit the sick, particularly 

those facing life-threatening illness. At the sickbed, visiting has an immediate purpose: 

securing the souls of the ill. He advises his readers to zealously guard their own health, 

avoid "overwork," and leave less urgent visits to well-supervised deputies, such as 

district visitors, deacons, and scripture readers (98). 

In Blunt's description of male clerical visiting, unlike in fictional and non-

fictional portrayals of female charitable visiting, the primary differences between visitor 

arid visited are not class, but health and professional status. He suggests that clergymen 

visit the sick regardless of class or sect. In terms of class, Blunt writes that visits to 

middle-class invalids are more challenging because the temptation to behave as a 

"Christian friend" instead of a "clergyman" is greater (209). He also warns readers that 
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they may be called to the bedsides of Dissenters and "irreligious people" and suggests 

using these visits to counsel repentance, but not to be discouraged if invalids recover 

"their bodily health, and in proportion have lost thefir] spiritual health" (208). 

Blunt acknowledges that "the most available form of lay help... is that offered by 

ladies of the higher middle classes," but warns that these helpers need to be carefully 

supervised and their motives questioned to see if they are taking on "public" charity to 

avoid "private" duty (324). 

[The clergyman] should be very careful at the outset of all plans for feminine 

parish work ... to assure himself that he is justified in allowing that work to be 

undertaken ... It may be that there are home duties overlooked or neglected ... 

The pastor may be doing a more real service ... by persuading ladies to look 

searchingly for these home duties ... than by accepting their assistance in 

forwarding the objects of his own pastoral work. (325) 

Blunt also quotes Florence Nightingale's lament from Notes on Nursing of "the want of 

necessary occupation among English girls ... what are they to do with that thirst for 

action, useful action, which every woman feels who is not diseased in mind or body," but 

concludes that "surely this restless 'thirst for action' is not the natural characteristic of all 

good women!" (325-6). Blunt urges his readers to be particularly cautious when 

accepting the services of unmarried women, and always to ascertain that their parents 

have consented to their involvement. Blunt also worries the "many roughnesses and 

impurities connected with the life of the poor" in towns is unsuitable for "young ladies" 

(331, original emphasis), but that "ladies of a mature age ... who are either widows, or 
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married, or have arrived at a time of life when marriage is improbable, may be considered 

suitable for district visitors" (332). 

In addition to exposing young visitors to the "indelicacy" of the district, such 

work with an unmarried clergyman could potentially spark a courtship. Blunt's warnings 

about taking "young ladies" on as visitors also suggest an effort to separate district 

visiting and courtship. Perhaps conducted without the knowledge of the young lady's 

parents, such a relationship could be difficult for both parties, but was also the mainstay 

of a variety of fictional plots from The Perpetual Curate to Anne Bronte's Agnes Gray to 

the marriage plots of Margaret Hale and Katharine Ashton who both share with their 

suitors an interest in calling on working-class homes. Since Blunt's readers were less 

likely to have establish careers—experienced clergymen would not need his advice—they 

were also more likely to be young and unmarried. 

Although far less interested in statistics than the handbook authors discussed in 

the introduction, Blunt encourages his readers to learn the geographic and demographic 

shape of their parishes. He recommends consulting Ordinance Surveys and census figures 

to determine exactly who lives in the parish and writes that he had volunteered to assist 

"an incompetent [census] enumerator in 1861, and by that means secured for pastoral use 

a complete list of all the inhabitants" (225).1 Once a clergyman had secured this 

information, Blunt recommends regular visiting that is neither "confined to the poorer 

classes alone, nor to the feminine part only of the households visited" (226). He notes 

that "occasions of social intercourse" provided the gentlemanly clergyman with 

opportunities to visit his better-off parishioners, but "a kind of pastoral intrusion" was 



needed to reach lower-class households (226, original emphasis). Further, this intrusion 

needed to be, at times, male if that portion of the household was to be reached. 

Blunt imagined his clerical readers as community leaders and acknowledges that 

certain "habits and feelings" such as "refined taste and good social position" can facilitate 

relationships with congregants. While recommending "a little friendly semi-religious 

gossip," Blunt does not dwell on the work, mostly accomplished through charitable and 

social visits, that maintaining congregational favor required. In Oliphant's Carlingford 

series, the cultural work of visiting, both cross-class district visits and intra-class social 

calls, are central to her portrayal of provincial religious practice in the Chronicles of 

Carlingford series (1861-1876), particularly the first three installments "The Rector" 

(1861), Salem Chapel, and The Perpetual Curate. Oliphant's Carlingford contains both 

Dissenting and Anglican congregations which are divided by both theology and social 

class.2 Social and charitable visiting serve as a means of unifying the interests of 

clergymen with those of their respective congregations.3 

In the Carlingford narratives, clerical visitors, both social and charitable, offset 

their congregants' alienation from an increasingly bureaucratized and professionalized 

clergy and maintain their "semi-feudal, semi-pagan" (PC 444) relationship with their 

clergymen. Squire Wentworth, the father of the titular perpetual curate, describes the 

traditional relationship between a clergyman and his parish: "I'd never have any peace of 

mind if I filled up a family living with a stranger—unless, of course ... you should 

happen to have no second son—the eldest the squire, the second the rector. That's my 

idea of Church and State" (PC 444). None of the clerical appointments in Carlingford 

follow this model; either clerical leaders from outside of Carlingford, such as the faculty 
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of All Souls College in the case of the rector of Carlingford, appoint incumbents or at 

Salem Chapel, the congregation hires the minister after hearing several finalists speak. 

Squire Wentworth comes to find his own views inadequate. He does appoint his second 

son Gerald to the living on the estate, but Gerald becomes a Roman Catholic, leading his 

father to replace him with one of his many sons-in-law. 

Despite its absence from their professional experience, Carlingford's clergymen 

retain the family living model as an ideal. After failing to visit to Carlingford's 

satisfaction, Rector William Morgan finds a family living to be an easy exit: 

My father's old rectory is vacant where we were all brought up. There used to be 

a constant intercourse between the Hall and the Rectory when I was a lad. They 

are very nice people, the Scarsfields—at least they used to be very nice people 

and Harry has his mother living with him, and the family has never been broken 

up, I believe. We used to know everybody about there. (PC 489) 

In his short time in Carlingford, William never establishes the familiarity he has with the 

Scarsfields and their tenants. In a rural parish where family or friendship connects squire 

and cleric, this relationship structures the clergyman's relationship to both local elites and 

his parishioners. Carlingford clergymen need to work to be valued guests to establish 

their place in social intercourse of their congregations and visit in the town's 

impoverished districts to be known beyond the elites of their congregation. William's 

troubles stem from the perpetual curate's, Frank Wentworth's, desirability as both a 

social and charitable visitor. William finds that Frank is far more familiar in both Grange 

Lane where his leading parishioners live and in the working-class district of Pickett's 

Lane. 



Since clergy do not arrive in Carlingford with preexisting relationships, they need 

to use visits to court their congregations. This process resembles the marriage plot, and 

the plot of Frank, the most successful clergyman in Carlingford in terms of winning the 

town's favor, combines the perpetual curate's courtship of Lucy Wodehouse with his 

social and charitable visits. Implicitly, Mr. Beecher, the minister of Salem Chapel, does 

the same, succeeding where his predecessor Arthur Vincent failed. In events that occur 

outside of the narrative, Beecher marries Phoebe Tozer, the daughter of an important 

deacon. Early in Arthur's tenure at Salem, the Tozers did their best to encourage a 

courtship between Phoebe and the new arrival, but Arthur's contempt for his lower 

middle-class congregation ends these efforts. 

The Tozers' consideration of Arthur as a potential son-in-law is one of many 

instances in which the appointment of a new clergyman to a Carlingford church or chapel 

suggests the beginnings of a marriage plot. When Mary Woodhouse discusses the 

appointment of Morley Proctor as Rector, she observes to her younger sister: "But Lucy, 

my dear, the chances are he will marry you ... indeed, there can be no doubt that it is 

only natural he should, for he is the Rector, you know; and though we go so often to St. 

Roque's Mr. Wentworth will excuse me saying he is very young man" (R 38). The new 

rector makes Mary think of marriage, but her thoughts are not entirely clear. She may 

mean that Morley is more likely than not to be the priest who performs Lucy's marriage 

to yet-to-be-determined bridegroom and that although the sisters prefer Frank as a 

clergyman, Morley's older appearance and status as the Rector of Carlingford would 

make him a more appropriate choice for the ceremony. Another possible interpretation is 

that Mary intends Lucy to marry Morley. Frank is too young to be thought of in this 
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regard. Mary's sense of the perpetual curate's youth may explain why in her role as 

chaperone, she allows Lucy to spend so much time with Frank, who despite being of 

good family, has limited income and no clear future prospects. Finally, there is Frank and 

Lucy's embarrassed interpretation: "You may be sure Lucy Wodehouse and young 

Wentworth, had it not been 'put into their heads' in such an absurd fashion, would never, 

all their virtuous lives, have dreamt of anything but friendship. Deep silence ensued after 

the simple but startling speech" (38). The difficulty of arriving at Frank and Lucy's 

interpretation from what Mary actually said suggests that the pair had previously "dreamt 

of [something besides] friendship." The swiftness with which they comprehend Mary's 

convoluted comment also shows that Morley has little chance with Lucy. 

In The Rector, Morley's reluctance to visit among his working-class parishioners 

is only exceeded by his trepidation at entering the marriage plot. Despite Lucy's 

disinterest, Mary is not alone in seeing Morley as a potential suitor for Lucy. Morley's 

mother is immediately suspicious: "two daughters—so, so—that explains it all at once. I 

know now why Mr. Wodehouse comes to the Rectory so often. And, I declare, I never 

thought of it before. Why you're always there!—so, so—and he's got two daughters, has 

he? To be sure; now I understand it all" (45-6). Morley, having spent much of the last 

two decades at all-male All Souls College, "looked helpless and puzzled... perplexed and 

ignorant, and ... clearly unaware" (46). Mrs. Proctor's survey of her son's prospects leads 

him to withdraw further and thus limits his narrative to a refusal to participate in the two 

plots essential to his success in Carlingford: marriage and visiting. 

The conflation of the marriage plot and professional duties reappears in The 

Perpetual Curate, when William suspects Frank of simultaneously violating his supposed 
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engagement to Lucy by spiriting Rosa Elsworthy away and his obligations to William 

who believes that the curate, while not officially under his supervision, should behave as 

his subordinate: 

I have never known an insubordinate man who was a perfect moral character ... It 

is very discouraging altogether; and you thought he was engaged to Wodehouse's 

pretty daughter, didn't you? I hope not—I sincerely hope not. That would make 

things doubly bad; but to be sure, when a man is faithless to his most sacred 

engagements, there is very little dependence to be placed on him in other respects. 

(114) 

While Frank is not guilty of neglecting either "sacred engagement," William uses the 

appearance of a less than "perfect moral character" to threaten both Frank's relationship 

with Lucy and his professional future. In The Perpetual Curate, both plots are tied 

together and neither can advance without the other. 

Beyond plotting, the connection between marital and professional engagements 

points to a broader concern about celibate clergy. Not only are unmarried clergymen 

potentially disconnected from their congregations and Carlingford, for high Anglican 

priests like Frank, celibacy suggests the possibility of conversion to Roman Catholicism. 

The fear of Rome becomes a reality in The Perpetual Curate when Gerald leaves the 

church and his living. Much to Gerald's disappointment, his confessor does not allow 

him to leave his wife to become a priest. Gerald, who married before going to work at 

Wentworth, is also the only clergyman in the series to hold a family living, and his 

conversion implies that courtship of congregation deepens both professional and marital 

commitments. In addition, William, the only clergyman to arrive in Carlingford after he 
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is married has difficulty connecting with his parishioners, which suggests that the choice 

of a wife from the congregation represents the climax of the two courtship plots. 

In both the marriage and the visiting plot, Carlingford clergymen need to 

transition from objects to actors. Oliphant's clergymen begin their narratives feminized. 

The narrator compares Morley's reluctance to participate in the marriage plot to that of a 

disinterested or harassed woman: "No woman was ever so dismayed by the persecutions 

of a lover, as was this helpless middle-aged gentleman under the conviction that Lucy 

Wodehouse meant to marry him" (48). Arthur, a reluctant guest at many a "tea meeting," 

finds himself always seated among his deacons' wives and daughters despite his "vain ... 

attempts]" to "plunge ... into the black group of deacons, and ... immerse himself in 

chapel business" (14). Arthur's physical separation from his male congregants reinforces 

the role of social visiting in establishing his professional future in Carlingford. 

Unlike Oliphant's characterizations of Anglican women, she depicts the women 

of Salem Chapel as taking pride in their role as hostesses, not their work as visitors.4 For 

Arthur to succeed in both the marriage and the visiting plots, he needs to be good guest 

and preferably marry a woman who graciously accepts the hospitality of his deacons' 

wives. Phoebe, who has just returned from a boarding school where she learned to write 

pretty invitations on pink paper, seems the most likely candidate. Early in his career in 

Carlingford, Mrs. Pigeon, the wife of a deacon, warns him of the consequences of failing 

to marry a good visitor: 

Mr. Bailey of Parson's Green ... went and married a poor bit of a governess, as 

common a looking creature as you could see, that set herself up above the 

people ... and was too grand ... if you'll believe me, to visit the deacon's wives. 
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Nobody cares less than me about them vain shows. What's visiting, if you know 

the vally of your time? Nothing but a laying up of judgment. But I wouldn't be 

put upon neither by a chit that got her bread out of me and my husband's hard 

earnins ... Them stuck-up ways may do with the Church folks as can't help 

themselves, but they'll never do with us Dissenters. (8-9) 

Pigeon's narrative is clearly cautionary. The name of Bailey's village telegraphs Arthur's 

situation: the parson is green or inexperienced. The story also shows how Pigeon and her 

peers construct their identity with regard to visiting. The time of Pigeon and her peers is 

so valuable that they should not be expected to visit, but "a chit," and by implication her 

husband, who "got [their] bread out of me and my husband's hard earnins" must visit 

among the congregation and be "very particular to show no preference" (13). In addition, 

Pigeon is aware of the cultural work visiting accomplishes both within fictional 

Carlingford and for readers of the narrative. In both contexts, visiting is "a laying up of 

judgment." 

Pigeon's last bit of advice—"it never answered in a flock to show more friendship 

to one nor another"—recalls district visiting advice literature (13). Oliphant's inclusion of 

this advice suggests that she imagined the "flock" as Arthur's district. Arthur's thoughts 

before attending the tea-meeting further this impression: "He went out from his nice 

lodgings a little after six, still smiling, and persuading himself that this would be a 

pleasant study of manners, and that of course he could not do less than patronise the good 

homely people in their own way, whatever that might be" (6). Pigeon's warning to Arthur 

indicates that the flock seeks to court his favor; however, unlike a middle-class caller to a 

working-class home who can offend without blighting his professional prospects, Arthur 
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needs to be a good guest to win the congregation's friendship. Arthur's behavior hints 

that he would prefer a working-class district to his congregation. Phoebe's perennial 

excuse that Arthur is with the poor, which she uses whenever her parents notice their 

pastor's untimely absence, shows that he prefers what Frank would describe as district 

work to frequent invitations from the flock. Oliphant's conflation of the Grove Street 

shopkeepers and a working-class district own class and religious distance from lower-

middle-class Nonconformists 

The dissenting characters in Salem Chapel and the domestic interiors that they 

populate are always shown to a disadvantage when compared to characters who are 

considered ladies or gentlemen. Oliphant, like many of the authors discussed in this 

project, uses domestic space to reveal character; however, the interiors of the "flock" 

seem so distant and unappealing to Oliphant and her readership that she reveals it through 

the experience of Arthur who sees his congregants as objects of patronage. In Arthur's 

judgment, the chapel-goers are always inadequate, and Oliphant seems to concur with her 

hero's opinion. Unlike Yonge's approving descriptions of interiors in The Daisy Chain or 

her own representation of the Wodehouse home in The Rector or The Perpetual Curate or 

even Mrs. Morgan's consciousness of the inadequacies of the rectory, Oliphant always 

describes the homes of the members of the "Connection" as lacking. Even the behavior of 

Arthur's mother, Mrs. Vincent, who knows that the congregation's favor must be earned, 

is distanced from that of the Salem Chapel matrons. 

Clergymen are professionals, and as such, the narrator of The Perpetual Curate 

considers them to be community leaders: 
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This point round which everything circles ... the only people who have defined 

and compulsory duties to give a sharp outline to life. Somehow this touch of 

necessity and business seems needful even in the most refined society: a man who 

is obliged to be somewhere at a certain hour, to do something at a certain time, 

and whose public duties are not volunteer proceedings, but indispensable work, 

has a certain position of command among a leisurely and unoccupied community. 

(1-2) 

Despite the narrator's emphasis on compulsion and obligation, most of the duties of the 

clergymen of Carlingford are "volunteer proceedings." No one requires the Church of 

England clergymen to attend to the poor, and Carlingford's poor have nowhere to appeal 

should their clergymen not visit them. As rectors of the parish, these clergymen are 

expected to conduct weekly services and deliver sermons, but all of them voluntarily take 

on additional duties. Among the clergymen of the "Connection," matters are different. 

While a Church of England clergyman's congregation can snub him if they find him 

inadequate, Vincent's congregation can have him removed; thus social visits among the 

deacon's families become professional obligations. 

The other professional men in Carlingford have obligations, but Oliphant only 

shows clergymen actually performing their professional duties. Wodehouse and 

Marjoribanks leave their homes to attend their respective duties (the law and medicine), 

but these activities occur outside the space of the domestic novel, and it is the absence of 

the professional father that makes courtship plots possible for their daughters. Mr. Brown 

is the only non-clerical professional to appear in this capacity in the Carlingford series, 

and even he dismisses as comic relief his duties as Wentworth's advocate in the 



investigation of Rosa's disappearance: "these private attempts at law are generally very 

amusing" (PC 348). 

Oliphant's narrator neither tells how Carlingford's solicitors argue their cases, nor 

how the town physicians treat their patients, and never reveals what their clients or 

patients think of their professional skills—Brown's advocacy is irrelevant to Frank's 

exoneration— yet professional skill is essential to the plots of the series' clergymen. We 

know that Wodehouse and Marjoribanks are respected professionals because the narrator 

tells us and their dinner parties are well attended. Most of the town's clergymen, who are 

bachelors in lodgings, are not in a position to host dinner parties. Majoribanks and 

Wodehouse, although widowers, have daughters to serve as hostesses. When it comes to 

Carlingford's clergymen, we actually see these characters' professional lives, but 

Oliphant's plot makes visiting, which is both a clerical and a social function, the 

determining factor in their professional success. The plots might have rewarded a more 

profession-specific characteristic, such as sermonizing or religious devotion. Oliphant's 

plots are unconcerned with these specifically religious duties for several reasons. 

Attention to sermons or other religious practices might lead to the appearance that the 

series was taking sides in clerical matters; Oliphant makes a great effort to not engage in 

doctrinal debate. Oliphant also wrote about clerical matters as an outsider: obviously, she 

was not a clergyman, but she was not a member of either the Church of England or a 

dissenting sect. Having been brought up in the Church of Scotland, she did her best to 

cultivate a narrator who is amused, but not partisan in Carlingford clerical disputes. 

In Salem Chapel, Oliphant dwells on Arthur's inability to connect, through 

visiting, with his congregation; however, the flock's tea-meetings are not the only 
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instances in which Arthur visits across class. In addition to his cherished invitation to 

Lady Weston's garden party and his calls on Rachel Hillyard, Arthur as Phoebe 

frequently reminds her parents: "he's ... always such a gentleman!—and never neglects 

the very poorest whenever he's sent for" (PC 86). These visits are never part of the 

narrative, but are essential to Arthur's identity as a gentleman. 

Visiting the poor is not necessary for establishing the Anglican clergymen's status 

as gentlemen. William seems more interested in maintaining the boundaries of districts 

than visiting in them. As Blunt advises real-world clergymen, he keeps up with the 

statistical details of his parish, and shows an obsessive interest in the details of Frank's 

district and knows the hours of his services, attendance, and instances of baptism (PC 47). 

Despite this knowledge, William acts as though the district is entirely neglected: "five 

thousand souls, and no provision for their spiritual wants; it is a very sad state of affairs" 

(PC 95). Mrs. Morgan does have a district of inexact location where she "was very 

active ... at all times" (PC 272), and goes to escape marital discord. William also 

mentions that, until he put a stop to the matter, his wife used make herself "such a fright" 

in a grey cloak (PC 6). Despite being "an admirable clergywoman" (PC 272), Mrs. 

Morgan's reception in the cottages is not as an enthusiastic as Lucy's; she's neither pretty 

nor a mother. 

Most of the charitable visiting in Carlingford occurs in a district that is called 

either Wharfside Or Pickett's Lane, and Frank, along with his assistants, Mary and Lucy, 

is the primary visitor.5 In a manner reminiscent of Ethel and Richard May's efforts on 

behalf of their district, Frank determines that the district's residents need their own 

church, but unlike Yonge's obedient Mays, Frank does not wait for the sanction of 
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clerical authorities, and instead establishes regular services in a schoolroom. These 

services along with a regular round of schoolroom duties, visits to Wharfside homes, and 

trips to the Wodehouse home ostensibly for planning further good things for "the district" 

constitute Frank's "indepensible work." Yet his efforts here are entirely voluntary. His 

actual professional position, the curacy of St. Roque's, seems to entail no visiting at all. 

Thus much of Frank's "defined and compulsory duties" are self-imposed, and at times, 

threaten his professional future. 

The district is the basis of nearly all of Lucy and Frank's interactions before their 

engagement. District business ensures that the couple not only has a ready excuse to see 

each other, but also ensures that either party can break off a flirtation because of the 

pressing needs of Prickett's Lane. For example, when Frank asks Lucy an awkward 

question while walking with her to the district, she can duck away to see a "poor sick 

woman" (PC 13). When Mary prudently asks Frank if he will soon be getting a parish of 

his own, he avoids answering because he "must speak to these men across the street" (PC 

14). The same "poor sick woman" provides Frank and Lucy many an excuse to interact. 

On Holy Saturday, Frank takes a break from writing his sermon, "just to ask Lucy if she 

thought it necessary that he should see the sick woman at No. 10 Prickett's Lane before 

morning" (PC 25). When the relationship is not going well, Lucy also deploys the district 

to hurt Frank by acting as though they have no relationship beyond the district; 

"mean[ing] it cruelly," she will only talk to him about the district (PC 194). 

When Frank appears to have lost all chance of a living and may even lose his 

position as perpetual curate, both he and Lucy find comfort in the district. Frank loses his 

appetite worrying and sends his dinner to the sick woman as "a last offering to that 
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beloved 'district' with which the image of his love was blended" (PC 27). Although they 

fear they will never stand together to be married, Lucy serves as godmother when Frank 

baptizes children in the district chapel. In these dark days, the district serves as an excuse 

to explain a relationship that exists despite Frank's alleged seduction of Rosa. Lucy tells 

her father that "I have been a great deal in the district, you know, and Mr. Wentworth and 

I could not help meeting each other" (PC 121). 

While Lucy and Frank share a talent for visiting, Morley finds Mary attractive 

because she shares his sense of the awkwardness of visiting the sick poor. Morley and 

Mary see visiting as a professional necessity, not an extension of courtship. To his horror, 

Morley is called to the bedside of a dying woman where he finds Frank already soothing 

the patient's spiritual worries while Lucy attends to her physical needs. Mary, who has 

accompanied Lucy, is left to exchange looks of bafflement with Morley. A mutual 

acknowledgement of their shortcomings leads to a mutual attraction between Morley and 

Mary. While Frank and Lucy need a parish of their own to put their confident plans into 

play, Morley and Mary learn through their response to the crisis of Tom Wodehouse's 

reappearance in The Perpetual Curate that they are not quite as incapable of serving as 

clergyman and wife as they had thought they were, but never relish visiting like Lucy and 

Frank. 

In Salem Chapel, Arthur Vincent's preference for visits to local elites who are 

not members of his congregation over calls to prominent chapel-goers ruins his career in 

Carlingford. While visiting the poor makes Arthur a gentleman in Phoebe's eyes, his 

reluctance to make visits amongst the shopkeepers—visits which might jeopardize his 

status as a gentleman—leads to his professional failure. He is disappointed to discover 
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that in Carlingford '"the poor' were mostly churchgoers" leaving him a set of 

uncongenial shopkeepers (16). Arthur first imagines he can "patronize the good homely 

people [his congregants] in their own way, whatever that might be," but he finds that they 

see him as an inferior who will visit at his congregation's whims (6). The "Connection" 

treats Arthur like an inferior, going to the extent of sending him leftovers after their 

evening teas. The arrival of a plate of jelly from Mrs. Tozer insults Arthur, who "if he 

had been a Christchurch man, or even a Fellow of Trinity, the chances are that he would 

have taken it more graciously, for then he would have had the internal consciousness of 

his own dignity to support him; whereas the sting of it all was, that poor young Vincent 

had no special right to his own pretensions" (17). Like Frank, he also makes visits that 

threaten his professional future, but while Frank's efforts in the district show that he will 

make a worthy rector, Arthur visits the mysterious "poor creetur in Back Grove Street," 

Rachel Russell Hilyard Mildmay an upper-middle-class woman who is hiding from her 

abusive husband and a member of the established church (16). Unlike Frank and the rest 

of the Wentworth clan who are ultimately cleared of any involvement in Rosa's seduction, 

Arthur and his family become mixed up in the Mildmay entangle: Colonel Mildmay 

persuades Arthur's sister to run away with him, and Arthur is infatuated with Lady 

Western who is the Colonel's sister and Rachel's friend. 

Arthur's failure to visit the chapel-goers likely originates in his self-conscious 

attempt to be a gentleman. Oliphant's presentation shows the precariousness of upward 

mobility. The downward trajectory of Arthur's career as a clergyman—in the course of 

Salem Chapel, he goes from a promising clerical graduate with a good congregation to a 

former clergyman trying to make it as a journalist—suggests what might have happened 
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to Frank had class and confession not insulated him. Unlike Arthur, Frank has, during the 

course of the series, always been the perpetual curate; no predecessor is ever mentioned. 

The seeming permanency or perpetualness of Frank's position furthers the sense of 

privilege associated with this character. 

Salem Chapel's large congregation of shopkeepers is a burden to Arthur who 

wishes he could socialize in Frank's circle. For example, when Arthur first took the train 

to Carlingford, he overhears his fellow passengers discussing their social activities and 

imagines he will soon be joining them, but beyond one awkward evening at Lady 

Western's, Arthur is never invited. In contrast, due to family connections and his 

profession, Frank is constantly invited to the "best" homes in Carlingford. The 

circumstances of Arthur's failure in Salem Chapel shows how much Frank's triumph in 

the next installment of the series is dependent on his class and sect and how little his 

success stems from personal merit. 

Throughout Oliphant's series, plots of clerical professionalization occur alongside 

other narratives such as the sensational marital woes of Rachel Hilyard or Lucilla 

Marjoribanks's comic efforts to become the first lady of Carlingford society. In contrast, 

Yonge's clerical plots are part of her broader effort to support high Anglicanism and 

instruct her readers, who for the initial serializations of her novels, were primarily 

adolescent and young adult women from professional and gentry families.6 While 

Oliphant could portray clergymen and visitors with equal humor and affection regardless 

of their theological opinions, Yonge's loyalty to the Oxford Movement meant that 

regardless of how her clerical or visiting characters began their plots, if they succeeded, 

they came around to Yonge's own views. Unlike Oliphant and other secular authors 
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whose novels almost always included a marriage plot, Yonge found, in the Christian 

development of a character, enough material to sustain a plot; thus, her novels frequently 

include characters who never marry. Yonge's unmarried clergymen are not, however, 

devoid of female influence. Where Oliphant's clergymen married or relied on their 

mothers for female assistance, Yonge's clerical characters turned to sisters. 

Visiting makes Yonge's clergymen both masculine and professional. Most of 

Yonge's characters are adolescents who try, with varying success, to reconcile their 

ambitions with the demands of religious piety, family expectations, and social convention. 

Among these characters, three aspiring clergymen stand out: Richard and Norman May 

of The Daisy Chain and Clement Underwood of Pillars of the House. For Yonge, there is 

no greater profession than the clergy, but she only admires clergymen of a certain sort— 

high Anglicans who are active visitors of the working-class homes of their parishes. For 

Yonge, visiting the poor not only fulfills God's plan for the upper middle class, but also 

has the ability to transform adolescents who misfit gendered norms into proper ladies and 

gentlemen. 

As discussed in Chapter One, in The Daisy Chain, Ethel first performs 

conventional femininity at home before her father and elder sister allow her to visit in 

Cocksmoor. Ethel's partner in these visits and tutor in femininity is her elder brother 

Richard, who has his own difficulties with accommodating his family's gendered 

expectations. While Ethel's sloppiness tries the other Mays, Richard is in disgrace with 

his father because he has been "plucked" from Oxford, and thus appears unlikely to fulfill 

his own and his family's expectations that he will become a clergyman. In addition, the 
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family sees the only activities at which Richard excels, tea making and childcare, as 

feminine. 

By visiting Cocksmoor, Richard learns one of the professional duties of a 

clergyman that is not taught at Oxford: how to visit working-class homes. Since, for 

Yonge, visiting is an essential clerical function, Richard's visiting skill portends future 

clerical skill far more than examination success. Away from Oxford, Richard begins to 

take on the manner and appearance of a clergyman. Cocksmoorians who do not know 

him assume he must be a doctor or a clergyman,7 and while consulting the vicar about 

Cocksmoor, Richard overcomes his shyness and learns to speak gentleman-to-gentleman 

when describing his (sister's) plans for Cocksmoor. In this exchange, Richard and Ethel 

both demonstrate that they can behave according to gendered conventions; Richard 

shows that he is ready to direct women's charitable efforts, while Ethel silently submits. 

While his sisters' district visiting serves to connect them to the local female elite, 

Richard's involvement in similar activities bring him in to contact with men from 

different social classes, and leads him to establish his own position of authority. He uses 

his rapport with the district's male residents to learn about the district: "[Richard] had a 

conversation with John Taylor, and learnt a good deal about the district" (83). He also 

teaches boys from Cocksmoor in the parish Sunday school where he is "the only 

gentleman so engaged except two clergymen—the other male teachers being a formal, 

grave, little baker, and one or two monitors" (49). All of these fellow teachers are 

subordinate to Richard in class position, but their work together does not produce the 

same difficulties that his sisters find when "a stationer's daughter and banker's clerk's" 

join them in the female portion of the Sunday school in an effort to be "genteel" (108). 
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Richard's efforts in the district are not only professional preparation, but also the 

beginning of what will be his career; by the time Ethel succeeds in having a church built 

at Cocksmoor, Richard has completed his degree and finished his service as a deacon and 

a curate, and is available to accept appointment as the district's first clergyman. Richard 

remains in this position throughout the May family's many subsequent appearances in 

Charlotte Mary Yonge's novels. 

At the beginning of The Daisy Chain Richard's younger brother Norman seems, 

at least in the eyes of his father, far more promising as a future clergyman. He is an 

excellent scholar who will eventually win the Newdigate Prize at Oxford. However, 

Yonge's narrative rewards Christian behavior not scholarly success, and as much as 

Richard must learn the classics, Norman needs to learn to visit the homes of the poor and 

to be less scholarly. At the beginning of The Daisy Chain, Norman intensely dislikes 

visiting working-class homes. For example, when Richard and Ethel finally convince him 

to visit Cocksmoor the conditions horrify him: 

The stifling den, the uncouth aspect of the children ... thoroughly revolted his 

somewhat fastidious disposition ... 'Richard is deluded! But if he chooses to run 

after dirty children, why should he take Ethel there? ... minds of a superior kind 

are intended for higher purposes, not to be wasted in this manner ... he who cared 

for such things was unfit for a clergyman.' Norman's secret thought, was it was 

all well for those who could only aspire to parish work in wretched cottages-

people who could distinguish themselves were more useful at the University, 

forming minds, and opening new discoveries in learning. (176-9) 
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At this point of the novel, Norman clearly values scholarship over philanthropy, but the 

novel itself rewards Ethel and Richard's service. Repeated exposure to Cocksmoor, as 

well as the realization that he risks becoming an arrogant skeptic if he remains at Oxford, 

leads Norman to appreciate his siblings' efforts, and he eventually chooses a mission to 

New Zealand over an Oxford fellowship or a seat in parliament. His Cocksmoor 

experience proves even more valuable in New Zealand where Normon finds himself 

serving a parish of working-class Britons instead of the Maoris he had expected. 

In order to flourish as a Christian and a clergyman, Norman must give up his 

scholarly pursuits, and his renunciation recalls Ethel's earlier decision to give up Latin 

and Greek to focus more on "home duties" and Cocksmoor. Ethel had been keeping up 

with Norman, but when Norman decides to pursue missionary work instead of a 

fellowship, he is opting to keep up with Ethel. For Yonge, an ability to serve parishioners 

is far more important to the success of a clergyman than any academic learning. By 

focusing on the visiting clergyman, Yonge presented the profession at its most domestic, 

and engaging in an activity that was more closely associated with upper-middle-class 

women than men. Women could not consecrate hosts, baptize children, or give sermons, 

but they could visit parishioners, and by doing so, free clergymen to perform these other 

tasks. 

As with Richard in The Daisy Chain, Yonge's narration feminizes Clement 

Underwood, the aspiring clergyman in the The Pillars of the House. In the novel's early 

sketch of the many Underwood siblings, Clement is unique among his brothers for his 

feminine features: "Clement was paler, slighter, and with rather infantine features, and 

shining wavy brown hair, that nothing ever seemed to ruffle, looked so much as if he 
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ought to have been a girl, that Tina, short for Clementina, was his school name" (6). This 

femininity is far more than that of Richard who has picked up various feminine skills 

such as tea making and gown pinning but is never described as feminine in appearance. 

Yet Clement's siblings accept his behavior as normal for him, and only his fascination 

with ritual and flirtation with Roman Catholicism truly disturbs them. When a long-lost 

rich uncle appoints him to a rural curacy, the other Underwoods are as much pleased with 

his escape from the Catholics as his good fortune. 

Unlike the holdings of the clergymen in Oliphant's series, Clement's living at 

Vale Leston has been in his family for generations, and his own father had married on the 

expectation that he would soon be appointed, only to be disappointed when the squire 

suddenly dies intestate. Clement's appointment, thus does not entail the same obligation 

to court the congregation that Carlingford clergymen faced or the Mays face in 

establishing a district chapel in Cocksmoor. In Yonge's fiction, however, clerical visiting 

serves a different purpose; instead of being drawn away from family connections as 

Frank is in The Perpetual Curate, Clement's income enables his many orphaned siblings 

to live together after a decade of separation, and his need for assistance with the parish's 

poor draws him closer to his sisters. 

The Pillars of the House closes with Clement having fulfilled his "aspiration"; he 

is a successful clergyman with a parish of his own which also happens to be on his 

family's estate. In this ending what is said is as important as what is not; Clement is not, 

like so many Victorian characters, rewarded with marriage. Instead, like Richard and 

Ethel May, he remains single. Heterosexuality is not compulsive in Yonge's fiction, but 

conforming to gendered behavioral norms is part of maturing into Christian adulthood. 
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There is no overt adult homosexuality in Yonge, but characters can bend gender roles in 

childhood. 

In both Oliphant and Yonge, district visiting overcomes gender difference to bring 

men and women together within the upper middle class. Oliphant understands and depicts 

this convergence through the marriage plot, while Yonge separates the philanthropic from 

the romantic and portrays shared district work as an extension of sibling relationships. 

Oliphant and Yonge's confidence that visiting plays a crucial role in the 

professionalization of clergymen is not universal. In Trollope's Barsetshire series, 

philanthropic visiting emphasizes gender difference and emasculates those clergymen 

who attempt it. 

The Crawleys, a family who appears in Trollope's Framley Parsonage and The 

Last Chronicle ofBarset, are the sort of Victorian characters who would be expected to 

be involved in local philanthropy. Josiah Crawley is the perpetual curate of Hogglestock, 

a particularly impoverished parish that "abound[s] in brickmakers, a race of men very 

troublesome to a zealous parson who won't let men go rollicking to the devil without 

interference" (FP 187). Instead of creating a plot in which the Crawleys are philanthropic 

agents, Trollope provides an account of the local gentry's charitable gifts to the 

impoverished Crawleys. This section looks at these instances of charitable gift giving to 

show how Trollope genders the donation and reception of charity. Unlike other texts 

discussed in this project, all of the philanthropic giving in Framley Parsonage and The 

Last Chronicle occurs within the same social class: the rural gentry. In other Victorian 

novelistic depictions of charity, the vast class differences between characters who give 

charitably and those who receive obscures the gendering of these practices. 
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Of course, there are significant differences in financial wherewithal between the 

Crawleys and the other Barchester families, but throughout the Crawley plot, Trollope 

makes the Crawleys' gentility clear. In both novels, Trollope introduces the family with a 

lengthy meditation on the miseries of genteel poverty. For example, in The Last 

Chronicle, he begins, "none but they who have themselves been poor gentry ... can 

understand the peculiar bitterness of the trials which such poverty brings," and goes on to 

enumerate the miseries of unpaid tradesmen and servants, patched clothing, indifferently 

educated children, and thin, "gently-nurtured" wives (LC 89-90). As his Autobiography 

(1883) makes clear, Trollope would count himself among "they who have themselves 

been poor gentry," and this self-identification and sense of injury explains Trollope's 

obsessive focus on genteel poverty. 

While the novels' narrators have little interest in the brickmakers of Hogglestock, 

Josiah is particularly devoted to their community. When his own miseries become 

particularly dire in The Last Chronicle—he's been accused of stealing a check— Josiah 

spends long days among the brickmakers, and the narrator describes his activities more 

than once: "he worked with his own hands for the sick poor to whom he could not give 

relief in money, turning a woman's mangle for a couple of hours, and carrying a boy's 

load along the lanes" (LC 478). At this point of crisis, Josiah particularly identifies 

himself with his poorest parishioners, telling one sympathetic brickmaker that, "I'm a 

poor man, —the poorest in all Hogglestock" (LC 121). At the point when Josiah's status 

as gentleman is most under assault, he is at his most effective as clergyman, particularly 

among the poor. Josiah is the only one of Trollope's many fictional clergymen to visit the 

poor; the habitat of most Trollopian clergymen is the turf of the hunt, not the laborer's 
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cottage. Josiah is singularly effective as a charitable visitor. As demonstrated in Chapter 

One, in most novelistic depictions of charitable visiting, the middle-class novelist is 

unable to depict the purported goal of interclass visiting, friendship between visitor and 

visited, and often substitutes an unlikely friendship within the middle class for this 

absence. For much of The Last Chronicle, Josiah is unable to maintain friendships within 

his own class, but can befriend the brickmakers, and it is Josiah's identification of 

himself as a fellow poor man that makes these friendships possible. 

Among the gentlemen of Barchester, gift giving establishes difference. Josiah's 

experience as the recipient of the charity of other gentlemen makes it impossible for him 

to maintain his relations with other men of his class. The accusation of theft comes about 

because neither Josiah nor his old friend Francis Arabin can remember the exact nature of 

a gift Francis gave Josiah in the deanery. Josiah had come to the deanery facing a 

pending execution in Hogglestock parsonage: 

Mr. Crawley in his dire distress had called upon his old friend at the deanery 

asking for pecuniary assistance. This he had done with so much reluctance that his 

spirit had given way while he was waiting in the dean's library, and he had 

wished to depart without accepting what the dean was quite willing to bestow 

upon him ... when the moment came the dean did not have the envelope ready, 

and was obliged to leave the room to seek his wife ... she had not had it ready, 

and had been forced to go to her own desk to fetch it. Then, at the last moment, 

with the desire of increasing the good to be done to people who were so terribly in 

want, she put the cheque for twenty-pounds, which was in her possession as 

money of her own. (LC 759) 
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When the men finally recall the exchange, their accounts show the psychological pain 

this gift caused. From Francis's perspective: "the interview had been so painful that 

Arabin would hardly have been able to count the money or to know of what it had 

consisted, had he taken the notes and cheque out of the envelope in which his wife had 

put them" (LC 835). Josiah would rather never speak of the occurrence again (LC 840). 

Despite careful planning, both of the Arabins had procrastinated about preparing the 

actual gift itself, and thus their recipient nearly escaped without the gift he so desperately 

needed. For his part, Josiah glumly waited, counting the gilded volumes in Francis's 

library—volumes he would ruminate over in the coming months while he entirely forgot 

the exact nature of the gift Francis finally presented. Francis also does his best to repress 

his memory of the gift, never speaking of the exchange with his wife, who thus never 

tells him of the fateful cheque she enclosed. 

When Francis and Josiah were both poor curates and the future dean had slightly 

more funds because he was unmarried, Josiah had been willing to accept his gifts as he 

later avails himself of the sympathetic ears of the brickmakers. At that time, Josiah saw 

his friend as "a brother clergyman ... Nor were the benefits in this respect all on one side. 

Mr. Crawley, though at some periods weak enough for himself, could be strong for others; 

and, more than once, was strong to the great advantage of this man whom he loved" (FP 

190). Once Francis becomes dean, Josiah loses his sense of him as a brother, particularly 

when visiting the deanery. Conversely, Francis feels most ill at ease at Hogglestock 

where Josiah tells him, "[he] can ... converse with you at my ease; you are now to me 

that Frank Arabin who has so often comforted me and so often confuted me; whom I may 

perhaps on an occasion have confuted—and perhaps have comforted" (LC 844). 
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Mary Crawley finds being a recipient of charity far easier than her husband. Mary 

does experience some difficulties, but her primary obstacle is her husband who objects to 

the arrival of donations in his home. While Francis's gifts to Josiah reiterate the 

differences between them, gifts from Lady Lufton, Lucy Robarts Lufton, Fanny Robarts, 

and Eleanor Arabin to Mary shore up her status as a "lady." These donor ladies take great 

pains to emphasize Mary's status as a fellow lady. Bringing a lavish basket of food to 

Hogglestock, Fanny shamefacedly confesses, "I did venture to bring them ... for I know 

how a sick child occupies the whole house" (FP 271), and thus, establishes their shared 

status as the mothers of young children. When the bulk of the Crawleys' Christmas 

dinner is made up from donations from Framley, the Lufton and Robarts women send 

pork "instead of beef, because people in the country, when they kill their pigs, do 

sometimes give each other pork, but do not exchange joints of beef, when they slay their 

oxen" (LC 194). Thus, Framley charity is made to look like an offering between families 

of equal status. Even the dowager Lady Lufton, the highest ranking woman in the 

Crawley's portion of Barsetshire, does her best to meet Mary as an equal. "Lady Lufton, 

as she entered, was very gracious, struggling with all the power of her womanhood so as 

to carry herself that there should be no outward visible sign of her rank or her wealth,— 

but not altogether succeeding" (LC 525). 

Francis is aware of his wife's as well as the Framley ladies' successful donations, 

and Lucy even offers him advice at getting along with Crawley, telling him, "I should 

leave my hat and my horse at the borders of the last parish" (FP 423). Yet neither Francis 

nor Josiah is able to move beyond seeing gifts as establishing difference. For Josiah, the 

visits of the Framley ladies are a humiliation that he tolerates for Mary's sake. Of all of 
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the Crawleys' lady visitors, Lucy is the best at managing Josiah. Lucy plays the gender 

card; she presents herself as a weak female, who cannot help giving the Crawley children 

sweets. "I am a lady with a weak mind, Mr. Crawley, and always carry things of this sort 

about when I go to visit children; so you must forgive me, and allow your little boy to 

accept them" (FP 269). Once Josiah leaves the parsonage, Lucy sets up an alternate 

economy with the Crawley children in which kisses to Lucy are exchanged for sweets. In 

this economy, Lucy's donations are fully reciprocated. While Lucy initially presents 

herself as a lady with a weak mind, it is her strength in the gendered role of nurse that 

Josiah comes to respect. Lucy nurses Mary through fever, and while living in the Crawley 

home, "her new power was ruthless," and she openly unpacks charitable provisions in 

front of Josiah (FP 410). 

The gifts that pass between female characters in the Barsetshire series are 

received as an expression of solidarity, but that charity given to men heightens difference, 

makes inequality visible, and furthermore, a male character's acceptance of such charity 

was, at least, feminizing and at worst, theft. Within The Chronicles of Barsetshire, 

women make charitable donations within their own social class; while these donations are 

acceptable to their recipient, their representation here does not mean that Trollope 

believed that charitable donations given by ladies to women of other social classes would 

be as easily accepted. However, Trollope does depict women more able and willing to set 

aside the trappings of rank and arrange their relationships on basis of commonalities 

instead of differences. Before going to Hogglestock parsonage, the dowager Lady Lufton 

had fantasized about leaving the physical and behavioral vestiges of her rank behind and 

saying to Mary and her daughters, "Let us be women together;—women bound by 
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humanity, and not separated by rank, let us open our hearts freely. Let us see how we 

may be of comfort to each other" (LC 527). Lady Lufton is not able to fulfill her 

fantasy— Mary interprets her behavior as pity, and in response, makes her voice and 

words "very cold" (527)—yet, that Lady Lufton had this fantasy at all shows her to be 

capable of greater imaginary leaps of the social barriers than the men of the novel who 

cannot seem to imagine leaving their horses and hats behind when visiting Hogglestock, 

let alone moderating their behavior. It is only when Josiah's troubles are finally resolved, 

and he is granted the ample living of St. Ewold's that Josiah is able to accept a gift from a 

fellow gentleman. In the library of Plumstead Episcopi, Archdeacon Grantly tells 

Crawley, "we are both gentlemen," presents him with a copy of the late Archbishop 

Grantly's sermons, and thus, cements their relationship before the marriage of their 

children (LC 855). 

When compared to the hysteria surrounding Katharine and Jane's friendship in 

Katharine Ashton or even Meta's uncertain reading of the interior of the May home, 

Trollope's confidence that women, regardless of economic difference could, in the words 

of the dowager Lady Lufton, "be women together," that shared gender would overcome 

the awkwardness of class difference, and that goods and services could pass between 

women without traumatic realizations of difference is atypical. Certainly Yonge and 

Sewell, two authors who seriously considered the issues surrounding female philanthropy, 

found class and gender unity to be far more complex. Trollope, unlike Sewell and Yonge, 

does take class difference between men into account and imagines it as far more 

complicated. In the Crawley plot, Francis's gifts to Josiah are all monetary. The dean 

does not give his old friend meat; he provided him with money to pay his butcher's bill. 



Money is a more worrisome gift than a gift in kind; the donor does not know how the 

money will be spent and can fantasize that it will be wasted. When one of the ladies 

Lufton provides Mary with food or clothing, she enables her role as mother, but when 

Francis gives Josiah money, the transaction feels like theft and most other characters 

believe it is theft for much of The Last Chronicle. 

Trollope's depiction of philanthropy puts femininity at the forefront. In the 

Barsetshire series, charitable visitors fantasize that gifts between women of means and 

impoverished women enabled the latter group to fulfill what they would have seen as a 

sacred duty of womanhood: the care of others. The female donors themselves were 

fulfilling the same duty by making these gifts. Upper middle-class Victorian men had 

another duty; they needed to serve the monetary economy. Cash needed to be kept in the 

hands of the men who had earned it, and out of the hands of those who had not. 
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As seen in the introduction, the clerical authors delegated the task of enumeration to 

district visitors. 

2 The geography of Carlingford and construction of social life both serve to separate 

shop-keeping and professional families. Taking on the voice of Anglican Carlingford, the 

narrator of The Rector observes, "Naturally there are no Dissenters in Carlingford—that 

is to say, none above the rank of a greengrocer or milkman" (35). Dissenters and 

churchmen and women lived in different neighborhoods: "Nobody from Grange Lane 

had ever been seen so much as in Grove Street on a Sunday, far less in the chapel... The 

names which figured highest in the benevolent lists of Salem Chapel, were known to 

society only as appearing, in gold letters, upon the backs of those mystic tradesman's 

books, which were deposited every Monday in little heaps at every house in Grange 

Lane"(5C2). 

3 Oliphant's series does not include friendships which unite women from professional and 

shop-keeping families until its last installment Phoebe, Junior (1876), in which the titular 

Phoebe, the granddaughter of the shop-keeping and dissenting Tozers of Salem Chapel, 

befriends Ursula May, the daughter of the current Rector of Carlingford. The friendship 

between Phoebe and Ursula shows how much Carlingford has changed during the course 

of the series. The differences that separate Ursula and Phoebe are less stark than those 

between Katharine and Jane in Katharine Ashton. Phoebe is well educated, and her father 

heads a prominent London congregation. Unlike her mother's or grandmother's 

generation, Phoebe is interested in charitable visiting and meets Ursula while on such an 

errand. The May family, which is large and motherless, faces much more financial 
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difficulty than the Beechers of London. The greatest obstacle to the girls' friendship is 

Ursula's brother's affection for Phoebe which, much to the concern of her parents, might 

distract her from her wealthy London suitor. 

4 Arthur's mother and sister Susan get in trouble in the novel's sensation plot because 

they are good hostesses. They welcome the nefarious "Mr. Fordham" into their home, 

and Susan further complicates matters when she, as her mother predicts, makes Miss 

Mildmay and her governess "very comfortable" while her mother is visiting Carlingford 

(129). 

5 Unlike Gaskell and Yonge, Oliphant is not shy about using the word "district." Since 

Oliphant is writing about male professionals instead of female volunteers— although 

Frank's efforts on the behalf of Wharfside are entirely voluntary—she is more 

comfortable with using the actual terminology of the Church of England to describe his 

work. 

6 Yonge initially published almost all of her novels, including both The Daisy Chain and 

The Pillars of the House, in The Monthly Packet, a magazine for "young ladies, aged 

fifteen to twenty-five" which she edited between 1851 and 1901. See "Introductory 

Letter." 

7 Sam Hall mistakes Richard for "the young Doctor up at Stoneborough" (15), and John 

Taylor "pipe in hand, gazed at the young gentleman as if he did not comprehend the 

species, since he could not be old enough to be a clergyman" (69). 



Chapter Three 

Sensational Visits: 

Feminine Humor and District Visiting in Braddon and Broughton 

When Lucy Robarts asks Josiah Crawley to excuse her for giving sweets to his 

children in exchange for kisses, she identifies herself as "a lady with a weak mind" (FP 

269) whose foibles must be forgiven. Lucy's self-deprecating apology, which serves as a 

means of ignoring Josiah's request that his children not be given gifts, is an example of 

what Eileen Gillooly has identified as "feminine humor," a rhetorical strategy primarily 

employed by female authors, although Trollope is a notable male exception, which uses 

sympathy and self-deprecation to expose and undermine the limits gendered conventions 

place on women (4).1 Neither Lucy nor Trollope thinks she is a "weak-minded" female; 

however, Lucy uses this gender stereotype to disregard her host's request. 

While Gillooly focuses on instances of feminine humor in domestic novels such 

as Cranford, Mansfield Park, and Mill on the Floss, this rhetorical strategy also appears 

in sensation fiction. As Karen M. Odden demonstrates, Mary Elizabeth Braddon uses 

feminine humor to defend female readers of sensation novels in John Marchmont's 

Legacy. Odden argues that John Marchmont's Legacy is "a pivotal text in Braddon's 

oeuvre" that responds to contemporary critiques of sensation fiction by making a case for 

both the merits of sensation as a genre and the seriousness of women readers (21). 

Braddon's case relies on her depiction of female sensation readers, such as Leticia 

Lawford in John Marchmont 's Legacy (Odden 31), as both sympathetic and sensible 

heroines who make wise choices about matrimony because of their extensive knowledge 

of fiction. 

107 
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Braddon, along with fellow sensation novelist Rhoda Broughton, also employs 

feminine humor when writing about district visiting. Braddon uses this rhetorical strategy 

to critique both the depiction of district visiting and the construction of femininity in the 

fiction of High Church novelists, such as Yonge and Sewell. Her Aurora Floyd, serialized 

between January 1862 and January 1863, makes direct references to Yonge's novels. In 

John Marchmont's Legacy (December 1862 - January 1864), Braddon refers to unnamed 

"High Church novels." In both novels, Braddon's allusions to High Church fiction occur 

in the midst of an array of references to British and French literature. Although early in 

Not Wisely, but Too Well (serialized September 1865 - July 1866), Broughton's heroine 

Kate Chester is an avid reader of gothic novels, the narrative has far fewer literary 

allusions and does not explicitly critique other fictions of district visiting. Instead 

Broughton undertakes a far bolder project: she uses humor to evoke the possibilities of 

male violence which surround and impede Kate. 

For Yonge and Sewell, district visiting often serves as synecdoche for the totality 

of a female character's behavior. If a female succeeds as a district visitor—that is avoids 

offending her working-class hostesses and influences at least some district residents for 

the better, while simultaneously deferring to the authority of clergy and parents—she is, 

for the purposes of the novel, a good woman. Most Yonge and Sewell characters only 

achieve this status after chapters of trials and repentance. District visiting occurs so 

frequently in Yonge's fiction as to make it the almost ubiquitous duty of any serious 

character. Both genders visit in Yonge's fiction, but she is far more critical of female 

visitors. Men can only fail if they, like Norman early in The Daisy Chain, refuse to visit. 

Although male characters can be spectacular in their negligence—Edmund Kendal's 



neglect of the slum on his property, in The Young Stepmother (1861), inadvertently 

causes the death of several of his children—once they begin visiting their expertise and 

authority is assumed. Yonge's female characters only succeed as visitors when they give 

up their desire to be authorities in their own right and defer to clergymen and parents. 

Like Ethel in The Daisy Chain, most of these fictional visitors are initially reluctant to 

submit, but are only successful in their districts after they accept clerical supervision and 

meet their parents' expectations. The rare Yonge character who begins her plot a 

successful and submissive visitor, such as Constance Berners Summerville in The Castle 

Builders (1854), serves as an, at times resented, example for the erring female 

characters.2 

Sewell also uses district visiting as an outward indication of female seriousness 

that only succeeds when visitors accept High Church clerical supervision. Sewell does, 

however, present the occasional male authority, like Mr. Ashton and Philip Forbes in 

Katharine Ashton, whose objections to district visiting are overcome with argument in 

the case of Mr. Ashton or circumvented by manipulation in the case of Philip. Sewell 

requires more submissive behavior from heroines younger than Jane and Katherine. In 

Amy Herbert, her 1845 novel for children, twelve-year-old Amy accompanies her mother 

on a series of calls, both social and charitable, during which she learns to respect her 

mother's authority. In Margaret Percival (1847), a Catholic countess and her Jesuit 

advisor attempt to bring Margaret "to Rome" by enlisting her as a visitor to the countess' 

tenants. Margaret's refusal to disregard the advice of her brother, a clergyman, keeps her 

from converting. 
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Unlike Yonge and Sewell who emphasize the role of clergy in supervising 

visitors, Braddon's charitable callers, who are all women, either visit without supervision 

or are under the authority of a mother or stepmother. Mary Marchmont is a welcome 

visitor to working-class homes until her stepmother Olivia forces her to conform to her 

more austere form of visiting. When Mary arrives at Marchmont Towers, her education, 

by the standards of gentry and clerical families, is incomplete. In contrast, the local 

clergyman's daughter, Olivia Arundel, who is Mary's future stepmother, has internalized 

the precepts of her high Anglican education and visits her father's congregation as a duty, 

not a pleasure. The cottagers tolerate her systematic distribution of tracts and blanket 

tickets, but Mary's friendly explanations of Bible stories and frequent gifts charm them. 

Although she had done occasional acts of charity as a provincial actress, Eliza Prodder 

Floyd, Aurora Floyd's mother, begins charitable visiting in earnest after her marriage to a 

wealthy banker. Eliza's husband, Archibald Floyd, gives her free rein on the estate, and 

although her neighbors object to her indulgent ways, Eliza is free to visit as she pleases. 

Her daughter Aurora also visits without any regard to county gossip or the opinions of 

her Aunt Floyd who imposes a variety of constraints on her daughter (Aurora's cousin) 

Lucy. 

In both. Aurora Floyd and John Marchmont's Legacy, "Miss Yonge's novels" or 

"High Church novels" often figure in narrative descriptions of what Mary and Aurora do 

not like to read. Here Braddon's humor works to establish a community of amused 

readers who recognize the characteristic absurdities of High Church plots, particularly 

their tendency to praise heroines for extreme acts of renunciation. Both Olivia and Aunt 

Floyd try to limit the reading material of the young ladies in their care. Aunt Floyd's 
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daughter Lucy is only allowed "High Church novel[s]" which the narrator dismisses as 

"the last new novel... in which the heroine rejected the clerical hero because he did not 

perform the service according to the Rubric" (220). Olivia even denies her stepdaughter 

"the Abbotsford edition of the Waverly Novels... though Sir Walter Scott's morality is 

irreproachable" (105) and recommends "novels in which young ladies fell in love with 

curates, and didn't marry them: novels in which everybody suffered all manner of misery, 

and rather liked it: novels in which, if the heroine did marry the man she loved—and this 

happy conclusion was the exception, and not the rule—the smallpox swept away her 

beauty, or a fatal accident deprived him of his legs, or eyes, or arms before the wedding-

day" (136). In all of these parodies, the heroine's renunciation disrupts the marriage plot. 

Lucy and Olivia's desires are also thwarted. Lucy marries Talbot Bulstrode after his 

discovery of Aurora's past psychologically, but not physically, wounds him. Olivia never 

gives up pining for her uninterested cousin Edward, and her obsession maims her psyche. 

Braddon uses Yonge's heroines as models for Aurora's foil Lucy. The eldest of 

seven children, Lucy is "mercilessly well educated" (63, 68); obedient to her mother in 

all matters, including district visiting; and at her most angelic when simply dressed. 

Unlike Mary and Aurora, Lucy enjoys "High-Church novels" and reads them by 

choice—she continues to read them after her marriage when presumably her mother no 

longer approves her reading material (216, 484). Lucy is so associated with this genre of 

fiction that "High-Church" novels become almost as ubiquitous as her golden hair in 

descriptions of her appearance. Such novels appear in her hands at particularly significant 

moments of her plot such as Talbot's proposal (217) and Aurora's sudden arrival at the 

Bulstrode estate following the murder of James Conyers (484). 
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In a scene that recalls Sewell's juxtaposition of Katharine's choice of a plain 

muslin gown for the "Union ball" and her sister-in-law Selina's lavish ensemble, Aurora 

observes to Lucy at a milliner's shop that her pale skin and golden hair "really does not 

want adornment... a few pearls or forget-me-not blossoms, or a crown of water lilies and 

a cloud of white lilies and a cloud of white areophane, would make you look a sylphide" 

(original emphasis, 69). Aurora's own beauty, in contrast, is set off by her artistic choice 

of headgear: "a crown-shaped garland of vivid scarlet berries with drooping and tangled 

leaves of dark shining green" (69). Although Aurora sees Lucy as fairylike, not angelic, 

her description does connect Lucy to be-winged creatures, and when Aurora's suitor 

Talbot turns his affections from Aurora to Lucy, he sees her as "a fair-haired angel" 

(111). In a Yonge or Sewell novel, the simple choice of "a few pearls" would ultimately 

be rewarded while a character whose millinery reflected "the soul of artist" would face a 

spectacular comedown (69). Despite an accusation of murder, Aurora's plot ends well 

with her free to "play My Lady Bountiful" on her husband's estate, while Talbot 

continues to prefer her to his wife Lucy (185). 

In Sewell, district visiting is a means to instruct Katharine in the ways of Jane's 

social class; however, in Braddon, gentry and professional women have much to learn 

from lower middle class women particularly in regard to visits. Braddon, like Sewell, 

uses accounts of district visiting to explore the differences of behavior and knowledge 

between lower middle-class women and women from the gentry and professional classes. 

In keeping with her real world experience as the headmistress of a school for lower 

middle-class girls, Sewell establishes gentry and professional women as leaders whose 

examples lower middle-class women should follow. She uses Katharine to demonstrate 
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that lower middle-class women who follow the lead of professional-class women in 

matters of behavior, dress, and charity can be classified as ladies. Braddon's portrayal 

calls into question the very practices Sewell advocates. 

Like Sewell and Yonge, Braddon's portrayals of district visiting attempt to 

naturalize the practice as an extension of a character's behavior elsewhere; however, 

Braddon finds that high church models of femininity trap women in cycles of self-

renunciation or passivity. Braddon's heroines fall short of these standards, but excel as 

cross-class callers. Unable to use artifice on stage or as a guest, Eliza is as genuine in a 

laborer's cottage as she is in her neighbor's drawing room. Eliza's success, which death 

in childbirth cuts short, occurs a generation before the main action of novel. Braddon is 

less sanguine in her portrayals of visiting in contemporary settings. The generation of 

visitors that follow Eliza and all of the visitors in John Marchmont's Legacy are either 

too regimental like Olivia and Lucy, whose visits are flawed despite vastly differing 

characters, or over indulgent like Aurora and Mary. Braddon does not, however, go as far 

as Yonge or Sewell's novels in which only a character who properly models of Christian 

femininity can experience any success as a visitor. Despite their flaws, Aurora and Mary 

are both welcome callers, and the cottagers tolerate Lucy and Olivia's awkward visits. 

Braddon's visiting plots also display her discomfiture with middle-class charity in 

general. She seems to prefer the charity of an alms-giving Lady Bountiful or the mutual 

aid of a neighbor to the organized philanthropy of a tract lady or note taker. Both of 

Braddon's visitors of lower middle-class origin, Mary and Eliza, are only able to realize 

the full extent of their charitable ambitions when circumstances place them in the 

position of landed gentry; however, their desire to be charitable predates their class 
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elevation. Although the efficacy of Eliza and Mary's philanthropy is at its greatest after 

their rise in class status, their desire to participate in charity began in more modest 

circumstances. Eliza's salary as an actress limited her "graceful acts of gentle womanly 

charity done in secret" until she gained access to her husband's wealth (54). As a child, 

Mary's fantasies all involved the unlikely event of her father inheriting Marchmont 

Towers and how she would use their wealth to help their neighbors in the New Cut. In 

Braddon's plots, this hybrid class identity serves the needs of cottagers far better than all 

the well-meant advice of High Church authors. In John Marchmont's Legacy, systematic 

visiting serves as a mind-numbing frustration for Olivia, but Mary enjoys indulging her 

father's tenants. In Aurora Floyd women of questionable virtue—Eliza, a retired actress, 

and Aurora, an inadvertent bigamist—are far more successful visitors than proper young 

ladies from professional families. 

Eliza's unfamiliarity with district visiting guides and High Church novels along 

with her personal experience of poverty better equip her to handle cross-class visiting 

than all of Olivia or Aunt Floyd's planning and organization. Unlike Sewell's Katharine, 

Eliza is unwilling to place herself under the tutelage of a better-born mentor. An 

unsuccessful artificial flower maker and actress, Eliza acknowledges and reinforces 

working-class taste in clothing and furnishings with presents instead of attempting to 

"reform" those she visits. Braddon depicts Eliza's charity as originating in her own 

experience of poverty and not as a practice of the rural gentry that she adopts after 

marriage: 

To [the poor] she seemed an angel, descended from the skies to comfort them. 

There were cottages from which the prim daughters of the second-rate county 
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families fled, tract in hand, discomfited and abashed by the black looks of the 

half-starved inmates; but upon these doorways the shadow of Mrs. Floyd was as 

the shadow of a priest in a Catholic country—always sacred, yet ever welcome 

and familiar. She had the trick of making these people like her before she set to 

work to reform their evil habits. At an early stage of her acquaintance with them, 

she was blind to the dirt and disorder of their cottages as she would have been to a 

shabby carpet in the drawing room of a poor duchess; but by-and-by she would 

artfully hint... until in less than a month, without having lectured or offended, 

she had worked an entire transformation. Mrs. Floyd was frightfully artful in her 

dealings with these erring peasants. Instead of telling them at once in a candid and 

Christian-like manner that they were all dirty, degraded, ungrateful, and 

irreligious, she diplomatized and finessed with them as if she had been canvassing 

the county. She made the girls regular in their attendance at church by means of 

new bonnets and smartly bound prayer-books; she kept married men out of the 

public-houses by bribes of tobacco to smoke at home, and once (oh horror!) by 

the gift of a bottle of gin for moderate and social consumption in the family circle. 

She cured a dirty chimney-piece by the present of a gaudy china vase to its 

proprietress, and a slovenly hearth by means of a brass fender (58-9). 

Braddon's narrative voice, like Gillooly's models in Austen and Trollope, is "infused 

with a trace of bitter sarcasm" and "preoccupied with the injuries, inconveniences, and 

injustices of gender" (4), here specifically the classed and gendered behavior of district 

visitors. The narrator both makes the objections of "prim daughters" visible and shows 

how they dismiss Eliza's charitable successes as artifice (58). These objections both 
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reiterate Eliza's status as a "candid and Christian-like visitor" (59) and reveal what 

Gillooly describes as the "bonding" or "empathetic closeness" between the protagonist 

and narrator (27). 

Unlike "the prim daughters," Eliza does not lecture or offend, but effects change 

among the tenants through simple bribery, which would be anathema to any visitor with a 

cursory knowledge of district visiting advice (58). As discussed in the introduction, guide 

book authors actively discouraged "alms," and only allowed gifts of religious books or 

practical, plain clothing, as rewards for good behavior, not as inducements for future 

improvement. Eliza also consults her hostesses' taste; her gifts take forms that would 

offend the tastes of prim purveyors of tracts: "new bonnets," "a gaudy china vase," "a 

brass fender," tobacco, and gin (59). Braddon's comparison of Eliza and a Catholic priest 

suggests that there is something un-English about her behavior; it seems that Braddon is 

pointing to a shortcoming of the English Church, not suggesting that Eliza is a pernicious 

un-English influence in the Kentish countryside. Braddon's narrator also connects Eliza's 

district visiting to social visiting—as a polite guest would, Eliza ignores the shortcomings 

of her hostesses, treating them with the deference she would grant a duchess4—and 

canvassing the county, a largely masculine activity, in which the socially superior MP 

would "treat" voters, who were most likely of a higher class than the cottagers. Since 

Eliza's visits are set a generation before the main action of the novel, in approximately 

the late 1830s, it is unlikely that the franchise would have extended to cottagers on the 

Floyd estate. Both of these narrative reconfigurations of the district cast its residents as 

the party whose favor must be courted. 
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The cottagers' welcome reception of Eliza contrasts with her visits to the "second-

rate county families," a phrase which in itself suggests that their own sense of their 

importance is greater than the reality (58). Her hosts expect the same deference from 

Eliza as their "prim daughters" desire from the cottagers: 

If she had meekly eaten the ample dish of humble-pie which these county families 

were prepared to set before her,—if she had licked the dust from their aristocratic 

shoes, courted their patronage, and submitted to be 'taken up' by them, they might 

perhaps in time have forgiven her [for marrying Archibald Floyd]. But she did 

none of this. If they called upon her, well and good; she was frankly and 

cheerfully glad to see them ... Let them be as frigidly polite as they please, she 

was always easy, candid, gay, and good-natured. When etiquette demanded her 

returning these stately visits, she would drive boldly up to her neighbours' doors 

in a tiny basket-carriage, drawn by one rough pony; for it was the whim of this 

designing woman to affect simplicity in her tastes, and to adjure all display. She 

would take all the grandeur she met with as a thing of course. (50) 

Eliza initially appears "blind" to the "evil habits" and shabbiness of her hosts' homes, 

and similarly ignores the county hostesses' attempts to snub her (50). Eliza defers to her 

cottage hosts as though their ranks were higher than hers: "blind to the dirt and disorder 

of their cottages as she would have been to a shabby carpet in the drawing room of a poor 

duchess." Eliza's "easy, candid, gay... good nature" aggravates the county hostesses who 

would like both Eliza and the cottagers to behave with appropriate deference (50). The 

lineage of these neighbors is "second-rate" and probably not nearly as august as that of 

Talbot who later proposes marriage to Eliza's daughter; thus, Eliza's refusal to toady to 
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county families might also come from her sense that their "rank" is no higher than her 

own (50). These neighbors, who resent Archibald's decision to choose an actress as a 

wife instead of one of their own daughters, see Eliza as a usurper and are miffed that she 

does not see herself in the same light and defer to them. Again, Eliza's behavior is 

dismissed as artificial; she "affects" simplicity (50). The narrator's descriptions of the 

behavior of Eliza and her hosts during these encounters might also describe their 

encounters at the cottages with the cottagers who prefer Eliza's frank, good cheer to their 

"prim daughtersf']" stately frigidity (50). The narrative also metaphorically describes 

Eliza's visits in terms of unappetizing consumables: "humble pie" and dust licked from 

"aristocratic shoes"; in contrast, Eliza's calls in the district involve gifts of actual 

consumer goods including items such as gin and tobacco which would aid hospitality 

(50). 

Like Gaskell's juxtaposition of Margaret's visits to Bessie Higgins and 

subsequent calls from the Thornton family, Braddon's comparison of Eliza's different 

responses to the cottagers and the county families reveals the shortcomings of traditional 

district visiting. Since Eliza's success originates in her background not in any effort she 

makes to change her behavior, the contrast between her and the other visitors does not 

serve to educate the unsuccessful visitors, but instead reveals how gentry and middle-

class education fails to prepare women as district visitors and hostesses. 

Braddon's contrast between proper visiting and the unconventional visits of her 

heroines reappears later in the novel when Eliza's daughter Aurora and her cousin Lucy 

visit Beckenham, the estate of Aurora's then fiance Talbot. They spend their mornings 

visiting his tenants: 
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The poor about Beckenham were not forgotten in Aurora Floyd's morning drives 

with Lucy and Talbot. Parcels of grocery and bottles of wine often lurked beneath 

the crimson-lined leopard-skin carriage rug; and it was no uncommon thing for 

Talbot to find himself making a footstool of a huge loaf of bread. The poor were 

very hungry in that bright December weather, and had all manner of complaints, 

which, however otherwise dissimilar, were all to be benefited by one especial 

treatment; namely, half-sovereigns, old brown sherry, French brandy, and 

gunpowder tea ... the above-mentioned remedies ... were far more popular than 

the chicken-broths and cooling fever drinks prepared by the Felden cook. It 

pleased Talbot... to think how even his mother must have admired this high-

spirited girl, content to sit down in close cottage chambers and talk to rheumatic 

old women. Lucy distributed little parcels of tracts prepared by [her mother] Mrs. 

Alexander, and flannel garments made by her own white hands; but Aurora gave 

the half-sovereigns and the old sherry; and I'm afraid these simple cottagers liked 

[her] best; although they were wise enough and just enough to know that each 

lady gave according to her means. (130) 

Here the narrator's ironic tone suggests the cottagers' desire for alcohol outweighed any 

need for company or religious sustenance. Despite his unconventional fiancee, Talbot's 

"ideal of a woman" is traditional: "spotless as her own white robes, excelling in all 

womanly graces and accomplishments" (86). Aurora's devotion to the cottagers pleases 

Talbot because he sees it as evidence of her true femininity, even though he is aware of 

Aurora's unconventional upbringing and devotion to horses. Like the other male 

characters in Aurora Floyd and John Marchmont 's Legacy, Talbot is not an authority on 
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charitable visiting and misreads Aurora's visits to the extent he believes his very proper 

mother would approve. Even the sympathetic narrator acknowledges that the cottagers 

are primarily motivated by Aurora's gifts. Exceeding her own mother's generosity and 

common sense, Aurora's gifts, "bottles of wine... old brown sherry, French brandy, and 

gunpowder tea" seem to be given upon first acquaintance and are procured from Talbot's 

own stores (130). Aurora and Talbot's early morning drives have a decadent feel to them. 

Talbot wraps Aurora in a "crimson-lined, leopard-skin rug" and rests his feet on a round 

of bread a practice that cannot enhance the loafs appeal to the cottagers (130). Eliza's 

unaccompanied trips in her "tiny basket-carriage, drawn by one rough pony" are austere 

in comparison, and her gifts, while in and of themselves desirable, were also designed to 

effect specific changes among her hosts (130). Just as Eliza avoided humbling herself 

before the county families, she did not expect her hostesses to accept gifts that had sat 

under dusty upper-class feet. 

Iii her depictions of the novels' two "angels," Lucy and Eliza, Braddon shows 

how differing class and generational understandings of femininity and charity impact the 

practice of district visiting. Unlike Talbot's characterization of Lucy, Eliza's angelic 

properties occur in the context of her visits to the poof, an activity which she initiates and 

directs. In contrast, Lucy looks likes an angel and both her mother and Talbot encourage 

her to remain static and passive. Eliza also spent years as an actress, which contributes to 

her neighbors' tendency to find "artfulness" in all of her behavior. Since Aurora Floyd is 

set around the time of its publication, Eliza's visits to tenants occurred around 1838 when 

both the Oxford Movement and the bureaucratization of charity were in their infancies. 

Additionally, Eliza does not have the (dis)advantages of Lucy's education: 
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[Lucy] learnt history, and geography, and astronomy, and botany, and geology, 

and conchology, and entomology enough; and she has covered I don't know how 

many China jars with impossible birds and flowers; and she has illuminated 

missals, and read High-Church novels. (216) 

As Aurora sees it, Lucy's education prepares for marriage to a man like Talbot, who is 

the heir to an aristocratic family: "So the next best thing she can do is marry Talbot 

Bulstrode" (216). Aurora's comment suggests that Lucy's very proper education—Odden 

emphasizes the limited range of fiction in her reading—account for her poor marital 

choices. Eliza, who has little formal education, marries a man who began his career as a 

clerk in his uncle's bank. 

Instead of invigorating her charitable practice or intellectual life, Lucy's 

comprehensive education encourages her passivity. She is not able to use philanthropy to 

alleviate her disappointment when Talbot chooses Aurora instead of her. Implicitly 

suggesting a shortcoming in the female education, the narrator blames the "idleness and 

leisure" which are characteristic of her social position for Lucy's pining (127): 

Do gentlemen who write the leaders in our daily journals ever die of grief? Do the 

barristers whose names appear in almost every case reported in these journals go 

mad for love unrequited? Did the LADY WITH THE LAMP cherish any foolish 

passion in those days and nights of ceaseless toil, in those long watches of patient 

devotion far away in the East? Do curates of over-crowded parishes, the chaplains 

of gaols and convict-ships, the great medical attendants in the wards of 

hospitals—do they make for themselves the griefs that kill? Surely not... So 



Lucy Floyd, having nothing better to do, nursed and made much of her hopeless 

passion, (original capitalization, 127) 

Other than the Lady with the Lamp, all of the unrequited lovers in the passage are men 

engaged in professions; however, in print, the Lady with the Lamp receives the most 

emphasis. This reference to Florence Nightingale's work not only suggests that Lucy 

could "nurse" someone more tangible than her own "hopeless passion"—and this is the 

intended path of Broughton's heroine in Not Wisely, but Too Well—but also recalls that 

Talbot is a veteran of the Crimea. In addition, ladies could do many of these activities, 

such as writing or caring for the sick or parishioners, described as distractions. Lucy's 

health suffers because she distracts herself in "High-Church" novels not actual nursing; 

however, in John Marchmont's Legacy, Olivia, who essentially takes on all of the duties 

of a rural clergyman except reading sermons—she just writes them—is not able to excise 

her "hopeless passion" for her cousin Edmund Arundel. 

In John Marchmont's Legacy, Braddon uses Olivia's obsessive district visiting to 

posit that a high church education that encourages female activity can be as 

psychologically harmful as Lucy's passivity. Unlike Lucy, Olivia never experiences 

"idleness and leisure" (AF 127). While Lucy sits serenely, Olivia moves quickly from 

task to task; the ink is still wet on "a newly-written sermon" at her side as she "busily cut 

... out coarse garments for her poor" (83). Recalling the Aurora Floyd narrator's 

statement that "curates of over-crowded parishes" and journalists do not lose their sanity 

when faced with unrequited love, the narrator of John Marchmont's Legacy suggests that 

sermon writing "was a relief to this strange woman" (83). Whatever catharsis Olivia 

experiences is not long-lasting; instead of representing Olivia's activity, which is, of 
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course, not publicly acknowledged by the congregation or her father, as a means of 

overcoming obsession, the narrator of John Marchmont's Legacy describes Olivia "a 

woman with a wicked heart... a dark and horrible picture" (83). 

As active as Lucy is passive, Olivia's failures, in both the marriage and visiting 

plots, demonstrate that High Church plots trap female characters regardless of 

circumstance. In the hands of Yonge or Sewell, Olivia's restrained world of district 

visiting and duty to her clergyman father—minus her illicit composition of his sermons— 

might have been depicted as fulfilling,5 but Braddon makes the frustrations of Olivia's 

existence clear. Olivia devotes herself to her widowed father, Herbert Arundel, the Rector 

of Swampington. All that remains of Herbert's fortune as a younger son is "a pipe of 

undrinkable port" which Olivia systematically distributes to the sick of the parish (7). 

Mired in genteel poverty, Olivia is excluded from county society, and spends her days 

fulfilling the parochial duties her father neglects: 

Yes, the life of this woman is told in these few words: she did her duty. 

From the earliest age at which responsibility can begin, she had done her duty, 

uncomplainingly, unswervingly, as it seemed to those who watched her. 

She was a good woman. The bishop of the diocese had specially 

complimented her ... Such devotion, such untiring zeal in a young person of 

three-and-twenty years of age, were really most laudable, these solemn elders 

said, in tones of supreme patronage ... 

Olivia Arundel's charities were never ceasing; her life was one perpetual 

sacrifice to her father's parishioners. There was no womanly vanity, no simple 
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girlish fancy, which this woman had not trodden under foot, and trampled out in 

the hard pathway she had chosen for herself. 

The poor people knew this. Rheumatic men and women, crippled and bed

ridden, knew that the blankets which covered them had been bought out of that 

[which] would have purchased silk dresses for the Rector's handsome daughter, 

or luxuries for the frugal table at the rectory. They knew this. They knew that, 

through frost and snow, through storm and rain, Olivia Arundel would come ... 

People knew this; and they were grateful to Miss Arundel, and submissive 

and attentive in her presence ... but they did not love her ... 

[TJhere was a want of individuality in her goodness, a lack of personal 

tenderness in her kindness, which separated her from the people she benefited ... 

She made no favorites amongst her father's parishioners ... She was 

always the same,—Church-of-England charity personified; meting out all mercies 

by line and rule; doing good with a note-book and a pencil in her hands ... rigidly 

just, terribly perfect (66-8) 

Olivia's constrained existence is self-imposed; her father does not require her parish 

duties and, after she marries, is content to muddle alone through the few parish duties he 

cannot entirely neglect. While Yonge celebrates Ethel's giving up in The Daisy Chain, in 

Braddon, Olivia's willingness to sacrifice only leads to resentment and later cruelty to 

Mary. 

While High-Church novelists and advice book authors portrayed this devotion to 

duty as fulfilling, Braddon reveals its frustrations. Olivia's work is "never ceasing," a 

"perpetual sacrifice." She denies herself all forms of pleasure from "silk dresses" to 
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"luxuries" for the table. Olivia is "weary ... sickened ... [and] burden[ed]" (67). Self-

denial defines Olivia's life. The narrator's description of her visits focuses on what she 

does not have and does not do. She is "uncomplaining, unswerving ... untiring" and has 

"no womanly vanity, no girlish fancy." In contrast to Eliza who makes her visits in a 

pony carriage and Aurora and Lucy whom Talbot wraps in leopard skin, Olivia traverses 

the district on foot—"the dull, unvarying tract... beaten by the patient feet" (71)—and in 

all weather "through frost and snow, through storm and rain." The narrator echoes both 

the monotony and the physical labor of the tasks Olivia sets for herself when mentioning 

the vanities and fancies Olivia has "trodden" and "trampled." All of these descriptions of 

Olivia's trials recall the treadmill, an apt metaphor for her ceaseless toil in Swampington. 

Olivia's labor is not unacknowledged; the narrator repeats various forms of the 

verb "to know" when discussing the cottagers' response to her visits. This knowledge 

does not bring Olivia the love and friendship she so desperately desires and the narrator's 

repetition suggests that Olivia's constant presence only serves to remind the villagers that 

they are in her debt. Similarly, her father finds "every shabby garment... a separate 

reproach...every deprivation she endured stung him as cruelly" (66). Even other 

charitable workers respond to Olivia's dedication with "supreme patronage." 

In Aurora Floyd, Braddon described Eliza's easy relationship with her husband's 

tenants as similar to a rural French priest's familiarity with his parishioners; however, 

Olivia's awkward visits in Swampington are described as "Church-of-England charity 

personified" and Braddon's portrayal of Olivia's lack of favorites and notepad and pencil 

goes further toward a representation of the district visitor of Anglican manuals than other 

fictional representations. Olivia's adherence to advice fails as much as Eliza's prim 
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neighbors and Lucy's tracts. Taken together, these three portrayals of district visitors are 

a critique of the regimented philanthropy that was paramount in the upper middle class 

Braddon portrayed, and the comparison of the French and English churches are part of a 

larger critique of British culture. 

John Marchmont's Legacy is not without a successful district visitor. Olivia's 

stepdaughter Mary succeeds in both love and district visiting where Olivia comes up 

short. Mary, who prefers penny dreadfuls6 to High Church novels, spends most of her 

childhood in a lower middle-class London neighborhood in which the novel's first cross-

class visiting scene occurs. John, who supports his daughter with various odd jobs, invites 

his former pupil Edward, who is also the cousin whom Olivia obsesses over, to his simple 

lodgings in the New Cut. Edward's impending arrival distresses eight-year-old Mary, 

who sees herself as mistress of her father's house and responsible for providing a genteel 

breakfast. Mary worries how to feed Edward, but manages to produce a simple breakfast 

of haddock, rolls, and watercress that Edward finds "ten times better than [his wealthy] 

Aunt Mostyn's skinny breakfasts" (23). 

Throughout the novel, Braddon compares Olivia and Mary. Both characters spend 

their childhoods with widowed fathers, who are the impoverished younger sons of landed 

families. For both girls, these circumstances lead them to take on adult duties; however, 

Mary remains childlike and feminine despite her domestic responsibilities, while Olivia 

takes on her father's responsibilities to the extent of writing his sermons. While Olivia as 

a clergyman's daughter exists at the margins of county society, Mary spends most of her 

childhood in lower-middle-class London neighborhoods where she mixes freely with the 

daughters of shopkeepers and borrows novels from her neighbors. Limited finances 
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prevent Olivia from dressing like or socializing with the county families, but her father's 

professional status separates her from the range of friends Mary has. John does not have a 

profession; he moves from positions of inept math tutor to incompetent actor. Both John 

and Herbert are several deaths removed from landed estates. Herbert receives the classic 

second son's education as a clergyman, but John is merely educated to be a gentleman. 

Like Eliza Floyd, Mary excels at visiting. When John inherits the estate, she had 

fantasized about bringing her favorite neighbors with her to the Towers, but when that 

proves impractical Mary contents herself with giving presents to her favorite tenants: 

[T]he little girl did not forget to be good to the poor about... Marchmont Towers. 

There were plenty of poor, of course—free-and-easy pensioners, who came to the 

Towers for brandy, wine, and milk, and woolen stuffs, and grocery, precisely as 

they would have gone to a shop, except there was to be no bill. The housekeeper 

doled out her bounties with many short homilies upon the depravity and 

ingratitude of the recipients, and gave tracts of an awful and denunciatory nature 

to the pitiful petitioners. (48) 

Mary's establishment of a sort of "grocery shop" amongst the housekeeper's stores 

fulfills one of her New Cut fantasies of giving her friends whatever they desired from 

local shops. The housekeeper's tracts are ineffective among the cottagers, but despite the 

ease with which Mary distributes her bounty, she does not neglect religious instruction: 

The little girl would discourse upon the scripture histories in her simple, old-

fashioned manner; and many a stout Lincolnshire farm-labourer was content to sit 

over his hearth, with a pipe of shag-tobacco and a mug of fettled beer while Miss 

Marchmont read and expounded the history of Abraham and Isaac, or Joseph and 



his brethren ... Mary Marchmont's morbidly sensitive nature adapted her to all 

charitable offices. No chance word in her simple talk ever inflicted a wound upon 

her listener. She had a subtle and intuitive comprehension of other people's 

feelings, derived from the extreme susceptibility of her own. She had never been 

vulgarized by the associations of poverty; for her self-contained nature took no 

colour from the things that surrounded her, and she was only at Marchmont 

Towers that which she had been from the age of six—a little lady, grave and 

gentle, dignified, discreet, and wise. (49-50) 

Mary does not rely on either "awful and denunciatory" tracts or even reading directly 

from the Bible to convey religious instruction. Instead she conveys the stories in a 

manner similar to the way she used to discuss the plots of novels with her father's 

landlady. 

As a child in the New Cut, Mary receives regular visits from lower middle-class 

and working-class women including her father's landlady who keeps her supplied with 

novels and a local laundress. She also befriends the daughter of the local butcher who is 

near her age, and infrequently she visits her mother's sister Sophia who married a 

Berkshire farmer. Even at the Towers, her father's ill health keeps her from seeing much 

of county families and her closest friend is the daughter of a farmer. In the New Cut, 

Mary is too young or her father too unconcerned for these relationships to cause concern, 

but once Olivia takes over Mary's education, she separates her stepdaughter from her 

aunt and friend the farmer's daughter. Mary returns to these women at moments of 

distress, first running to the New Cut and later to her friend's farm. 
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Just as their callers provide gifts or at least tracts, Braddon's cottagers, who are 

never characters in their own right, provide limited companionship for visiting characters 

who are disconnected from their communities. Broughton's heroine in Not Wisely, but 

Too Well also seeks companionship in her district, and like Olivia, she hopes to forget a 

thwarted courtship. While in Braddon, most district relationships accomplish little in 

meeting either need, Kate finds companionship in her mentor and clergyman James 

Stanley and meaningful work caring for the many sick women who remind her of her 

deceased mother. Despite the work's salutary effect on Kate, her family disapproves. 

Their objections take the form of implicit threats of violence, which foreshadow the 

actual violence of her former suitor Dare Stamer who murders Kate at the end of the 

serialized version of the novel. Both Kate and Braddon's Eliza's early deaths suggest that 

their goodness cannot survive among the other more flawed characters. In Braddon, the 

sins of Eliza's peers are commonplace snobbery, but Broughton unmasks underlying 

threats of violence that undermine Kate's relationships both within her own class and 

family and with working-class characters. 

Broughton has difficulty ending Kate's plot. In the serialized version, there is 

neither a future for Kate's brand of charitable visiting nor an escape from male violence. 

When Bentley, Broughton's publisher for the triple-decker version of her novel, objected 

to the violent ending, she rewrote it to end with Kate entering an Anglican convent to 

serve as a "Sister of Mercy" in Manchester. Kate also makes these arrangements in the 

serialized version, but does not live to carry them out. In the triple-decker version, Kate's 

charity lives on, but both her family's expectation that she will marry and the novel's plot 

end with Kate's vows. In Broughton's narrative, Kate's successes as a visitor and a nurse 
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cannot exist as an independent plot; her visits either serve as a means of forgetting Dare 

or if Dare is forgotten, both the novel and the marriage plot must end. 

The possibility of male violence is constantly labeled a "joke" early in Not Wisely, 

but Too Well. Kate's appearance in a district setting makes Broughton's atypical 

depiction of male violence possible. Broughton first introduces male violence by locating 

the threat in working-class men, and making it a "humorous" example of Kate's anxiety 

about her visits. While Broughton's humor does reveal the gender inequalities, the actual 

violence in the plot along with Dare's direct threats and Kate's male relatives' implied 

threats make the plot more of an expose of hidden violence than a witty representation of 

inequalities. Kate worries that a working-class man will harm her as she travels within 

her district. Working-class men do occasionally and often inadvertently frighten Kate, but 

men from her own class repeatedly threaten her. Her cousin and uncle "tease" her that if 

they had authority over her—Kate and her sister Maggie are orphans who live 

independently—they would sooner kill her than allow her to district visit. The threats of 

violence escalate from "jokes" to clear threats in the courtship plot. Dare, who, 

unbeknownst to Kate, is already married when he courts her, repeatedly threatens Kate 

with violence if she ever kisses another man, and in the serialized version, cuts her throat 

after seeing her dance with another man. 

Threatened with violence, Kate's district visits are an anxiety-provoking 

enterprise; however, unlike other fictional portrayals of the practice, Broughton locates 

Kate's fears in public space. While Yonge or Sewell's heroines worry when they 

encounter difference in domestic interiors, Kate Chester moves without anxiety among 

interior spaces as varied as lodgings at a Welsh middle-class seaside resort, the home of 
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the local squire, and the homes of working-class residents in her district. Although she 

recognizes her uncle's Welsh holiday lodgings as middle-class space replete with early 

dinners and slatternly attendants, Kate does not allow this knowledge to discomfort her 

when the local squire invites her and her siblings to a dinner party. Kate is at her most 

fearful when she meets working-class men in public space. 

Most significantly for this project, Kate is an able visitor to working-class homes, 

but dreads street-level interactions with working-class men. Kate's "mortal fear" predates 

her district and "arose from the fact that a year or two ago a drunken sailor had met her in 

a lone country road, had stopped her, and made some not over-polished joke at her 

expense" (June 1865, 48).7 The mere thought of encountering anyone "very alarmingly 

sinister or ticket-of-leavish" in her district leads Kate to fantasize her own death "found, 

the body of a young woman, apparently about twenty-one years of age; genteelly dressed; 

fair, plump, red-haired" (May 1865, 628), and she warns her sister to "send a few 

policemen down Liver-lane, and have the river dragged" if she misses dinner (May 1865, 

627). Kate's specific fear of violence goes beyond Margaret Hale's uncertainty about 

how to respond to working-class pedestrians in Milton-Northern.8 Although the narrative 

twice dismisses Kate's fears as a "joke," these fears reveal hidden gendered anxieties 

about district visiting. Gender roles partially determine Kate's comfort. Like other 

fictional female visitors, Kate makes her visits to other women, but worries about 

encountering "robbers and murders and tramps" (August 1865, 261). 

In Not Wisely, but Too Well, Broughton shows familiarity with the conventions of 

district visiting literature, but an unwillingness to accept the rosy portrayals of religious 

novels. "Oh me! Oh me! Visiting the poor in a town is a different thing to visiting the 
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tenants on your father's estate in the country," observes her narrator early in a description 

of Kate's first visit to her district (December 1865, 630). In her first forays into her 

district, Kate is no more effective than Katharine Ashton in Long Lane, but Broughton, 

unlike Sewell, narrates humorously, instead of didactically: 

Great sameness in the character of the visitees. More grim women, with wild gray, 

or red, or rusty-black hair straggling about haggard faces; more elf children with 

legs of the tenuity of knitting pins. Conversation not very rife either. Kate had 

recourse to the name-and-age plan. Within an hour she had gained a knowledge of 

the statistics of Bootle-court, which, had she been able to remember them, would 

have rendered her invaluable to the Census. (December 1865, 631) 

In this passage, Broughton parodies conventional visiting fiction: the working-class 

people visited are interchangeable and vaguely Celtic, the district visitor has no idea how 

to communicate across class difference, and wastes much of her time in gathering 

statistics. Friendship between Kate and her visitees initially seems impossible, but they 

begin to welcome her when she changes her focus from statistics to nursing. 

The sick are always an object in Kate's visits to Liver-lane. James first suggests 

she take a district by mentioning a particularly ill resident: "Go down to Liver-lane, Kate, 

and see that woman dying of cancer; that'll do you more good than sixty talks with me" 

(November 1865, 513), and Kate tells Maggie before her first visit: "I'm going to make a 

tour of all of the diseases in Queenstown to-morrow" (December 1865, 623). While in 

Sewell or Yonge, Kate's success or failure in the district would have been measured by 

her ability to unite Queenstown's "ladies" in the cause of district visiting, in Broughton's 

novel, Kate remains a solitary visitor, but quickly shifts her focus to visiting the sick and 
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dying. Instead of serving to unite Kate with her peers, district visiting becomes a way for 

Kate to reconnect with memories of her deceased mother while nursing working-class 

patients. Even on her first visit to the district, the sick and dying attract Kate and remind 

her of her lost mother: "When Kate stood by that low bed, looking down earnestly on its 

occupant... the recollection of her own mother flashed so arrow swift, so lightning bright, 

across her" (January 1866, 44). 

The district's other attraction for Kate is belief that her visits to the sick are "a sort 

of safeguard against going utterly to the bad" (January 1866, 60). Earlier fictional 

visitors, such as Ethel May, Katharine Ashton, and Margaret Hale, visited to save souls as 

well as bodies. For example, Ethel facilitates the baptisms of the younger Taylor children, 

and Margaret concerns herself with Nicholas's religious beliefs. Although most of the 

people she visits are gravely ill, Kate has "not the slightest desire to mention their souls 

to them"; instead, Kate visits to bring comfort and save herself from "falling" back into a 

relationship with Dare (December 1865, 621). Later Kate welcomes the restrictions of the 

sisterhood: "I'm so enormously wicked, that unless I'm bound hand and foot, I'm sure to 

rush to my ruin, as I have been so near doing twice already" (July 1866. 60). Here Kate 

alludes to her two abortive attempts to elope with Dare; after her second illicit departure, 

James finds her on a train traveling to meet Dare and convinces her to return by invoking 

the sick residents of her district who depend on her visits. 

Kate's failed elopements are part of the novel's sensation plot. In this mode, 

Broughton's narrative also dwells on the risk Kate is putting herself in by visiting her 

"terribly bad and wicked" district (December 1865, 628). Unlike other fictional novice 

visitors who worry about saying the right thing, Kate's strongest expressed anxiety is a 



joking fear for her own life, which is partially a result of her obsessive consumption of 

novels. When she gets lost, she worries "there are some parts in Queenstown terribly bad 

and wicked ... where no respectable woman dare put her nose. Perhaps she is on the 

point of falling into one of these lion's dens. That required consideration. Robbed and 

murdered, perhaps! That might be the next event in her history. Paragraph in the police 

reports" (December 1865, 628). Kate's fears are comical and exaggerated, but they do 

suggest how her family might object to her later plan to nurse in Manchester. 

While earlier district visiting heroines had always deferred to male authority of 

fathers, clergymen, and brother, there are no male characters who have particular control 

over Kate. Her uncle objects to Kate's district work, and says "that if [Kate] were his 

daughter, he'd as soon think of cutting [her] throat, as letting [her] go about these back 

streets all alone" (December 1865,623). Her cousin and sometimes suitor George takes 

to accompanying Kate home from the district and tells her: "If you were my sister ... I 

should not allow you to be walking about the town so late as you are now. Indeed, I very 

much doubt whether I should ever let you go wandering about these back places even in 

broad daylight" (January 1866, 61). Kate's work in the district is also cast as defiance of 

female authority: when she decides to nurse in her district, the narrator observes that 

"there was no mother or kinswoman to hinder her" (June 1866, 692). 

Where earlier the narrative had dwelt on the humorous specifics of her foibles in 

the district, Kate's transformation from a visitor to a nurse is sudden and accomplished 

outside of the narrative. An unspecified "fever" descends on Queenstown, and Kate, 

equipped with beef tea and a simple white gown, remains behind while the other Chesters 

evacuate. Prior to the fever, Kate had only exhibited an ability to sit sympathetically at 
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bedside, but by the time the other Chesters return, she has evolved from an experienced 

district visitor to "a sort of matron, or head-nurse" in a "cottage hospital" (June 1866, 

688). While the narrator notes that nursing "was a great ordeal for a delicately-nurtured 

young girl, and she certainly was very much frightened, particularly at first," there are no 

details of how Kate's professionalization was accomplished (May 1866, 504). The 

narrative, like the Chesters, leaves Kate behind in Queenstown while attending to such 

matters as her cousin's courtship of her sister Maggie. 

In the triple-decker version of the novel, Kate's decision to become a nurse 

effectively ends her plot. She is no longer troubled by thoughts of Dare and her cousin 

George engages himself to her sister. Broughton's narrative does not follow Kate to 

Manchester. Maggie objects to the unconventional end to her sister's plot: "Kate, I 

always hated those sisterhoods; they have been a curse to numberless families, I am 

certain; a number of women huddled together, cut off from their lives, and their prospects 

in life. Why cannot women keep to their right functions of marrying and being happy?" 

(July 1866, 61). 
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1 Citing Lucy's good humor after refusing Lord Lufton's proposal because it would 

displease his mother, Gillooly uses Lucy as an example of feminine humor in Trollope 

(55). 

2 Yonge found Constance so useful a foil to her erring heroines that the saintly character 

enters an Anglican sisterhood after the death of her equally admirable husband. In 

subsequent novels, Constance pays a visit from the Anglican convent when Yonge feels 

the need to discipline a heroine. 

3 These plots do not resemble any specific novels, but do resemble some of Yonge's 

fiction. For example, in Pillars of the House, Wilmet's marriage ceremony occurs in the 

sickroom where her fiance is recovering from severe burns. 

4 The figure of the duchess as an intrusive district visitor to the middle-class home occurs 

frequently in district visiting advice literature. See the Introduction (17-19). 

5 In Yonge's Hopes and Fears (1860), the heroine devotes her life to charity after her 

love marries another woman. Her self-abnegation is so strong that she takes in her 

suitor's ill-behaved children and raises them as her heirs. 

6 Odden argues that Mary's expectations about her clandestine marriage to Edward 

suggests that Mary is particularly fond of Jane Eyre. Mary is convinced that someone 

will arrive and interrupt the ceremony (30-1). 

7 All of my notes for Broughton are from the serialized version of the novel, which was 

published in the Dublin University Magazine between September 1865 and July 1866. 

8 Gaskell's narrator clearly blames Margaret's inexperience for her fears: "the 

[workmen's] very out-spokenness marked their innocence of any intention to hurt her 



delicacy, as she would have perceived if she had been less frightened by the disorderly 

tumult" (72). 



Chapter Four 

Visiting Professionally: 

Class and Gender and the Profession of District Nursing in Ward's Marcella 

1904, Thekla Bowser published a short serial in The Girl's Own Paper, entitled 

"Kate Carson, District Visitor," although its heroine might be better classified as a district 

nurse—a trained nurse who cared for working-class patients in their homes. This short 

story reproduces many of the structures of other more complex late-century portrayals of 

district nursing. Bowser's district nurse expects her medical knowledge to win over both 

cottagers and male professionals. Unlike mid-century depictions of district visiting, Kate 

is full of confidence and refuses to defer to clerical authority: "she toldihe, vicar ... that 

she was ready to go into town three days a week and attend to any sick cases" (92, my 

emphasis). Unencumbered by suitors or parents, Kate visits when and where she wants 

and begins her task with no high opinion of the local doctor. Instead of setting her 

heroine up for a spectacular come down, Bowser's narrative depicts Kate's assertive 

confidence as justified, although Kate does discover that she had been too quick to 

dismiss handsome Dr. Elton's skills. In the homes of the conveniently sickly and 

accident-prone cottagers, Kate is a whirlwind of competent nursing to the extent that it 

seems Bowser's primary purpose was to string together a series of instructional scenes— 

how to improvise a bronchitis-kettle or get a pea out of four-year-old's ear—into a 

semblance of a short story. Bowser's instructional plot is, however, different than the 

didactic plots of previous generations. In these earlier narratives, authors warned against 

assuming authority or welcome. Bowser's Kate views her ability to treat the medical 

138 
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needs of cottagers as equal to Dr. Elton's and expects her skills to win over the cottagers. 

Bowser sets Kate up as a role model without warning her predominantly adolescent 

readers to obtain parental permission or at least some further training before trying her 

techniques themselves. 

Just how Kate, who has no mentors or supervisors, became a skilled nurse is a bit 

of a mystery. At the story's beginning, her fiance bleeds to death in her arms "for want of 

prompt and skilled attention," but after attending "First Aid and Nursing Lectures" (92), 

Kate nearly usurps Dr. Elton in the village before realizing that they would work better as 

a (married) team. While Bowser's abbreviated and didactic plot might necessitate the 

absence of Kate's nursing education, its absence is consistent with far more artful and 

complex portrayals of district nursing. Just as Broughton's Kate Chester develops from 

bumbling visitor to skilled fever nurse in just a few chapters, Mary Augusta Ward's 

Marcella also receives her training as a district nurse outside of the novel's narrative. In 

Bowser's case this absence of training suggests Kate's knowledge is quite easy to acquire 

and supports the idea that the short story itself might serve as an instructional manual. 

Broughton and Ward's decision to leave nursing education out hints at a broader concern 

about professionalizing behaviors such as visiting and nursing that were supposed to be 

inherent to good women. 

District nursing combined two duties, visiting and nursing, which proponents 

believed were natural outgrowths of middle-class femininity. This linkage of visiting and 

nursing provoked anxiety because this professionalization implied that these activities 

were not natural duties of a lady; they were work that required specialized training and 

merited payment. Furthermore, teaching the ladylike skills of nursing and visiting to 



lower middle-class and respectable working-class women undermined the uniqueness of 

ladies. Probationer district nurses learned to behave like ladies and once their training 

was completed, they earned salaries that made possible the modest consumption of 

middle-class goods and services. Fiction about district nurses reflects these anxieties in 

two ways: characters' training as a district nurse occurs outside of the narrative and is 

either briefly recalled in retrospect or mysteriously (and unrealistically, in otherwise 

realist novels) the nursing visitor somehow progresses from bumbling to competent 

without any discernible training, and secondly, the class tensions between nurses are 

hidden by having the character nurse in isolation or displaced on to (at times eroticized) 

relationships between nurses and working-class women. This chapter begins with a brief 

history of the origins of district nursing, and a discussion of the class tensions between 

"ladies" and nurses of lower middle-class origin. I then look at a novel in which the 

heroine serves, for some portion of the plot, as a visiting nurse: Mary Arnold [Mrs. 

Humphrey] Ward's Marcella (1894). Ward's titular heroine begins her plot as a district 

visitor, and I use Ward's depictions of district visiting to show how conceptions of 

district visiting had changed since mid century. Ward displays great sensitivity to how 

working-class characters would experience her heroine Marcella's intrusive visits. 

Marcella's training, which is largely absent from the novel, enables her to visit far less 

awkwardly; however, unlike Gaskell who asks readers to imagine themselves as the 

recipients of intrusive calls in effort to improve the quality of interclass visiting, Ward's 

solely credits Marcella's training with her improvement. 

District nursing began in 1859, when William Rathbone, a Liverpool MP and 

philanthropist, devised a scheme to bring professional nursing care into the homes of the 
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urban poor. Beginning with one hospital-trained nurse, Rathbone hired nurses to visit the 

homes of sick and injured people in the working-class neighborhoods of Liverpool. By 

1862, Rathbone had raised enough funds to open a "training school and home" where 

nurses could live while working in urban neighborhoods and learn the specifics of in-

home nursing. Rathbone's nurses were known as "district nurses" since their territories 

corresponded with those of existing charitable visitors. District nursing was a success 

beyond Liverpool, and local versions of Rathbone's scheme sprang up throughout 

Britain. While some advocates of district nursing were overtly sectarian, such as high 

Anglican sisterhoods1 or Ellen Ranyard's evangelical Bible Nurses, most focused their 

attention on establishing professional standards for practice, training, and supervision. 

Ranyard's Bible Nurses were an outgrowth of her London Bible and Domestic 

Female Mission. Her "Bible women," who were recruited from the respectable working-

class, were among the first paid visitors to working-class homes. Ranyard, a 

Nonconformist who had accepted Christ as her savior at sixteen after a harrowing visit to 

a working-class home,2 was particularly interested in increasing access to and knowledge 

of scripture. Prior to establishing her own charity, Ranyard served as the editor and 

principal author of The Book and Its Missions, a monthly periodical that reported on 

domestic and international mission work. Frustrated by her inability to reach the most 

destitute of Londoners as district visitor, Ranyard fortuitously received a letter from 

Marian B, a resident of St. Giles, offering her services to "talk to the poor outcasts among 

whom I dwell."4 Ranyard accepted Marian's offer and added the proviso that her primary 

purpose in St. Giles would be collecting payments on Bibles sold by installment. 

(Ranyard believed that giving away copies of scripture would cause recipients to not 
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appreciate its value.) As a working-class woman, Marian was able to visit St. Giles's 

most impoverished and dysfunctional residents and served as Ranyard's guide to the least 

desirable portions of the neighborhood. Finding Marian was able visit homes where 

middle-class visitors would not be welcome, Ranyard recommended her readers replicate 

her practice and quickly developed a model wherein a "lady superintendent," that is a 

middle-class volunteer, would supervise each Bible woman and host periodic tea 

meetings in a room rented in the district where she would check accounts and meet 

subscribers.5 The salaries for Bible women were provided by the lady superintendents 

and subscribers to Ranyard's charity. 

While Ranyard consistently reiterated in all of her publications that a Bible 

woman's primary duty was to sell Bibles, the charity always ministered to material 

wants. From her first major publication in 1857, The Missing Link—Ranyard saw Bible 

woman as the "missing link" between middle-class women and the most destitute— 

Ranyard always concluded her books with a recipe for "Cheap Soup, and Very 

Nourishing" {ML 301-2).6 Bible woman were authorized to sell household goods to those 

families who had already made all of their payments on their Bible. Ranyard quickly saw 

the need for nursing care in the districts where Bible women worked. 

Early on, Ranyard explored the possibility of training some of the Bible women as 

nurses, but did not formally establish the position of Bible nurse until 1868. Bible nurses 

were required to work as Bible women for at least three months before three months of 

training in a hospital followed by an additional three months as a probationer in a district. 

As she had with Bible women, Ranyard recruited respectable working-class women for 

these new positions. Few of the existing Bible women were up to training requirements, 
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and Ranyard and her employees sought recruits amongst their district contacts: "there is 

some women in every mothers' class who might be cultivated into this blessing to a 

neighborhood" {Nurses for the Needy 32). Recruits were ideally between the ages of 

twenty-five and thirty-five and either had one child in school or no children at home. The 

"Romanist" and "Ritualist" influence of high Anglican sisterhoods distressed Ranyard so 

she sought women who lived with their families in the district. Unlike many of her 

contemporaries who believed that only ladies would get respect in districts, Ranyard 

argued that her nurses were more influential because of the class background they shared 

with their patients. 

Just as she had with Bible women, Ranyard involved ladies in the Bible nurse 

ministry. She hoped to tempt "doctor's ladies" into service as lady superintendents (NN 

50). She did not think ladies would do well to nurse in districts; instead they should 

"assist the nurse by the experience she may have had in her father's house or elsewhere, 

or in her visitation of hospitals. We have often perceived that there is a 'born nurse' to be 

found in almost every upper-class family, who also ought to make nursing her particular 

vocation" (NN 52). Here Ranyard naturalizes the work of her lady superintendents as the 

logical outcome of their particular experiences, but did not support upper-class "born 

nurses" entering the paid work force. Ranyard did appreciate the labors of her employees; 

her Bible nurses were paid wages competitive with those paid to hospital nurses even 

though many of the latter were "ladies."7 

Rathbone's and Ranyard's nursing schemes were among the earliest schemes for 

in-home medical care established in the latter half of the nineteenth century. A national 

organization for district nurses was established in 1888 when the Women's Jubilee 
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Offering was used to found Queen Victoria's Jubilee Institute for Nurses. The Institute's 

first leader, Rathbone's niece Rosalind Paget, set national standards for the training of 

district nurses (a year of hospital nursing, three months of midwifery, and six months 

supervised training in a district) and evaluated the activities of local charities seeking 

affiliation with the Institute. Affiliates were required to conform to the training standards 

and were not allowed to interfere with the religious beliefs of their nurses or patients. 

Nurses who had completed their training and worked for affiliated charities were known 

as Queen's Nurses and were awarded a medallion. Bible nurses' abbreviated medical 

training and Ranyard's emphasis on religious instruction within the patients' homes 

meant that the Bible nurses, along with the nurses affiliated with several other early 

charities, were never awarded medallions. Ranyard also retained a like long suspicion of 

Catholic and high Anglicans and her refusal to welcome them in her organization also 

failed to meet the Jubilee Institute's requirements.8 

While the Institute welcomed (limited) religious diversity—nurses were assumed 

to be either Protestant or Roman Catholic—there was less agreement on the ideal class 

background of a nurse. Some home nursing advocates, including Rathbone and Ranyard, 

preferred to recruit district nurses from the "respectable" working class. The first class of 

district nurses in Liverpool, who entered Rathbone's training school in 1863, had all 

worked in factories before matriculation, and four of the class of six were "taken into a 

lady's home for preliminary grooming" before their training began (Stocks 31). Ranyard 

drew her Bible Nurses from working-class Evangelicals, and considered religious fervor 

a more important qualification than educational background. Paget, who served as a nurse 
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herself, and many of her colleagues believed that only ladies could effectively reach 

working-class patients. 

The arguments in favor of ladies varied. Florence Lees Craven wrote in an early 

district nursing text that "for district nurses a higher education and higher grade of 

women are required than for the hospital nurse or even hospital superintendent" because 

working-class patients and their families would respect lady visitors, but be dismissive of 

nurses from their own class (1). Elsewhere Craven argued that district nursing was one of 

the "few employments there are open to gentlewoman" and "secure[d] to its members the 

social position and material rewards generally given to those who combine a scientific 

education with a useful calling" (Stocks 44). Craven believed that district work was 

particularly suited to ladies who had trained as nurses because ladies "cannot earn their 

living as a simple hospital or private nurse without losing caste among their own kith and 

kin" (50). Further advantages of district nursing as a profession for ladies were, according 

to Craven, that Institute and hospital training requirements meant that nursing, unlike 

governess or companion work, could not be taken up without any experience or skills. 

Craven also emphasized that district nurses should have professional and genteel 

supervision: "[only] a lady of education and breeding as well as a nurse of the highest 

order having received ... superior professional training and instruction ... [is] competent 

... to direct and instruct the ordinary nurses as well as secure their deference and 

obedience" (Stock 45). Recruiting district nurses from "the common class of women" 

would deprive hospitals of ward sisters, mistresses of "good servants," and "educated 

women" of employment (Craven quoted by Stock 50). 



Early Queen's Nurses were drawn from the middle class, broadly defined. Mary 

Stock's survey of the actual "paternal occupations" among the 539 Queen's Nurses 

recorded in the Institute's roles for 1896 found nurses whose backgrounds ranged from 

lower to upper middle class: 

Four clergymen, one stockbroker, two 'merchants,' an Oxford Professor and a 

teacher of music, a solicitor, a bank manager, a works manager, a commercial 

traveler, an auctioneer, an engineer and a farmer. The army produced one Major-

General and one who might have been anything from a Field-Marshal to a private 

since he is described merely as 'Army'—though had he been a Field-Marshal his 

daughter would doubtless have said so. (89) 

While Paget and Craven defined ladies by their behavior, not the economic status of their 

fathers, Stocks's list shows that many of the early nurses came from lower middle-class 

backgrounds. Paget's reports of her inspections of the Institutes' Affiliates indicate that 

she was not always impressed with the gentility of the nurses, and wondered if they 

would be effective in working-class homes since ladies had "rather more influence over 

the people, especially in sanitary matters" (Stocks 98).9 For example, after an 1890 visit 

to the Rathbone home and training school in Liverpool, Paget praised the "remarkably 

tidy and professional" nurses and the "well cooked and served" dinner provided, but 

remained concerned that the nurses were not ladies (Stock 98). 

Although Craven and Paget were also concerned that lower middle-class district 

nurses were depriving gentlewoman of a ladylike means of self-support, their 

uncertainties about the effectiveness of district nurses who were not ladies echoed earlier 

philanthropic fiction. For example, Yonge dismissed the daughters of clerks and 



shopkeepers as ineffective charitable workers. In The Daisy Chain, "a stationer's 

daughter and a banker's clerk's" only teach Sunday School because the May sisters' 

example make the practice "genteel" and prove their unfitness through their lack of 

sympathy for the Cocksmoorians (108), while in her The Clever Woman of the Family 

(1865), the "over-visiting, criticism of dress, and inquisitorial examinations" of lower 

middle-class district visitors drives cottagers to dissent (99).10 Sewell, who spent her 

career educating the daughters of the lower middle class, used Katharine Ashton to argue 

that both effective visiting and ladylike behavior could be learned through middle-class 

unity. As my reading of Braddon in Chapter 3 demonstrates, Sewell and Yonge's 

uncertainty about the efficacy of lower middle-class female philanthropists was not 

universal. 

Class tensions among district nurses remained into the twentieth century. In 1909, 

"M. Loane," a pseudonym used by Queen's Nurse Martha Jane Loane, who served as a 

superintendent in Portsmouth, and her writing partner and half-sister Alice Loane, 

denounced a plan to provide working-class women with some training in nursing and 

send them to live with their patients:11 "What is wanted in the homes of the working-

classes is not a respectable charwoman with three months' veneer of training, but a 

highly skilled nurse who, strictly confining her personal service to the more difficult parts 

of her profession organizes and directs the labour of the patient's friends" (An 

Englishman's Castle 230). For Loane, the role of the district nurse was similar to that of 

the mistress of a middle-class household: the nurse supervised and directed the labor of 

subordinates. While textbooks like Craven's^ Guide to District Nurses contained 

elaborate discussions of how to clean a patient and his or her environment, both Craven 



and Loane thought these techniques were best taught to family and friends who could in 

turn apply them in their everyday lives. 

According to Loane, a district nurse must first and foremost have the appearance 

and manners of a lady in order to succeed at her profession: "One of her most powerful 

means of favourably impressing her patients, and of exerting moral influence, is by 

exquisite personal neatness; the invalids and their friends note everything, from the polish 

of her shoes to the set of her white bonnet strings" (An Englishman's Castle 236). In 

order to maintain this appearance, a nurse needs "an ample supply of hot water" as well 

as a proper understanding of how to serve as a household manager (An Englishman's 

Castle 236). Nurses who failed to delegate would not only lose the respect of district 

residents, but also lose the physical markers of her class and profession: 

It is absolutely impossible to combine skilled nursing with scouring, scrubbing, 

boot-cleaning and grate-polishing. Consider the effect upon her hands alone; the 

poorest patients shrink disgustedly from roughened hands, while minor surgery 

that forms so large a part of the modern nurse's duties can only be performed 

satisfactorily by those whose hands are soft and supple, sensitive to the lightest 

impression; and to the nurse herself any injury to the nails, or breaking of the 

skin, is a source of serious danger. (An Englishman's Castle 233) 

The nurse's hands Loane describes are those of a lady: "soft... supple [and] sensitive," 

and even the "poorest patients" prefer the touch of lady's hands to that of "roughened 

hands" even if that rough touch is familiar, since certainly family and friends who have 

taken over the physical labor of the sickroom have "roughened hands." Despite Loane's 

ideal nurse's professional qualifications, she retains the qualities of a lady in the drawing 



room, and it is these qualities that make her presence desirable in working-class homes 

and districts. 

It must also be remembered that the nurse is as a rule of a different social class 

from that of her patients and their friends and has developed different powers of 

mind and body. The average district nurse could keep awake longer, could resist 

infectious disease better, and bear more continuous strain of mind than the 

persons she is serving; but she has not the kind of strength which enables a 

woman to stand all day at the wash tub ... I have rarely seen any poor woman, 

however suffering and broken who could not do heavier physical work than a 

woman of the middle-classes in her ordinary state of health. (233-234) 

Here ladies differ from lower class women not only in behavior and physical appearance, 

but also in their bodies' capacities for physical work. District nurses who could manage 

the physical demands of "charwoman's work" were revealing the vulgarity of both their 

bodies and class origins. 

Ranyard's assessment of the physical health necessary to begin a career as a 

district nurse was different from Loane's. Ranyard found that working-class women's 

health and self-confidence improved when they had regular, respected, and well paid 

employment as a Bible Nurse. "We know a woman who at forty-six years of age was 

herself changed from a meager, downcast, passionate noisy wife, to what she afterwards 

became in the Bible woman's mission room. The new calling actually gave her health 

and strength" (NN 32, original emphasis). The salutary effects of employment on the 

noisy wife center on her new found independence and assumption of a leadership role. 

Many a district nurse of middle- or upper-class origins shared these same desires and 



might find the same satisfaction in employment. Ranyard's assertion that district work 

itself could improve character contradicted district visiting fiction and advice where 

prospective middle-class visitors needed to joyfully fulfill their callings as wives, 

daughters, sisters, or mothers before attempting charitable work. 

Loane's obsessive interest in the bodies and clothing of district nurses reflects the 

anxieties that district nursing as a new profession provoked. In both fiction and reality, 

district nursing offered a new plot for upper middle-class single women. District nursing 

was one of the first "employments open to gentlewoman" that require the female 

professional to work outside of the upper middle-class home (Stocks 44). Positions as 

governesses or companions usually required women to live in their employers' homes, 

and the female owners of independent schools for girls knew that in order to attract the 

highest paying pupils they needed premises and teachers who appeared ladylike. 

Although these accommodations were certainly fraught with their own anxieties, they did 

provide working "ladies" with genteel addresses, however Spartan their rooms or rude 

their employers. By the very nature of their profession, district nurses worked in spaces 

that were not ladylike or genteel, or even middle class, and unlike a volunteer district 

visitor who visited when convenient, district nurses were expected to attend patients 

daily. In these circumstances, district nurses needed to work harder to maintain their 

identities as ladies. 

There were other differences between district nursing and earlier gentlewoman's 

employments. While fictional governesses, teachers, and companions took up their work 

out of economic necessity, not any particular affinity for their positions, both novelists 

and actual district nurses, such as Craven, Loane, and Paget, imagined that ladies chose to 



nurse the poor because of a calling, be it religious or humanist. After the opening of the 

Queen's Institute, district nursing, unlike governessing or companionship, had particular 

professional and educational standards. Women who were "called" to be district nurses 

had to first prove themselves capable of completing training and passing regular 

inspections. 

The vexed class questions that district nursing raises are apparent in Ward's 

Marcella, which is the most extended fictional treatment of the profession. Like her 

predecessor Gaskell, Ward begins on the familiar ground of charitable visits in a rural 

village, her heroine Marcella an earnest, but awkward young lady of uncertain class 

position. New to the business of "Lady Bountiful airs" (52), Marcella's father has, after 

years of genteel poverty and social ostracism, inherited the estate of Mellor Park. 

Marcella is brought home from art school in London and takes to visiting her fathers' 

tenants. Like earlier fictional novices, Marcella is an intruder to these homes, but in 

Ward's narration, the gap between lady visitor arid working-class woman cannot be 

bridged. Where Yonge and Gaskell displace the awkwardness of district visiting onto 

their depictions of visiting across difference within the middle class, Marcella's 

misreading of her working-class hosts become essential to the plot. Instead of serving, 

like Flora and Ethel May's work in Cocksmoor, as a means to connect her with other 

"ladies," Marcella's attempts to befriend her father's tenants alienate her from the other 

county families, and drive her back to London where she trains as a district nurse. 

The plots of Marcella and North and South are similar. In both novels, the 

heroine, who has been educated away from home, moves with unfamiliar and unhappy 

parents to a new geographical location and simultaneously experiences a change in class 
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status. In North and South, Margaret perceives this social dislocation as a loss of status, 

and as I argued in the first chapter, cross-class visiting first attracts her as means of 

relating to her neighbors in a familiar routine. Ward's heroine Marcella experiences a rise 

in status. When her father inherits the family estate at Mellor Park, she is an art student in 

Kensington and a volunteer "rent collector" in the East End (48).14 Transplanted to the 

Midlands, Marcella amuses herself by visiting her father's tenants. Gaskell juxtaposed 

Margaret's visits to working-class homes with her awkward encounters with the 

Thornton family, and the narrative proximity of these scenes suggests that Margaret 

found both inter- and intra-class visiting instructive. While Margaret learns from 

Nicholas's hints and her own experience of Mrs. Thornton's coldness, Ward's Marcella 

remains unaware of how deeply she misreads the villagers throughout her residence in 

Mellor. 

Instead of relying on Marcella's encounters within her own class, which are also 

full of missteps, to reveal the awkwardness of her cottage visits, Ward develops 

Marcella's working-class hosts into actual characters. Ward's characterization of 

cottagers departs from most other district visiting plots. Usually working-class hosts only 

appear briefly in visiting scenes, and their characterization serves to depict their visitor's 

effectiveness. In those rare instances when these characters do appear outside of the 

district visitor's plot, they are frequently shown as charitable workers. For example, 

Nicholas and Mary Higgins take care of the Boucher children. Ward's Mellor cottagers 

have interiority; they respond to Marcella's visits in thought and word. While their words 

resemble the hosts' agreeable politeness in other novels, their thoughts reveal their dislike 

of Marcella and her intrusions. 



Ward's cottagers are individualized, but Marcella has difficulty seeing them as 

more than "figures and types" (61): "Here for the first time, had Marcella been face to 

face with the agricultural world as it is—no stage ruralism, but the bare fact in one of its 

most pitiful aspects... these figures and types had been a ghastly and quickening 

revelation to Marcella" (61). Marcella sees the differences between idealized cottagers 

and her father's beleaguered tenants, but continues to see them as actors or figures in a 

painting: "For the present, these village people affected her like figures in poetry or 

drama. She saw them with the eye of the imagination through a medium provided by 

Socialist discussion, or by certain phases of modern art" (103). She also sees them as her 

audience; she "command[s]" their attention (103). 

Ward lavishly details Marcella's shortcomings as a district visitor. With greater 

sensitivity than earlier authors of philanthropic fiction, Ward's narrative voice makes 

clear how Marcella's intrusive visits feel to her father's tenants. Marcella herself has no 

such insight; she consistently misreads the tenants whom she calls her "real friends" 

(original emphasis, 270). Her missteps are particularly egregious in the case of the family 

of the poacher Jim Hurd. With little evidence beyond her hopes, "she soon discovered, or 

imagined that Hurd had more education than his neighbours," and believes that he reads 

the labor paper she regularly lends him (114). She is even so naive as to ask Jim's wife 

Minta if there is poaching on the estate when all the other villagers and most of the local 

landowners know that Jim leads a gang of poachers. When Jim condemned to death for 

killing the gamekeeper of a neighboring estate, Marcella further torments Minta by 

spending every waking hour at her side, and thus driving away the friends and family 
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who could bring her comfort. These visits only serve to comfort Marcella: "The one place 

she breathed freely, where the soul had full course, was in Minta Hurd's kitchen" (300). 

From these inauspicious beginnings, Marcella is transformed into an effective 

district nurse between the novel's first and second volumes. Where before she completely 

misinterpreted the behavior and intentions of her father's tenants, she can now apprehend 

and sensitively respond to complex family dramas, such as alcoholic wives and abusive 

husbands. Despite these new insights, Marcella still has blind spots. She continues to 

impose on poor Minta, becoming a permanent visitor to her new home in London—they 

have adjoining flats in a "model building." Although she professes to want Minta as a 

friend, Marcella treats her like a servant. 

Ward obscures the origins of Marcella's new ability to read working-class homes 

as well as her training as a nurse. The two years that pass between the end of volume one 

and the beginning of volume two are only described briefly and retrospectively in a 

conversation Marcella has with friends who knew her during her days on her father's 

estate: 

It seemed to me all topsy-turvey. I thought the Sister at the head of the ward 

rather a stupid person. If I had seen her at Mellor I shouldn't have spoken two 

words to her. And yet here she was ordering me about—rating me as I had never 

rated a housemaid—laughing at me for not knowing this or that, and generally 

making me feel that a raw probationer was one of the things of least account in 

the whole universe. I knew perfectly well that she had said to herself, 'Now then I 

must take that proud girl down a peg, or she will be of no use to anybody ... 

When I was in school and got in a passion I used to try and overawe the girls by 



shaking my Speaker great-uncle in their faces. And so in hospital, it would flash 

across me sometimes in a plaintive sort of way that they couldn 't know I was 

Miss Boyce of Mellor, and had been mothering and ruling the whole of my 

father's village—or they wouldn't treat me so. (353-4) 

Marcella's account here bespeaks a class tension that was endemic to early district 

nursing: that between ladies and lower middle-class women. Marcella's ward sister, "a 

stupid person [to whom Marcella] shouldn't have spoken two words," is from a lower 

social class (353). Marcella's eventual acceptance of the sister's authority hints at how 

her relationships with working-class women have changed. Ward's narrative suggests 

that Marcella's professional knowledge both enables her to read class difference more 

accurately, and helps her bridge class difference within the hospital. Marcella concludes 

her account of her training: "everybody seemed suddenly to become my friend instead of 

my enemy—and I ended by thinking the hospital the most fascinating and engrossing 

place in the whole world" (354). 

Marcella's abbreviated nursing career illustrates all of these tensions. While 

Marcella warns her friends: "It's the fashion now to admire nurses; but it's ridiculous. 

We do our work like other people—sometimes badly, sometimes well. And some of us 

wouldn't do it if we could help it" (353). Ward, to some extent, follows the fashion. Her 

training in nursing seems to have an almost miraculous effect on Marcella's skills as a 

visitor to working-class homes, yet she still remains estranged from Minta, and never in 

either Marcella or its sequel Sir George Tressady (1896), does Marcella's relationship to 

working-class homes evolve beyond that of a professionalized Lady Bountiful. The class 

tensions between Marcella and the supervising sister seem to dissipate into shared 
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professional interests, but Marcella nurses in isolation. While in reality hospital-trained 

district nurses shared accommodation and often cases, Marcella is the only district nurse 

in the novel. She nurses without colleagues, or seemingly, supervision. When Marcella 

and her fiance Aldous reconcile, Marcella returns to her old haunts as a professionalized 

squire's wife prepared to use her district nursing experience to serve both the tenants and 

her husband's parliamentary career. 

Completely absent in Ward's brief account of Marcella's two-years as a 

probationer nurse is any discussion of how Marcella learned to interact with working-

class patients within their homes. The Sister who "rates" Marcella does so in a hospital 

ward after objecting to her charge's performance as a nurse in the ward not as a visitor in 

a working-class home. Marcella's work in the East End, like that of her real world 

counterparts, puts her under primarily female supervision. Unlike the district visitors of 

previous generations who were expected to defer to male relatives and clergymen, district 

nurses did their work independently and much of what supervision they did have was 

female. Since district nursing in which one could rise by merit, "ladies" might have found 

themselves with less than ladylike superiors. Even nurses for charities who screened out 

working-class applicants often found that the working-class women on their rounds knew 

far more about basic survival in the district. These new relationships among women of 

different ranks led to new plots in such as households, such as Minta's and Marcella's 

were women of different ranks share living space or even eroticized partnerships. 

Marcella's desire for an interclass friendship with Minta does not include an 

erotic component; however, as Seth Koven demonstrates in Slumming, such friendships 

were often eroticized in both fiction and reality. Like Ward's portrayal of Minta and 



Marcella, these settlement workers often drew on mistress-servant relationships, "the 

only model of cross-class relationships they knew first hand" (Koven 193). Marcella and 

Minta's relationship never carries the erotic energy as that of Joan Prinsep and Martha 

Mace in L.T. Meade's^ Princess of the Gutter (1896).15 In fiction, these erotic 

friendships enriched plots that ended without "men and marriage" (Koven 219). 

These fictional cross-class female partnerships evolved out of earlier novelistic 

portrayals of district visiting. In fiction, philanthropic plots, particularly depictions of 

district visiting, serve as a supplement to the marriage plot. Yonge frequently replaces 

courtship with charitable calls; in her fiction, district visits conducted under the 

supervision of high Anglican clergy can provide single men and women status within 

their communities. For her male visitors, these visits often precede clerical careers. 

Sewell uses district visiting to cement female friendships that, at least in the case of Jane 

and Katharine, she allows to supersede obligations to male relatives. When Katharine 

enters Jane's employ as a lady's maid, she not only gets around Philip's objections to her 

friendship with Jane, but also avoids accompanying her ne'er do well brother and his 

family on their voyage to Australia. Jane and Katharine's friendship does not cross class 

boundaries since Katharine is always already a lady even while serving as a lady's maid. 

Sewell's descriptions of this friendship are not erotically charged, but the relationship 

between Jane and Katharine proves a more significant source of happiness than either 

character's marriage plot. Katharine's friendship is Jane's only solace from Philip's 

emotional abuse, and Katharine refuses a marriage proposal, which she later accepts, to 

make her extended visit as Jane's servant. 



Unlike Yonge and Sewell who delay or replace the marriage plot with district 

visiting, Oliphant intertwines the philanthropic and marital plots in her Carlingford series. 

Oliphant uses district visiting as a means of simultaneously representing courtship and 

professionalization. Carlingford's clergymen find they need to "court" their 

congregations through visits that frequently cross class boundaries, and Frank 

Wentworth, the most successful of these clerical visitors, combines his district 

obligations with his courtship of fellow visitor Lucy Woodhouse. 

Oliphant's clerical characters occasionally give sermons, but she uses visiting as 

the primary representation of their professional success. The predominance of visiting 

links these male characters with an activity closely associated with middle-class women. 

In Oliphant, as in Yonge, this connection makes female influence on clergy possible. 

Trollope, however, found that the association between female visitors and male 

clergymen threatened the masculinity and professional status of the latter. In the 

Barsetshire series, Trollope confines his depictions of charitable visiting to characters 

who are themselves members of clerical or gentry families. Visits and gifts between 

female characters mitigate differences of economic circumstances, but men cannot visit 

the impoverished without threatening their host's status as a gentleman. Trollope also 

connects visiting to courtship; in both novels, female charitable visiting facilitates 

courtships that cross class difference. In Framley Parsonage, Lucy Robarts's visit to the 

Crawley family proves her ability to serve as Lady Lufton in the future, and in The Last 

Chronicle of Barsetshire, female gifts and hospitality make Grace Crawley's courtship 

possible. 
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District visiting is not always depicted as a means of expanding female 

opportunity or plots. Braddon and Broughton reveal the shortcomings of charity as an 

alternative to the marriage plot. In Aurora Floyd and John Marchmont 's Legacy, district 

visiting does not succeed in replacing female character's thwarted desires for courtship. 

Broughton's Kate Chester is able to use charitable visiting to resist unwanted romantic 

entanglements, but Broughton cannot imagine this strategy working out in the long term. 

In the original serialized version of the novel, Kate's desire to opt out of courtship ends in 

her violent death. When Kate does manage to become a Sister of Mercy in the revised 

triple-decker version, her plot ends at the moment she enters the convent. 

Although female novelists found ample opportunity in visiting scenes to depict 

male professionals, they are reticent to show female characters as professionals. In 

Marcella, this hesitancy manifests itself in the almost complete absence of Marcella's 

training. Significantly, Marcella's education as a visitor is completely absent since the 

brief scene from her probationer days primarily pertains to medical technique not 

interpersonal relationships. Marcella's ability to take criticism from the ward sister does 

suggest an education in accepting lower middle-class women as authorities, but does not 

indicate any change in her approach to working-class women. 

Once Marcella completes training, both the narrative and the marriage plot 

resume with her almost immediate encounter with her former fiance. Instead of providing 

an extended depiction of a professional female character, Ward's novel uses an absent 

professionalization process as a means of disciplining a wayward character into 

conventional femininity. District visiting continues to be depicted as a measure of a 

characters' inherent femininity not a mastery of learned skills. 



District visiting advice literature amply demonstrates that district visits could be 

scripted by a series of questions and prescribed duties, but the idea that these calls were 

an outward manifestation of internalized class and gender identity continued to resonate 

with novelists despite the increased professionalization of the practice throughout the 

latter half of the nineteenth century. In North and South, Gaskell uses a series of 

awkward visiting scenes to show her middle-class readers how their working-class 

hostesses might feel. In the decades that followed, novelists continued to imagine these 

calls as sites of anxious awkwardness, but the practice continue as a demonstration of 

middle-class female identity. 
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Anglican nursing sisterhoods did exist prior to 1859 and some these, such as St. John's 

House in London, provided in-home care. Rathbone's innovation was to make these 

services non-sectarian and develop professional qualifications. 

2 This detail is recounted in Rose Emily Selfe's history of Ranyard's charity Light amid 

London Shadows: A Record of Fifty Years' Work in the London Biblewomen and Nurses 

Mission. 

3 Both Ranyard's charity and her magazine went through multiple name changes during 

her tenure as editor and principal. Her charity began its existence as the London Bible 

and Domestic Female Mission, became the London Biblewomen and Nurses' Mission in 

1900, and was renamed again in 1917 as the Ranyard Mission, the name it held until its 

last remaining nurses were absorbed into the National Health Service in the early 1960's. 

Ranyard's magazine, which reported on the charity's activities to her many subscribers, 

also underwent several name changes. It began in 1856 as The Book and Its Missions and 

was re-christened The Missing Link Magazine in 1865 after Ranyard's 1859 volume on 

her work, The Missing Link; or Bible-Women in the Homes of the London Poor . 

(Ranyard's charity also varied the spelling of Bible women in its many publications.) 

After Ranyard's death in 1879, her magazine was re-launched as Bible Work at Home 

and Abroad in 1884, which Biblewomen and Nurses succeeded in 1889 until it was re-

titled The Ranyard Magazine in 1917. 

4 Ranyard quotes Marian's original letter in The Missing Link (20). Ranyard draws on 

Marian's writings throughout her voluminous publications on Bible women; however, it 

is not always clear if Ranyard excerpting Marian's actual words or recounting 
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information Marian told her in conversation as though Marian had written it. While 

Marian was literate— she became a Christian after borrowing the Bible from a lending 

library—many of the early Bible women were not, and Ranyard published their reports, 

that is narratives she had composed after meeting with them, in her books and magazines. 

There is no way of knowing how frequently Ranyard altered the Bible women's words to 

fit her own publicity needs. There are no surviving Bible women's reports among 

Ranyard's papers in the London Metropolitan archives. Ranyard was an active public 

relations manager. She controlled access to the Bible women, never revealed their family 

names, and after her first generation of employees assigned aliases to each district in 

which a Bible woman worked thus maintaining consistency for her readers, but also 

making it impossible to access staff turnover or individuate among Bible woman reports. 

Out of respect for Marian's status as the original Bible woman, Ranyard never assigned 

"Marian" as an alias. She did, however, fall out with Marian after the Bible woman failed 

in her attempt to manage a dormitory for single working-class women. Ranyard's charity 

had financed dormitory, and Marian's alcoholic husband had mismanaged the funds. 

5 Ranyard's ability to recruit Bible women quickly out paced the supply of interested lady 

supervisors. Ranyard discovered that she and her more active volunteers were soon 

responsible for several Bible women. Later, the charity established the position of 

"Pioneer," experienced Bible women who supervised district workers. Ranyard was 

initially loath to bypass Bible women's contact with ladies, but the lack of volunteers 

made paid supervisors essential. By the end of the nineteenth century, Pioneers had 

almost entirely replaced lady supervisors. 



Besides providing nourishment, the soup, which is essentially a basic recipe for beef 

stew, was supposed to suppress the craving for gin. 

7 On the comparative wages of Ranyard's and hospital nurses, see Prochaska "Body and 

Soul." Prochaska notes that "Bible nurses were far less circumscribed than nurses who 

worked in hospital wards under the gaze of matrons and male authorities. How unusual 

for working-class employees to find themselves in a profession in which they might 

wield more power and work fewer hours than others in the same field who were their 

social superiors" (340). 

8 Ranyard's hostility to all things high church led Caroline Talbot to found the Parochial 

Mission-Women in 1862. Overtly Anglican, Mission-women encouraged church 

attendance and were under the control of clergymen as well as lady superintendents. 

Talbot and Ranyard, judging from their surviving archives, seem to have kept a civil 

relationship. Their minute books each include referrals of prospective donors to each 

other's charities when their own did not fit the donors' doctrinal beliefs. 

9 Despite there working-class backgrounds, Ranyard's were also obsessed with 

eliminating "dirt" in the district: "It is with dirt we first want our good women to grapple 

and diseases born of dirt" (NN 32). 

10 From the standpoint of Victorian prejudices, the cottagers' dissent can be read as 

upwardly mobile behavior since dissenters were stereotypically lower middle class. 

11 Until recently, Martha Jane Loane has been assumed to be the sole author of M. 

Loane's books and essays, but the research of Susan Cohen and Clive Fleary into Loane 

sisters' surviving correspondence and the signatures on their contracts with publishers 
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suggest that most of the writing was done by Alice Loane, while Martha Jane Loane had 

the actual experience as a district nurse. See their introduction to The Queen's Poor. 

12 M. Loane's desire to delegate the actual cleaning of patients' bodies and rooms fits 

within Seth Koven's reading of the relationship between female shimmers and dirt: 

"Women's relationship to the circulation and removal of dirt was fundamentally 

determined by class. It was the prerogative of elite women to define what dirt was—and 

was not—and to dictate how, where, and when their social inferiors should remove it" 

(192). 

13 While in these passages, Loane is unsympathetic to unladylike nurses, she did have a 

great deal of sympathy for working-class women. Her books of are full of detailed 

accounts of the heroic efforts of working-class mothers and their deep attachments to 

their children. Loane often notes that working-class women had greater knowledge of 

their children than wealthy women whose servants managed the drudgery of childcare. 

My point here is not that Loane is inconsistent, but that her objections to unladylike 

nurses was rooted in a dislike of working- and lower middle-class women presuming to 

undertake a profession that required ladylike behavior. In addition to An Englishman's 

Castle, Loane's other major works are The Queen's Poor (1905), The Next Street But 

One (1907), From Their Point of View (1908), Neighbours and Friends (1910), and The 

Common Growth (1911). 

14 Rent collecting grew out of Octavia Hill's efforts to improve working-class housing. 

Hill raised funds—John Ruskin was among her earliest donors—to purchase dilapidated 

working-class housing in London which was either razed and new buildings constructed 

or substantially remodeled. The flats were then rented by the week, and a rent collector 
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called when payments were due. Often this rent-collector lived in the neighborhood 

herself. As Ellen Chase, you served Hill resident rent-collector in Deptford explains, this 

structure was meant to mimic the rural landlord-tenant relationship: 

Miss Hill's ideal was to approach, as far as is possible in a great town, the close 

relations between landlord and tenants of a property such as you often find in the 

quiet of an English countryside. Naturally a resident landlord continually riding 

about his farms would not suffer the cottages to fall out of repair, whilst the 

tenantry for their part, treated considerately, would not dream of dodging 

payment" (10). 

Hill's scheme contains element of nostalgia for an England that never was where 

landlords and tenants harmoniously kept obligations, but her idea of landlords or 

landlord's representatives living amongst their urban working-class tenants reoccurred 

fictionally in plots in which a young heiress, such as Joan Princep in L. T. Meade's The 

Princess of the Gutter, takes an interest in or even moves to the "slum" property that 

generates her wealth. 

15 For Koven's reading of A Princess of the Gutter see 217-221. 
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